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Abstract 
This master thesis project focuses on logistical conflicts in a interdepartmental setting. The main 

question aims at finding out how these conflicts are related to coordination and performance. The 

project was carried out at Harries B.V. A producer and processor of different types of carrots for 

vegetable processing industries and retail. A case study approach was used to do an in-depth 

exploration on interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance. Multiple methods (both 

quantitative and qualitative) were used to gather data. The analysis of the gathered data shows that 

in most cases interdepartmental logistical conflicts are likely to be negatively related to both 

coordination and performance. Furthermore, suggestions are provided on how contingencies, such 

as trust, respect, open conflict norms and power differences, can influence these negative 

relationships positively.  
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Management summary 
 

Introduction  

In today’s specialized organizations, coordination and integration are very important (Nauta, De Vries 

& Wijngaard, 2001). The work of different departments need to be aligned to create a competitive 

advantage and achieve the organizational goals (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967a). However, employees of 

different departments have their own goals, which tend to be incompatible (St. John, 1991). 

Departments’ activities are therefore not easy to align, coordination becomes difficult and 

interdepartmental conflicts are likely to occur. A lot of research has been done on conflicts in teams. 

Three types of conflicts are distinguished: task, relationship and process conflict. I argue that the 

described conflict between departments can be seen as some kind of process conflict, as  

departments differ in opinion on how to achieve organizational goals. A special type of these process 

conflicts, is typified by Behfar, Mannix, Peterson & Trochim (2011): logistical conflicts. These conflicts 

seem applicable in interdepartmental situations as well, since conflicts about how much time and 

resources should be spend on a particular task or project occur between departments. Which also 

applies for conflicts about task responsibilities and disagreements on the strategy of a particular task.   

Research objectives 

Earlier research on process and logistical conflicts in a team setting has shown that these conflicts are 

mostly negatively related to performance (Behfar et al., 2011; Greer, Caruso & Jehn, 2011; Jehn & 

Bendersky, 2003; Jehn & Mannix, 2001). The meta-analysis of De Wit, Greer and Jehn (2012) shows 

that process conflicts are the most negative form of conflict. The primary goal of this research is, 

therefore, to do an in-depth exploration on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts and performance, where coordination plays a role too. The following research questions 

were formulated: 

1. How are interdepartmental logistical conflicts and (departmental and organizational) 

performance related?  

2. What is the role of coordination on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts and (departmental and organizational) performance? 

Furthermore, this research also presents recommendations on how to deal with interdepartmental 

logistical conflicts. By giving these recommendations, contingencies need to be taken into account. 

Four contingencies are taken into account and were expected to influence the relationship between 

logistical conflicts and performance: trust, respect, open conflict norms and power differences. Trust 

creates a secure feeling, such that a department feels that its interests are taking care of by another 

department. Therefore, conflicts are less likely seen as personal conflicts (Simons & Peterson, 2000; 

Tidd, McIntyre & Friedman, 2004). Respects creates a feeling of inclusiveness. A department can 

therefore be more willing to act in favor of the organization (De Cremer, 2002). Open conflict norms 

ensure a free discussion atmosphere, in which departments can share their ideas and thoughts. 

Conflicts are perceived as less harmful, so a better and more integrative solution can be found (Brett, 

1991). Lastly, power differences can influence the relationship between conflicts and performance 

because a powerful department tends to control the conflict situation, in which case the less 

powerful department feels less included and has to give in to the other department’s will. The next 

two research questions were formulated in order to find out what influences these situational factors 

had: 
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3. What are the effects of the different contingencies (trust, respect, open conflict norms and 

power differences) on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts, 

departmental and organizational performance?  

4. And how can these effects help an organization in dealing with interdepartmental logistical                                                                                          

conflicts? 

Method 

A case study was performed at Harries. The research population included all departments of Harries 

(Processing, Packaging, Shipping, Technical Services, Sales and Quality), one department of Rijko and 

one of the Schakel. Rijko and Harries are part of the Van Rijsingen Group and the Schakel is closely 

related to it. The case study approach is suitable for the exploratory research on interdepartmental 

logistical conflicts (Blumberg, Cooper & Schindler, 2008). A two stage design was used to investigate 

the research questions. In the first (orientation) phase I conducted a couple of introductory 

meetings, shadowed the heads of the Processing, Packaging and Shipping department of Harries, and 

checked several documents, such as process charts and minutes of previously held meetings. The 

second, data collection phase consisted of in-depth interviews, observations, short conversations 

with the Processing and Packaging operators and questionnaires. Therefore, multiple methods 

contributed to the triangulation of the project (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Lowe, 1991). The in-depth 

interviews had a semi-structured character and were executed with every participant of the research 

population. Furthermore, powerful behavior outings and interdepartmental logistical conflicts were 

observed in different meeting types. The questionnaires were filled in by the department heads of 

Harries and included measurement scales of all topics of the research.  

Analysis 

In this project, interdepartmental logistical conflicts were divided into four components: conflicts 

about time, conflicts about resources, conflicts about task responsibilities and conflicts about task 

strategy. Each component was related to coordination and performance separately and examples 

from the interview and observational data were used to illustrate the relationship.  

Conflicts about time 

In conflict about time situations, different department employees state to lack information, which 

was needed for effective decision-making. The employees also lack time to cooperate and align their 

tasks, thus coordination is negatively affected. Then literature suggests that due to this uncertainty 

and ineffective decision making, performance can be negatively influenced (Jehn, 1997; Passos & 

Caetano, 2005). 

Conflicts about resources 

An example of a conflict on resources showed that the preferences and expectations of the involved 

departments differed, which was likely to negatively affect coordination and performance (Janicik & 

Bartel, 2003).  

Conflicts on task responsibilities 

When different department members did not agree on who should do what, into what extent and 

when. Therefore, it was uncertain who was responsible for a particular (part of) a task and the 

fulfillment of the task took longer and coordination suffered. Then, literature suggests that 

performance could be influenced negatively (Jehn, 1997). However, in some examples these conflicts 
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were likely positively affect performance, because the discussions leaded to a more clarified 

distribution of the roles of the different departments.   

Conflicts about task strategy 

Conflicts about task strategies are likely to decrease coordination because it was difficult to agree on 

a strategy and make a decision. Also the conflicts create confusion and it takes more time for a task 

to be done. Then, literature proposes performance can be negatively influenced (Behfar et al., 2011; 

Jehn; 1997. But these conflicts could also give more positive outcomes, as the conflicts can lead to a 

critical reevaluation of the way of working (e.g. Jehn & Bendersky, 2003; Jehn & Mannix, 2001). Then 

adoptions can be made to improve the performance of the company.  

When trust, respect, and/or open conflict norms were present, the level of interdepartmental 

conflicts was most of the time low as well. The results are therefore in congruence with my 

expectations about the roles of these situational factors on conflict situations. When trust, respect 

and open conflict norms are present, departments experience conflicts as less harmful and create a 

feeling of inclusiveness. Also, conflicts are less likely to escalate. Therefore, coordination and 

performance are likely to be less negatively affected by interdepartmental logistical conflicts. 

Furthermore, it also turned that when these situational factors are present in conflict situations, they  

take on a more constructive role. In these situations the presence of one of these factors give the 

departments the need to solve the conflict and revise their way of working (trust), accept and 

understand why the conflict occurred (respect) and help in solving the problem and checking errors 

(open conflict norms) (Tjosvold, 2006; Tjosvold & Yu, 2007). Power differences were experienced in 

almost every conflict situation. It is thus likely that the departmental power differences influence the 

amount of discussion time of logistical issues, such that coordination and performance presumably 

decrease.  

Theoretical implications 

This research provides a new research area of interdepartmental logistical conflicts and contributes 

to the understanding of logistical conflicts by itself. Logistical conflicts are common and appear 

during day to day activities, meetings and projects. Interdepartmental logistical conflicts are likely to 

negatively influence coordination and performance. However, some examples in the data 

demonstrate that logistical conflicts are positively related to both coordination and performance. 

Therefore, in a more settled and cooperative environment in which departments work together on a 

regular basis, logistical conflicts can help with the distribution of roles and tasks. Furthermore, the 

division into four subcomponents of logistical conflict helps in investigating logistical conflicts. The 

presence of situational factors (trust, respect and open conflict norms) are important in logistical 

conflict situations and when present, they can ensure that the conflict is not misattributed to 

another type of conflict and it is less likely to escalate. Power differences are almost always present 

in conflict situations and are likely to influence the perceptions of the departments.  

Practical implications 

To reduce the possible negative relationship of interdepartmental logistical conflict on coordination 

and performance, the presence of the four contingencies is important. Trust bonds can be 

established by for example clear coordination protocols, team building exercises and awareness of 

the collective goal (Curseu & Schruijer). Perspective taking can help with the creation respect for 

each other’s work, and perspective taking can be enhanced by: transformational leadership, 
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production ownership, integrated understanding, interaction between departments, and job 

autonomy  (Parker, Atkins & Axtell, 2008). Open conflict norms can be stimulated by the supervisor, 

by telling the department members that conflict is not necessarily a bad thing (Jehn, 1997). Power 

differences can be addressed by perspective taking as well.  

Limitations and future research 

The major strength of this study is the case study approach, where multiple (both qualitative and 

quantitative) methods were used. However, there are some limitations for this research as well. 

Future research should be done with objective performance measures. More types of 

(interdepartmental) conflicts should be taken into account because of possible spillover effects (Jehn 

& Chatman, 2000). And deductive research should be done to provide more statistical and 

generalized results.  
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1.  Introduction 

1.1 Introduction to the research project 
In today’s complex organizations, managers decide how to control and organize their 

organization’s actions in order to create value and competitive advantage. The goals of an 

organization are split up into different sub goals and differentiation occurs (Nauta & Sanders, 2001). 

Differentiation is the “state of segmentation of the organizational system into subsystems, each of 

which tends to develop particular attributes in relation to the requirements posed by its relevant 

external environment” (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967a, p. 4). A results of differentiation is specialization. 

When specialization occurs an employee gets a better understanding of his or hers tasks and engages 

more in these tasks. Both are beneficial for an organization. The employees develop more specific 

knowledge and abilities which are the foundation of the core competences of an organization (Jones, 

2010). Employees, therefore, have their own organizational roles: the task-related behaviors that an 

employee needs to fulfill for the place he or she has in an organization. Organizational roles become 

more specific when the organization becomes larger. The establishment of differentiation and 

division of labor ensures the founding of departmentalization. The overall organizational goals are 

broken down into multiple subgoals, which are divided over units and employees in the organization 

(Nauta & Sanders, 2001). Employees with similar or related organizational roles are formed together 

into a subunit. Most of these subunits are departments, also called functions. In departments 

employees are grouped with colleagues who have the same set of skills or have the same kind of 

resources to perform their job. A division is bigger because it is a group of departments. And is 

responsible for the production of a product or service (Jones, 2010). With larger and more complex 

organizations the number of departments and divisions grows. Five different kinds of departments 

can be distinguished: support, production, maintenance, and adaptive and managerial functions 

(Jones, 2010). Purchasing, sales and marketing departments can be seen as support functions. 

Production operations and production control are examples of processes taking place in production 

departments, personnel and engineering are maintenance functions and research and development 

is a function that is adaptive. This function helps the company to respond to changes in the 

environment. Managerial functions take care of the control and coordination of actions in and 

between departments.  

Organizations create more departments, because specialization results in a higher 

productivity and engagement of employees. However, a trade off needs to be made since more 

specialization also leads to a higher need of integration of the activities of the different departments. 

As the different departments need to work together to accomplish the organizational goals, 

cooperation and coordination are necessary between these departments (Wijngaard, De Vries & 

Nauta, 2006). This process is called integration, where in order to achieve the organization’s task, 

agreement of effort is attained among the different departments of the organization (Lawrence & 

Lorsch, 1967a). But difficulties may arise in the adjustment of departments’ activities. Departments 

create their own orientation and have their own point of view on time frame, goals, level of structure 

and interpersonal relationships (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967a). Thus, employees of different 

departments have goals that differ. Exactly these different departmental goals tend to be 

incompatible and conflicting (St. John, 1991; Wijngaard et al., 2006). Coordination may become 

complicated because employees of other departments can see things differently. Instead 
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coordination should lead to goal congruence, so departments have the same ideas about what is 

good for the organization and are focused on the collectively shared organizational goals (De Haas & 

Kleingeld, 1999). An example of a coordination difficulty can arise between the production and R&D 

department: production departments are focused on reducing costs and increasing quality (therefore 

they have a short-term focus as these issues are handled daily), while R&D is focused on innovation 

in the production process. This can take multiple years, therefore R&D has a long-term focus 

(Engelen & Brettel, 2012; Fritz, 1996). To avoid such a coordination problem, companies can 

encourage communication between departments by introducing multiple integration methods and 

mechanisms. An example of an integration method is an advanced IT system, which gives 

departments the opportunity to share data with each other (Jones, 2010). 

Even with coordination mechanisms, it stays difficult to cooperate and coordinate the 

departments’ activities.  Conflicts are likely to occur. Walton and Dutton (1969) were among the first 

to address this type of conflict and called it: interdepartmental conflict. Interdepartmental conflict is 

defined as “interference rather than considerateness, information is distorted or withheld,  and 

attitudes of  annoyance  and  distrust exist between departments” (Walton, Dutton & Cafferty, 1969, 

p. 528). They also saw multiple antecedents of this type of conflict, such as mutual task dependence, 

asymmetries, role dissatisfaction, and common resources (Walton & Dutton, 1969).  

Nowadays, conflict is a very common research object in teams. Teams are a common used 

tool for organizations to create competitive advantage (Tjosvold, Tang, & West, 2004). Many authors 

investigated conflict in teams and distinguished three types of conflict: task, relationship, and process 

conflict. Task conflicts are disagreements about the task itself, relationship conflicts are 

incompatibilities about personal issues, and process conflicts are disagreements about how the task 

should be done (Jehn, 1995; Jehn, 1997; Jehn, Greer, Levine & Szulanski, 2008). I argue that 

interdepartmental conflict can be seen as a kind of process conflict. Due to different orientations, 

departments vary in opinion about how to achieve the organizational goals. For example, the sales 

department receives an extraordinary order. Then the sales department negotiates with the planning 

department about the possible manufacturing date of the order. The sales department wants the 

order to be ready as soon as possible, while the planning department does not see possibilities to 

produce the order this fast due to predetermined producing schedules. Then a conflict arises 

between the two departments. They do not agree on the completion date of the order. Furthermore, 

they have limited resources to achieve this goal, have to determine who does what and how much 

time should be spent on this task by each department. A more specific type of conflict related to 

conflicts between departments are logistical conflicts. Logistical conflicts are about “coordinating 

group strategy and experiencing logistical issues, such as how to spend time and resources” (Behfar, 

Mannix, Peterson & Trochim, 2011, p. 150). Putting this in a interdepartmental setting, logistical 

conflicts are disagreements between departments about how to get a certain task done.   

Specifically, disagreements arise about which strategy they should use, who should do what, and 

how much time and resources should be spent on a particular task or project.  

Logistical conflict has not been studied before in a interdepartmental setting. So, it is a fairly 

new direction in conflict research. Now, it is interesting to find out what kind of effects these 

conflicts have on performance. Past research indicates that process conflicts are the most negative 

form of conflict and thus negatively related to performance (De Wit, Greer & Jehn, 2012). Therefore, 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts are a type of conflict to monitor closely.  
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 1.2 Research objectives and structure 
Interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance are the main topics of this master 

thesis project. The focus of this project is on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts and departmental and organizational performance. Earlier research on process conflicts 

established a detrimental relationship with team performance. The process conflicts create 

uncertainty, tasks take longer to finish and people see more intention to quit with the task (Jehn, 

1997). More recent studies replicate these findings and show that process conflict is detrimental to 

team performance (Greer, Caruso & Jehn, 2011; Jehn & Bendersky, 2003; Jehn & Mannix, 2001). Only 

at the beginning of a project a moderate level of process conflict can be beneficial. A bit of process 

conflict enhances a good understanding of the distribution of tasks and the discussion can lead to 

having the right people for the variety of tasks that need to be done. De Wit et al. (2012) performed 

a meta analysis and found out that process conflict is the most negative form of intragroup conflict. 

As a special type of process conflict, logistical conflict, also has negative effects on team performance 

(Behfar et al., 2011).  

All these studies show a negative relationship between process/logistical conflicts and 

performance. It is therefore likely that interdepartmental logistical conflicts are negatively related to 

both departmental and organizational performance. Coordination could play an important role in this 

relationship. To achieve organizational goals and create organizational excellence, a company needs 

to coordinate the activities between departments (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967a). As logistical conflicts 

are about the logistical and timing coordination (Behfar et al., 2011), interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts, coordination and performance are therefore likely to be related.   

The first objective of this master thesis project is to do an in-depth exploration on the 

relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance. Only a few studies have 

been done on process conflicts and even less on logistical conflicts. Therefore, the first step is to find 

out how logistical conflict and performance are related in an interdepartmental setting. The second 

objective is to find out what influence coordination has on this relationship. These two objectives are 

expressed by the following research questions:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides answering these two research questions, this research also has the objective to 

present recommendations on how to deal with interdepartmental logistical conflicts in relation to 

departmental and organizational performance. These recommendations can be linked to 

interdepartmental cooperation and coordination in order to cope with these conflicts such that they 

will buffer a negative relationship or enhance a positive relationship between interdepartmental 

logistical conflicts and performance. However, by giving these recommendations one should also 

take contingencies into account that are likely to affect the main relationship and are subject to 

change. These contingencies are situational factors that may have an influence on the direction and 

the strength of the relationship. First of all, trust can be of importance as it has been related to 

1) How are interdepartmental logistical conflicts and (departmental and organizational) 

performance related?  

 

2) What is the role of coordination on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts and (departmental and organizational) performance? 
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conflict situations and cooperation before. Trust has an effect on the interpretation of conflicts, 

because goodwill and honesty make sure conflicts are not mainly seen as personal attacks (Simons & 

Peterson, 2000). Also trust can give a department a secure feeling, which then believes their interests 

will be looked after by another department (Tidd, McIntyre & Friedman, 2004). Secondly, respect is 

linked to the fair treatments between departments. Respect is something else than trust (Cronin & 

Weingart, 2006) and is also linked to conflicts differently. Respect creates inclusiveness. Members 

feel part of an organization and are therefore more willing to cooperate (De Cremer, 2002). Third, 

open conflict norms can play a role in investigating the effect of logistical conflict on performance. 

Open conflict norms can create an atmosphere wherein one is able to share his or hers thoughts 

without getting judged quickly or feel personally attacked (Brett, 1991). This can influence the 

decision making process and can be beneficial for performance as more viewpoints are discussed 

freely. A last possible contingency is departmental power. In conflict situations a dominant 

department can influence the decision that needs to be made and therefore control the conflict 

situation (Homburg, Workman & Krohmer, 1999).  

The last objective of this research project is therefore stated in the next two research questions:  

 

 

 

 

 

 The specific effects of the variables are represented by the following research questions: 

 What is the effect of trust on the conflict and departmental and organizational performance 

relationship? 

 What is the effect of respect on the conflict and departmental and organizational 

performance relationship? 

 What are the effects of open conflict norms on the conflict and departmental and 

organizational performance relationship? 

 What are the effect of power differences between departments on the conflict and 

departmental and organizational performance relationship? 

The relationships that are investigated in this project are demonstrated in Figure 1.1.  

Interdepartmental 
logistical conflicts

Departmental/

Organizational
 Performance

Trust
Respect

Open Conflict Norms
Power differences

Coordination

 

Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of the research 

3) What are the effects of the different contingencies (trust, respect, open conflict norms and 

power differences) on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts, 

departmental and organizational performance?  

 

4) And how can these effects help an organization in dealing with interdepartmental logistical                                                                                          

conflicts? 
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2. Theory and propositions  
In this chapter the main topics of this master thesis project are defined. The first section is devoted 

to process and logistical conflicts, in which these conflicts are first explained in a team setting and 

then translated to an interdepartmental setting. After that, the four possible contingencies: trust, 

respect, open conflict norms and power differences are explained in further detail and for each 

variable the link is made with interdepartmental logistical conflicts, coordination and performance.  

2.1 Process and logistical conflicts 
 In this part of the chapter, first the definitions and effects of process/logistical conflicts in a 

team setting are discussed. Then logistical conflicts are described in an interdepartmental setting and 

the possible effects of these interdepartmental logistical conflicts are elaborated on. In the last part 

of this section, the link is made between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and coordination 

between departments.  

2.1.1 Process and logistical conflicts in a team setting 

As mentioned in the introduction it may be reasonable to think that logistical conflicts, a 

form of process conflicts, influence the performance of an organization. Not much research has been 

done on conflicts between departments, but a lot of articles are written about conflicts in teams. 

Karen Jehn is one of the pioneers of research about conflicts in teams, better known as intragroup 

conflict. Intragroup conflict is typified as the contradictory views or interpersonal incompatibilities 

between team members (Jehn, 1995). She originally distinguished two types of conflicts that could 

occur in teams: task conflict and relationship conflict. Task conflict is related to team members who 

disagree about the task that should be done, they have different opinions about the task itself (Jehn, 

1995; Jehn, 1997). Relationship conflict deals with incompatibilities about personal issues between 

team members, these conflicts are often involved with tension, friction and annoyance (Jehn, 1995; 

Jehn et al., 2008). Later Jehn (1997) distinguished a third type of conflict: process conflict. Process 

conflicts are controversies between team members about how the job should be done (Jehn, 1997). 

In process conflicts team members discuss which way is best to fulfill a task. Process conflicts differ 

from task conflicts as they are focused on the manner of execution of the task and not on the task 

itself (Jehn & Bendersky, 2003).  

A couple of years later, Behfar et al. (2011) conducted a study to create a more 

comprehensive view on process conflicts. Their study shows that process conflicts can be split up in 

contribution conflicts and logistical conflicts. Contribution conflicts are about the efforts of different 

members of a team that disturb the group process (Behfar et al., 2011). An example of contribution 

conflict is when a team member has a habit of not showing up at meetings and is therefore not 

always part of the decision-making process of the team. Irritations start to occur as the others argue 

the member does not take the team and task seriously as they are always there and perform more 

work. Therefore, this team member disturbs the group process and does not contribute enough to 

the whole project. Logistical conflicts are difficulties with the spending of time and resources and 

with the coordination of group strategy (Behfar et al., 2011). A logistical conflict in a team setting 

could arise when a team is responsible for the set up of a new marketing campaign and team 

members disagree on how much time to spend on determining the target customers, e.g., some 

team members want to do a thorough market analysis and others think this is not necessary. 
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The effects of process and to a lesser extent logistical conflicts on performance have been 

investigated by several researchers. Jehn (1997) was one of the first to find out that process conflicts 

are detrimental to group performance. The completion of a task takes more time, team members do 

not like the uncertainty associated with this type of conflict and people are more likely to quit. Other 

studies also found that process conflicts were negatively related to team performance (Greer et al., 

2011; Hinds & Bailey, 2003; Jehn & Bendersky, 2003; Jehn & Mannix, 2001). Specifically, Jehn and 

Mannix’ study (2001) shows that high process conflict is related to lower group performance, as low- 

performing groups experienced higher levels of process conflicts compared to high-performing 

groups. Furthermore, their study shows that process conflict levels would slightly go up during a 

project for high performing project teams as in the end of the project more debate takes place about 

the responsibility over deadlines. 

However, small amounts of process conflict could be beneficial, because the discussions 

result in finding the team member that is most suited to fulfill a particular task best (Jehn, 1997). 

Focusing more specifically on stages of influence of conflict, moderate level of process conflicts can 

turn out to be beneficial as well in the beginning of the project as they lead to debates about the 

assignment of tasks and to an arrangement of duties. Process conflicts in the middle and late stages 

are detrimental though as they distract group members from the task and therefore decrease 

satisfaction and productivity (Jehn & Bendersky, 2003). The research of Behfar et al. (2011) also 

investigated the effects of logistical conflicts. Logistical conflict turned out to be negatively 

associated with performance and was also connected to less coordination in teams 

Other effects of process conflicts have been linked to the perception of team decision-

making effectiveness, trust, respect and cohesion. Passos and Caetano (2005) found that the 

perception of team decision-making effectiveness mediates the relationship between process 

conflicts and team performance. The discussions about how the task should be done, lead to an 

negative effect on the effectiveness of team decision-making, such that the performance of the team 

decreases. Another mediation is found between process conflicts and long-term viability (member 

satisfaction and the intent to stay in the group). Trust, respect and cohesion are the mediators in this 

relationship. Process conflicts reduce the presence of these variables in the team and having less 

trust, respect and cohesion influences viability negatively (Jehn et al., 2008). 

Finally, the meta-analysis by De Wit et al. (2012) offers a more comprehensive view on the 

effects of process conflicts. The meta-analysis shows that process conflict is negatively related to 

both proximal outcomes (trust, cohesion, and group member commitment) and distal outcomes 

(group performance). Also, when the relationship with task and relationship conflict is taken into 

account, process conflict is still negatively related to performance. De Wit et al. (2012) found out that 

process conflict is the most negative form of conflict.   

2.1.2 Logistical conflicts in an interdepartmental setting 

When logistical conflicts are present there “is a lack of temporal and resource alignment 

which is critically detrimental to group performance” (Behfar et al., 2011, p. 163). The team members 

cannot agree on how to allocate time and resources, which has negative consequences for group 

coordination and performance. Linking logistical conflicts to a interdepartmental setting, these types 

of conflicts are likely to occur between departments as well. Organizational goals are divided into 

different departmental subgoals and the need to coordinate departments’ activities occurs (Nauta & 
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Sanders, 2001). Interdepartmental coordination and cooperation are therefore a challenge for 

managers as they need to know how to achieve the organizational goals with all departments. 

Departments have to work together to accomplish the overall organizational goals. Specifically, the 

different departments have to collaborate with each other about how to perform their tasks and 

adjust their activities in order to accomplish the organizational goals. But with their different 

backgrounds and own orientations they perceive differences between themselves and other 

departments (Wijngaard et al., 2006), and conflicts about coordination are likely to occur. Logistical 

conflicts in an interdepartmental setting are conflicts between departments about how to get a 

certain job done. In particular, departments will experience problems about which strategy to use or 

how much time and resources they should spend on day to day operations, a specific task or a 

project. An example of a interdepartmental logistical conflict is a conflict between the shipping and 

production department. These departments disagreed on when and where orders should be placed 

at the shipping department. When an order is ready, production places it randomly at shipping. This 

saves time and is the easiest to do. However, shipping experiences difficulties with this approach 

since it takes a lot of time to move every pallet into its own specific position at the shipping 

department. They would rather have set replenishment times, which give them the opportunity to 

move several pallets at one time. Thus, a conflict arises on the right strategy to handle the 

replenishment of orders.  

As was mentioned earlier, process/logistical conflicts are negatively related to team 

performance (Behfar et al., 2011; Jehn, 1997; Jehn et al., 2008). It turns out that when team 

members do not agree on how to divide time and resources, team performance declines (Behfar et 

al., 2011). In an interdepartmental setting, different departmental orientations can influence 

collaboration between different departments. These opposing views of the different departments 

make it difficult to cooperate easily. I can distinguish four types of logistical conflicts: disagreements 

between departments about how much time should be spend on tasks (1), and how much resources 

should be spend on tasks (2). Furthermore, the different departments can face difficulties with: their 

responsibilities and duties for the fulfillment of a particular task (3) and the strategy they should 

pursue in the handling of a task (4). These cooperation problems can, thus, be seen as 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts. It is likely that these logistical issues between different 

departments are negatively related to both organizational and departmental performance. 

Departmental performance also suffers, because in order to achieve the own departmental goals one 

needs information of other departments, which can be harder to get a hold of in these conflict 

situations. Therefore the following proposition can be made:  

Proposition 1 

Interdepartmental logistical conflicts are negatively related to (departmental and organizational) 

performance. 

 

2.1.3 Interdepartmental logistical conflicts and coordination 

In order to achieve the organizational goals the different departments need to cooperate and 

coordinate their activities (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967a). Furthermore, coordination and integration of 

the work of the different departments helps the organization to respond quickly to demands of the 

customer and market (Jones, 2010). Coordination is therefore a key for effective organizational 

performance (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967b; Hage, Jordan, Mote & Whitestone, 2008). Earlier research 
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showed that coordination is linked to process conflict. Jehn and Bendersky (2003) argue that process 

conflict is the part of intragroup conflict that captures process coordination. Specifically, logistical 

conflicts in a team setting are about logistical and timing coordination (Behfar et al, 2011). Logistical 

conflicts can therefore directly be related to the level of coordination in the team. Disagreements 

about how to do work showed a decrease in goal clarity and member coordination (Jehn & Chatman, 

2000). In addition, Behfar et al. (2011, p. 163) found that “logistical conflicts indicate a lack of 

temporal and resource alignment, which is critically detrimental to group performance”. 

Furthermore, when team members cannot agree on how to spend time and resources, coordination 

and performance is reduced (Janicik & Bartel, 2003). The team’s capability to coordinate the 

interdependence of the members of the team is restrained by the logistical conflicts, and as a result 

team performance suffers (Deutch, 1973). 

Since coordination is such an important topic between departments too, I propose that 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts will influence departmental coordination negatively. Because 

departmental coordination affects the activity alignment between departments, the performance of 

the departments and company therefore suffer. I argue that coordination negatively influences the 

relationship of interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance. The following proposition is 

therefore formulated:   

Proposition 2 

Interdepartmental logistical conflicts have a negative effect on departmental coordination, as a result 

of which (departmental and organizational) performance further diminishes.   

 

2.2 Trust between departments  
In the team conflict literature multiple moderators have been investigated. Trust is often 

linked to conflict. Trust relates to how much a person is willing to have good intentions against one 

other and have faith in the words and actions of others (Cook & Wall, 1980). Trust between 

individuals and groups in an organization can be characterized as an important subject as it relates to 

the long-term stability of the organization and the members’ well-being (Cook & Wall, 1980). Mayer, 

Davis and Schoorman (1995, p. 712) define trust as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the 

actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action 

important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party”. So, for 

departments it is about how much risk a department is willing to take in relationships with other 

departments (Langfred, 2007).  

Furthermore, trust between departments can lead to behavioral expectations between 

departments (Jones & George, 1998), which means that for example the planning department knows 

in what way the production department will respond to changes they make in the production 

schedule and can keep this behavior in mind when they have to change the schedule. So 

departments know what kind of behaviors they can expect when cooperating with each other and 

deal with the risk that is associated with interactions between departments. Then departments can 

optimize their gains that follow from their cooperative behavior (Jones & George, 1998). Trust can 

thus play an important role in cooperation and coordination between departments.  

Trust is also known for its effects in conflict situations. Kramer (1999) argues that trust is 

important when conflicts arise, because it has an effect on the acceptance of the procedures used to 
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resolve the conflict and the outcomes that follow from it. Trust is associated with honesty and 

goodwill, which can influence the interpretation of conflict behavior (Simons & Peterson, 2000). Also, 

trust creates beliefs that the interests of a department are looked after by the other departments 

(Tidd et al., 2004). When trust is present, someone is more eager to accept a disagreement and is 

less likely to think that the disagreement comes from hidden agendas or personal attacks (Mishra, 

1996), therefore conflicts are less likely to escalate. When trust between departments is present, it is 

more easy to create consensus on important matters and achieve the organizational goals. 

Furthermore, members of a department feel that they are able to express their viewpoints and 

present their ideas to other departments without feeling judged or personally attacked. Distrust, 

however, occurs when a department has a lack of confidence in another department (Kramer, 1999). 

Distrust has the opposite effect of trust and members of a department are more likely to see conflict 

behaviors as personal attacks and to be harmful on purpose (Peterson & Behfar, 2003).  

Hence, trust can play a pivotal role in conflict situations. Some research also focused on trust 

in teams regarding process conflicts (Jehn et al., 2008; Jehn & Mannix, 2001). These authors found 

associations between trust, process conflict, team performance, and team satisfaction. When trust 

was present in process conflict situations, it increased team performance and satisfaction (Jehn & 

Mannix, 2001; Jehn et al., 2008). I, therefore, argue then that trust could also have an influence on 

the association between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance. When departments 

trust each other, a feeling of safety arises. Departments know what kind of behavior to expect from 

each other and the uncertainty of their interactions decreases (Jones & George, 1988). Furthermore, 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts are more accepted by other departments and not seen as 

personal attacks (Mishra, 1996). It is easier to solve the conflict together, because viewpoints of 

different departments are acknowledged and accepted. So, trust could influence the association 

between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and coordination, because it is likely that when trust is 

present departments are more willing to cooperate and coordinate their work with each other. Trust 

could therefore lower the negative association between logistical conflict and coordination, and play 

an important role on the effect interdepartmental logistical conflicts have on organizational 

performance. Additionally, trust can also affect the relationship between interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts and performance. If departments feel that their interests are known and looked after by the 

other departments, this creates a feeling of safety (Tidd et al., 2004). A department is then likely to 

be less bothered with interdepartmental logistical conflicts, because these conflicts can be solved 

more easily. Therefore, a department can focus more on its own work. Also information from other 

departments is more easily obtained because cooperation relationships are established when trust is 

present. As a result trust is likely to influence the effect of interdepartmental logistical conflicts on 

departmental performance. Accordingly, the following propositions are made:  

Proposition 3a 

Trust influences the negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and 

coordination. 

 

Proposition 3b 

Trust influences the negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and 

(departmental/organizational) performance. 
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2.3 Respect between departments 
Respect, although often associated with trust, is something different. Cronin and Weingart 

(2006) argue that trust and respect should be treated separately as the relationships with conflict 

types differ. Intragroup respect is related to the concerns one has about the relationship with the 

groups one is in. De Cremer (2002, p. 1336) describes intragroup respect as “a social construct that is 

derived from the opinions of the group as a whole and that is symbolic of one’s position within the 

group”. This type of respect is communicated by other group members (De Cremer, 2002), which can 

give an individual a positive self information, and can create self-worth and behavior that is oriented 

to the group (Smith & Tyler, 1997; Tyler & Smith, 1999).   

Respect can also be translated to an intergroup setting, in this case an interdepartmental 

setting. Respect is then related to the fair treatments among departments. Research of Lalljee, Tam, 

Hewstone, Laham and Lee (2009) has shown that when someone feels equal to a person from 

another group or department, he or she is likely to have a more positive attitude towards that 

department. Furthermore, respect can create a feeling of inclusiveness (De Cremer, 2002). In an 

interdepartmental setting, department members who feel that they are part of the organization, feel 

included in taking decisions for the benefits of the whole organization and will contribute to the 

organizational goals. This feeling of inclusiveness can satisfy the need of belonging, which in turn can 

lead to an increase in motivation to act more in favor of the organization. Smith and Tyler (1997) also 

present that when someone is feeling respected by members of a team, he or she is more eager to 

operate beyond the conformity group norm and show behavior that goes beyond the group 

expectations of group-benefiting behavior. Translating these effects to respect between 

departments, it could be that department members who feel a stronger connection with other 

departments and the organizational goals, are more willing to act in favor of the organization and 

demonstrate cooperative behaviors to members of other departments.  

Respect also has been linked to process conflicts in a team setting. Jehn and Mannix (2001) 

and Jehn et al. (2008) show that process conflicts and respect are related. An increase in positive 

emergent states (trust and respect) would lead to an increase in performance through extra effort, 

positive attitudes and cooperation of members (Jehn et al., 2008). Respect  can also give 

departments the feeling of being part of the organization (De Cremer, 2002). In interdepartmental 

logistical conflict situations, departments will then see the need to resolve the conflict which benefits 

the organization and helps in the achievement of the organizational goals. The need for coordination 

will be acknowledged by the different departments as they need to work together to solve the 

conflicts and create consensus. Furthermore, the willingness to act beyond the department’s norms 

as a result of respect, will benefit the coordination in these conflict situations as well. Thus, mutual 

respect relationships can establish better cooperation relationships and the goals of the departments 

can be achieved more easily too. In a interdepartmental setting. respect can therefore influence the 

association between interdepartmental logistical conflicts, coordination, and performance. The 

following propositions are distinguished:  

Proposition 4a 

Respect influences the negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and 

coordination.  
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Proposition 4b 

Respect influences the negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and 

(departmental/organizational) performance.  

 

2.4 Open conflict norms  
 Group norms are the standards that regulate the behavior of the group members 

(Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1985). The conflict norms of a group determine how members observe 

conflict. They also affect the attitudes of members and are on the degree to which conflict and 

performance are related (Jehn, 1995). More specifically, open conflict norms support members to 

express their doubts, opinions and thoughts about a certain task or process (Tjosvold, 1991). 

Effective conflict norms make sure that different viewpoints from members are accepted (Brett, 

1991). These different viewpoints could increase performance via extensive problem solving and 

decision making. As a result, various alternatives are more thoroughly investigated (Jehn, 1995). 

Furthermore, Jehn (1997) found out that open conflict norms promoted the beneficial effects of 

process conflict in teams.  

When open conflict norms are present in interdepartmental logistical conflict situations, I 

argue that these norms can have a positive influence on the relationship between logistical conflicts 

and performance as well. Open conflict norms are the standards on how to behave in a 

interdepartmental conflict situation. These norms make sure that members of different departments 

can discuss their differing viewpoints about for example how much time should be spent on a 

particular job and also explain why they think a task should be handled in a certain way. Therefore, 

cooperation and coordination between different department members increases, more effective 

decisions can be made and higher performance can be achieved.  

However, the article by Jehn et al. (2008) shows it is not reasonable to assume that open 

conflict norms positively influence the relationship between process conflict and team performance. 

The presence of open conflict norms led to a stronger negative effect of process conflicts on 

emergent states (e.g. trust, respect and cohesiveness). These lower levels of emergent states were 

then again related to lower team viability and performance. I think this negative effect of the 

presence of open conflict norms can be explained by the effects of process conflicts, more 

specifically contribution conflicts. Process conflicts can cause unfairness concerns and interpersonal 

hostility behavior, the emotional character of the group is therefore influenced (Behfar, Peterson, 

Mannix & Trochim, 2008; Greer & Jehn, 2007). What could be the case is that the negative effects of 

process conflicts on emergent states (e.g. the unfairness concerns), are related to contribution 

conflicts. As mentioned earlier, contribution conflicts are about the efforts of different members 

which can disturb the group process. These conflicts are therefore associated more with personal 

conflicts (Behfar et al., 2011). When a team member is for example not fulfilling a task correctly, does 

not finish the task on time, or does not show up during meetings, feelings of unfairness arise by the 

other members, which then creates tension. Contribution conflicts act therefore more as relationship 

conflicts, which are negatively related to emergent states (Jehn et al., 2008).   

This research deals with logistical conflicts though, which are more focused on processes, 

such as the coordination of task strategy and the distribution of time and resources. Therefore, in 

contrast to contribution conflicts, they are less likely to evolve in personal irritations. Open conflict 
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norms between departments create an open communication atmosphere, in which departments can 

explain their different viewpoints. Then, useful discussions can take place between members of the 

departments about how to handle a certain task (Jehn et al., 2008). Open conflict norms could 

therefore effect the relation between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and coordination in such 

a way that this negative relationship reduces. Coordination increases, because department members 

are able to participate in negotiations and can express their thoughts to the other departments. Also, 

the negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance can be 

reduced, because logistical conflicts less experienced as personal attacks. Thus when open conflict 

norms are present, department members can easier perform their tasks, have to spend less time in 

conflict situations and worry less about these conflict situations. Therefore, the following 

propositions are made:  

Proposition 5a 

Open conflict norms influence the negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts 

and coordination. 

 

Proposition 5b 

Open conflict norms influence the negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts 

and (departmental/organizational) performance. 

 

2.4 Power differences between departments  
Salanick and Pfeffer (1974) introduced the term subunit horizontal power difference. A 

definition of horizontal power is the influence co-workers use to gain benefits for themselves. 

Departments can use power to influence decisions about the allocation of resources which are 

important to the department. Different resources are distributed among departments of an 

organization, which creates power and influence structures in an organization (Pfeffer & Salanick, 

1978). When these company resources become more scarce, departments use power to gain their 

important resources. In this way power is used to allocate the resources among the departments 

(Salanick and Pfeffer, 1974). The use of power becomes necessary as a department wants to possess 

useful and critical resources. And the more important or critical the resource is for the survival and 

effective operation of the department, the more a department wants to obtain the resource and 

express power (Pfeffer, 1981). However, power is especially exercised when discretion exists on the 

allocating of resources. The degree to which departments compete over the available and useful 

resources held by departments, is called the level of power struggles (Pfeffer, 1981). When external 

constraints are high or the allocation process is determined by law or strict norms, it becomes 

difficult to use power and there is less struggle for power (Salanick & Pfeffer, 1974).  

Departmental power is related to the influence a department uses to get a hold on the 

allocation of company resources. In addition departments use power to set changes in the attitudes 

or behaviors of members of other departments in the organization (Homburg et al., 1999). 

Departments needs to coordinate their work and cooperate in order to get tasks done and 

accomplish the overall organizational goals. When cooperating with each other, a certain 

department can exercise power to control decisions that are made, acquire resources or influence 

how time and resources should be spend. Thus in this research, the actual expression of 

departmental power is taken into account.  
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When a department expresses power it pressures other departments to follow its lead. 

Differences in departmental power mean that one or more departments are more prone to control 

decisions that need to be made between them and other departments. These powerful departments  

also can determine what should be done, such as what kind of strategy to pursue or how much time 

to spend on a particular task. A powerful department controls the resources that matter (i.e., are 

both scarce and critical) to the department and influences behavior of other departments. A 

powerless department cannot control resources that matter and when decisions are made it has to 

give in to another department’s will.  

The expression of power by one or more departments, can thus play a role when cooperation 

and coordination between departments takes place. Power can be recognized by different behaviors. 

In general it is known that individuals who express power are less likely to be polite to other 

individuals, because they are less concerned with social norms (Keltner, Young, Heerey, Oemig & 

Monarch, 1998). Also it is less probable that these individuals attend to perspectives of others 

(Galinsky, Magee, Inesi & Gruenfeld, 2006). Powerful people usually control resources (Salanick & 

Pfeffer, 1974) and are therefore less dependent on others. Goals can be achieved without a thorough 

understanding of the work of others. Another effect of power is that high-power individuals feel less 

sympathy for others, as they are mainly motivated to respond to others when they can help them 

with their own goals (Van Kleef & Coté, 2007; Van Kleef, Oveis, Van der Löwe, LuoKogan, Goetz & 

Keltner, 2008).  

A link between power differences and conflict situations can be made as well. Power 

differences, as explained before, create power struggles because departments compete over 

resources. These struggles can limit cooperation in conflict situations which can reduce the quality of 

the conflict resolution (De Dreu, Beersma, Steinel & Van Kleef, 2007; Magee & Galinsky, 2008; 

Peterson & Harvey, 2009). I argue that this accounts for departments too. Power differences can lead 

to imbalanced relationships between powerful and powerless departments. Furthermore, research 

has been done on power equality, where the involved groups expressed the same level of power in 

negotiation situations. This research shows that the highest joint gains and integrative agreements 

are achieved when parties, in this case departments, express equal power (Greer & Van Kleef, 2010; 

Mannix, 1993; Mannix & Neale, 1993). In negotiating situations where power is not equal, 

departments focus on keeping their dominance and defending their interests. Therefore, the 

departments spend less time on organizational outcomes concerns and create a more competitive 

working style (e.g. Mannix & Neale, 1993).  

Sell, Lovaglia, Mannix, Samuelson and Wilson (2004) made a link between intragroup 

conflicts and power. They argue that power is activated in conflict situations, as different parties 

struggle with access to resources. In a situation where departments have logistical conflicts and want 

to accomplish their departmental goals, power differences can thus play a role. A department that 

expresses power can control a particular logistical conflict and resolve it in its favor, by for example 

controlling the strategy it wants to use to get a particular job done.  

I believe that power differences between departments can influence the negative effect of 

logistical conflicts on coordination. Power differences between departments result in competitive 

behaviors (Mannix & Neale, 1993) which reflect that departments are protective on what they have, 

are not willing to share information with others and are less eager to coordinate their work together. 
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Furthermore, powerful departments are less polite and feel less sympathy for more powerless 

departments (Keltner et al., 1998; Van Kleef et al., 2008). Then, coordination can become even more 

difficult since a powerless departments feels it is treated unfairly and cannot contribute to decisions 

in a way that it would like to. As coordination is necessary for creating organizational excellence, 

organizational performance may suffer from the effects power has on the relationship between 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts and coordination. For the effect of power differences on 

departmental performance, I argue that the performance of a powerful department will increase 

because it is able to control the resources which are necessary to achieve the departmental goals. So, 

a powerful department is less dependent on other departments and can easier perform its tasks. In 

contrary, a powerless department will have a lower performance since it has less control on critical 

and important resources. Also, the competitive behaviors that arise when power is not equally 

distributed between the departments  lead to lower cooperation. Then, less information is shared 

with the relatively less powerful departments, which they may need to achieve their departmental 

goals. According to these effects, the following propositions are made:  

Proposition 6a 

Power differences between departments influence the negative relationship between 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts and coordination. 

Proposition 6b 

The negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and departmental 

performance is weakened for powerful departments and strengthened  for powerless departments.  

The total research model, that is related to all six propositions, is presented in Figure 2.1. 
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resources

Conflicts about 
task 

responsibilities

Conflicts about 
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Interdepartmental 
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Figure 2.1: Total research model 
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3. Methodology  
To find out how interdepartmental logistical conflicts are related to coordination and 

performance and what kind of influence the contingencies have, a case study was performed at 

Harries B.V.. A case study is suitable for exploratory research (Blumberg, Cooper & Schindler, 2008), 

and therefore applicable to investigate the new research direction of interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts. A case study is an empirical investigation of a current phenomenon within its real-life 

context. Limitations between the phenomenon and context are not clearly visible, and multiple 

methods (sources of evidence) are used (Yin, 1989). Three different quantitative and qualitative 

techniques: questionnaires, interviews and observations were part of this multiple method approach. 

This approach is desirable because Jehn (1995) argues that conflict can be a sensitive issue in groups 

and members are not always completely honest when answering questions in questionnaires. It is 

likely that the same is true for interdepartmental logistical conflicts. Only the setting is changed into 

a departmental setting and the involved participants are still dealing with a sensitive issue. Both 

measurement types, qualitative and quantitative techniques, show if there are hidden conflict issues 

between departments. A multiple method approach also contributes to methodological triangulation 

(Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Lowe, 1991). Triangulation benefits this thesis because the results are 

strengthened when the same conclusions can be drawn from the three measurement types 

(interviews, observations and questionnaires) (Patton, 2002). Furthermore with qualitative 

techniques, such as interviews, one is likely to miss information, as one is not capable in writing 

everything down. However, interviews also give the opportunity to obtain unexpected information 

(Blumberg et al., 2008). 

The first step in getting a better understanding of the interdepartmental collaboration and 

coordination between departments of Harries was to study several documents with information 

about current processes. Furthermore, I held several orientation interviews with the department 

heads and the Plant manager of Harries. After a thorough view about the processes of Harries and 

about the cooperation and coordination processes was established, (in-depth) interviews were held, 

observations took place and questionnaires were distributed.  

First, more information of the company is given. Then the research population is described. 

This is followed by the explanation of the procedure which consisted of an orientation and data 

collection phase. In the data collection phase the three methods (interviews, observations and 

questionnaires) are further elaborated. The chapter ends with information about the data analysis.  

3.1 Company information 
This master thesis was executed at the Van Rijsingen Group, and mainly at one of their 

companies, Harries B.V. The Van Rijsingen Group was founded in 1950 by Harrie van Rijsingen, with 

the emergence of Rijko. Rijko started with growing and supplying of vegetables and had a new 

farming method called contract farming. With this way of farming Van Rijsingen grew and supplied 

vegetables in response to the demand of in particular the vegetable processing industries. As Rijko 

grew bigger, it started to offer more services to both growers and the vegetable processing industry, 

such as advice and guidance related to crop growing and advice about logistics. In the 1980s the five 

sons of Harrie van Rijsingen took over the company and expanded it into multiple business units, 

through which Rijko became one of the subsidiaries of the Van Rijsingen Group.  
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Nowadays, the Van Rijsingen Group is a holding in the food industry with several subsidiaries. 

All subsidiaries are food related and have their own product and customer portfolio. The most 

important subsidiaries are Rijko, Harries, Van Rijsingen Diepvries, Fishion Aquaculture and Froster. 

These subsidiaries are pictured in Figure 3.1.  

Van Rijsingen 
Group 

Managing Board

Fishion 
Aquaculture

Van Rijsingen 
Diepvries

FrosterHarries B.V.Rijko B.V.

ProCarrot B.V.

 

Figure 3.1: Subsidaries of the Van Rijsingen Group 

Rijko is a supplier of a wide range of vegetables and works closely with Cooperatieve 

Telersverening de Schakel u.a. De Schakel is a joined forces collection of multiple professional 

vegetable growers and takes care of the growing of the crops. De Schakel is located in the same 

building as Rijko, but due to governmental regulations (related to the ‘cooperatieve vereniging’) they 

are no subsidiary of the Van Rijsingen Group. Rijko delivers to almost all vegetable and refrigerator 

vegetables industries in North West Europe. Harries is a producer and processor of carrots. Harries 

has a subcomponent: ProCarrot B.V. ProCarrot produces carrot juice and root fiber. Van Rijsingen 

Diepvries supplies a lot of different frozen foods, such as vegetables, snacks, meat and fish via three 

physical stores to (large) consumers and retailers in the Netherlands. Fishion Aquaculture is a chain 

of cooperating entrepreneurs from the fishing industry and is one of the most important sustainable 

fresh fish supply chains in Europe. Lastly, Froster is established from a merger between Rombouts 

and Van Rijsingen and delivers a large segment of brands of frozen foods to the total foodservice and 

retail market.    

3.1.1 Harries B.V. 

Harries is a producer and processer of carrots. Harries has been a subsidiary of the Van 

Rijsingen Group since 2004. As the demand of healthy convenience products grew, the Van Rijsingen 

Group saw the opportunity to set up a new company that had knowledge about carrots and their 

processing. Customers of Harries are retail, foodservice/bulk and vegetable cutting companies. 

Harries supplies the Dutch market, but is also active in other European markets. Besides the core 

business of the supply of the physical carrot, Harries has a subcomponent: ProCarrot B.V. ProCarrot 

produces carrot juice and root fiber.  

Harries supplies special breeds of carrots: imperators, washed carrots and winter carrots. 

These varieties are supplied in different kinds of sizes, weights and package material. The wishes of 

the customer play a central role in the determination of these characteristics. Furthermore, 

consumers choose if they want their carrots to be washed, cut and/or scraped.  
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Structure  

The organizational structure of Harries is shown in Figure 3.2. Harries is controlled by the 

managing board of the Van Rijsingen Group. The Plant manager operates in function of Harries and 

supervises the Operational manager, the Quality manager and the Technical Services department. 

The Sales manager works for Harries, but also fulfills sales activities for the other subsidiaries of the 

Van Rijsingen Group. The Sales manager supervises the Sales office representative. The Operations 

manager supervises the Shipping, Packaging and Processing departments.  

Van Rijsingen Group
Managing Board

 

Plant Manager 
(Harries)

 

Sales Manager
(Harries & Group)

 

Sales office
(Harries)

 

Technical Services Quality
Manager 

 

Operational Manager
 
 

Packaging department Processing departmentShipping department

 
Figure 3.2: Organization chart Harries B.V.  

In total about 40 FT work at Harries combined with (Polish) temporary workers. Harries 

works closely with Rijko, also located at the Gerstdijk 18. Rijko is responsible for the supply of carrots 

to Harries, and also cleans the carrots. Therefore, Harries cooperates with Rijko in order to 

determine how many carrots are necessary and when the carrots should be washed and ready. 

Furthermore Harries (and Rijko) cooperate with de Schakel as they are responsible for the cultivation 

of the carrots and therefore deal with the quality of the carrots that come from the field. At Harries, 

the carrots are cut, sorted and/or scraped at the Processing department. The Processing department 

is in control of the bulk orders, as these are transported in big crates. At the Packaging department 

the carrots are put into plastic bags and are provided with a label. The packages are gathered in 

Boxes or crates for retail consumers. When the order is completed the Shipping department 

employees make sure it is ready for delivery to the customer. The total process of growing, 

harvesting, washing, processing and packaging is shown in Figure 3.3. The responsible company 

and/or department is given as well.   

Sowing

Cutting

WashingHarvesting Cultivation

De Schakel Rijko

Sorting

Packaging

Harries at Gerstdijk 18

Retail 
orders

Gerstdijk 18At the fields

Processing Packaging Shipping

Shipment to 
customer

Scraping

Bulk
orders

Bulk

Bulk

Retail

Bulk

Company

Step in the carrot process

Department of Harries

Location

 

Figure 3.3: Carrot process from sowing to shipment 
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3.2 Research population 
The research population consisted of all the departments within Harries. However, not only 

the departments within Harries but also the partnerships of Harries with Rijko and de Schakel (all 

located at Gerstdijk 18, Helmond) were taken into account. As Harries is a rather small company, 

different departments are not represented in the company itself but take place at Rijko, de Schakel 

or are by functions of the Van Rijsingen Group itself. The Planning department is situated at Rijko, 

who is responsible for the washing of the carrots and the delivery of the carrots to Harries. 

Cultivation Support is executed by de Schakel. The departments taken into account within Harries 

are: Processing, Packaging, Shipping, Sales (office), Technical Services and Quality. The Shipping, 

Sales, Technical Services and Quality departments are small and consists of one or two people. 

Further the Planning (Rijko) and Cultivation Support function (de Schakel) were taken into account 

because these departments were often in contact with Harries.  

The whole supply chain of carrots to Harries is part of the Van Rijsingen Group. Therefore, 

communication can be easy as persons are close by and the interest of the Group is pursued. Within 

Harries the contact between the larger departments, such as Processing and Packaging usually takes 

place with and between the heads of these departments. The employees of these departments were 

therefore of less importance to this project, but were asked more general questions about their 

situation related to the other departments and their feeling/thoughts about the informal contact 

with other departments. The research population therefore consisted of the head of Processing, 

head of Packaging, Shipping employees (2 persons), Technical Services (2 persons), Operations 

manager, Sales manager, Sales office representative (1 person), Quality manager (all Harries), and 

the planner of the carrots of Rijko and the carrot crop advisor of Cultivation Support of de Schakel. In 

Figure 3.4 the research population is graphically displayed.  
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Figure 3.4: Research population 
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3.3 Procedure 
The procedure of this project was divided into two stages, an orientation phase and a data 

collection phase, which represents a two-stage design (Blumberg et al., 2008). The orientation/first 

stage was solely focused on the exploration of the topic and research setting. The second stage 

served for the gathering of the actual needed data. In the orientation phase I conducted a few 

introductory interviews in combination with the study on documents, such as process charts and 

minutes of previously held meetings. Furthermore, I spent a couple days at the production floor in 

order to get a better understanding of the processes, and the cooperating and coordinating 

structures at the production floor departments. In the data collection phase, I held multiple in-depth 

interviews, handed out questionnaires and observed different types of meetings.  

3.3.1 Orientation phase 

The orientation phase consisted of three activities. In order to get to know Harries’ and the 

Gerstdijk wide activities, it was important to get acquainted with the employees and the atmosphere 

at Harries. Therefore, this orientation phase was typified as an exploratory study (Blumberg et al., 

2008).  

The introductory meetings took place with the Plant manager, Operations manager, Sales 

manager, Sales office representative, Technical Services, Quality manager and the heads of Shipping, 

Packaging and Processing departments. The interviews had a semi-structured character in order to 

get more information about specific topics and to provide an opportunity to ask more questions.  

Jehn’s (1995) interview questions served as a starting point for the interviews, after that I asked 

more specific questions about Harries. The questions list is provided in Appendix I. All interviews 

were held in Dutch. The interviewer took notes which immediately after the interview were 

transcribed. The interviews were held in a private office as anonymity was promised for this 

research.  

At the same time I checked multiple documents. These were Visio documents of the 

processes taken place with carrots (such as the steps at the Processing department) and the minutes 

of several meetings that took place with employees of Harries. The documents gave an impression of 

the processes at Harries and on current cooperation and coordination bonds between departments. 

Lastly, I shadowed the heads of the Processing and Packaging both for a day and the head of Shipping 

for half a day. This gave me an impression of the tasks and responsibilities of the heads of these 

three departments and the activities that took place at these departments.  

3.3.2 Data collection phase 

The data collection phase comprised of (in-depth) interviews, questionnaires and 

observations. As mentioned before, mainly the heads of the departments were in contact with each 

other and some departments were only represented by one person. This made quantitative research 

quite difficult. Therefore interviews and observations were the main research methods of this thesis. 

Both methods were used to measure the variables discussed in Chapter 2. Questionnaires were 

handed out to the participants of Harries. Furthermore, short conversations were held with the 

Processing and Packaging employees.   
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3.4 Interviews 
Two type of interviews were held: in-depth interviews with the participants of the research 

population and short interviews/conversations with the Processing and Packaging employees 

(excluding the heads of these departments). The in-depth interviews gathered data on the topics of 

this research (see Chapter 2). And although the Processing and Packaging employees were not often 

in contact with other departments, the conversations gave an illustration on the level of cooperation 

bonds with the other departments.   

3.4.1 In-depth interviews 

The interviews were held with the head of Processing, head of Packaging, Shipping 

employees, Technical Services employees, Operations manager, Sales manager, Sales office 

representative and the Quality manager (of Harries), and the planner (from Rijko) and the crop 

advisor (of de Schakel). The interviews had a semi-structured character. Therefore, I had the 

opportunity to obtain the same information from all participants but also ask more questions on a 

particular subject. Multiple interviews were held with the same participant if not all questions could 

be asked in one hour. This also contributed to the bond between the researcher and participant, and 

participants could be more willing to answer sensitive questions. All interviews were held in a private 

office and were recorded. The recordings were used to transcribe the interviews.  

The introductory questions came from the research of Atkinson (2004), the trust questions 

were based on the scale of McAllister (1995) and the respect questions on the scale of Tyler, Degoey 

and Smith (1996). The open conflict norms interview questions of Jehn (1997) were supplemented 

with a couple questions derived from two questionnaire measures by Jehn and Mannix (2001) and 

Jehn et al. (2008). The power differences were based on Tannenbaum’s (1968) questions, 

complemented with questions based on the scale of Anderson, John and Keltner (2012). The 

performance, communication and cooperation questions were derived from the scales of Bresman 

(2010), Lewis (2003) and Raman (2012). Lastly, the conflict measure stemmed from the research of 

Behfar et al. (2011), to which two questions were added from the research of Jehn et al. (2008), 

translated by Rispens and Jehn (2012). In Appendix II the interview protocol is presented.  

3.4.2 Conversations with Processing and Packaging employees 

 The conversations were held with three employees of the Processing department and three 

employees of the Packaging department. The conversations were held to get an understanding of the 

contact these employees had with other departments. The topics discussed in the conversations 

were communication, departmental bias, performance, satisfaction, motivation and communication 

at the own department. The questions on these topics were based on scales of Burchfield (1997), 

Rispens, Greer and Jehn (2007), Price and Mueller (1986), Warr (1990) and Raman (2012). In 

Appendix III the conversation protocol is given. The conversations were held in a private office and 

anonymity was promised to the participants. Each conversations took about 10 minutes and I wrote 

down key words. After the conversation took place, these key words were used to transcribe the 

conversations.  
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3.5 Observations 
Observations took place of different types of meetings. In general observations are useful 

because the data is collected at the time it occurs and in its natural environment. Also participants 

are more likely to accept intrusion by means of observation, than the need to answer questions 

(Blumberg et al., 2008). The researcher observed multiple meetings of Harries and between Harries, 

Rijko and de Schakel. The different meetings took place daily, weekly, bimonthly or monthly. The 

researcher did not influence the meeting and remained unobtrusive (Jehn, 1997). As the research 

population was relatively small, the observations became an important part of the project.  

Because it was too difficult to measure all the described constructs of the previous chapter, 

the observations focused on measuring certain verbal and non-verbal behaviors. Multiple authors 

conducted research on the demonstration of power in group settings. Schmid Mast (2002a, 2002b, 

2010) for example found out that powerful people talk more, and that power hierarchies arise via the 

difference in speaking time and interruptions between the different group members. Also a meta 

analysis by Hall, Coats and Smith LaBeau (2005) shows that particular behaviors are related to the 

expression of actual power, such as openness, interpersonal distance, interruptions and loudness. 

When expressing such behavior others are likely to perceive this person as more powerful. These 

non-verbal cues were fairly easy to observe and measured during the observations. Schmid Mast 

(2010) found that amount of speaking time is one of the best measures for the perception of power 

but also for actual power. In general, high power people talk more. However, the precise amount of 

speaking time was difficult to measure as the observer did not use recording material and the usage 

of a stopwatch was not preferable for the group interacting, because it could distract the members 

of the meeting. Another more discrete measure was found in the article of Jayagopi, Hung, Yeo and 

Gautica-Perez (2009): speaking turns. Jayagopi et al. (2009) focus on measuring dominance, which is 

related to power and seen as a set of communicative actions by which power is applied (Dunbar & 

Burgoon, 2005). But still as useful because it measures the application of power.  

So, during the meetings I kept track of speaking turns, interruptions, openness, interpersonal 

distance and loudness. Other details from the meetings that were  were: the subject, participants, 

durations and the seating arrangement.  

Measurements 

Speaking turns  

Speaking turns were measured by each speaking turn of a participant. However, short utterances of a 

second or less were not taken into account as a speaking turn. Furthermore, a global estimation was 

made by the observer of the speaking time of each participant (Jayagopi et al., 2009). 

Interruptions 

For each participant also the number of interruptions was noted down, and if possible who 

interrupted who (Hall et al., 2005).  

Openness 

Openness was measured by open postures (e.g. leg extension, arm wrap (reversed), body position 

open/closed, making oneself look smaller (reversed), arms akimbo and arms clasped behind head 

with elbows out (Hall et al., 2005)).  
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Interpersonal distance 

Interpersonal distance was related to the seated distance to another person (Hall et al., 2005). A 

picture was drawn by the observer with the relative distance between the participants of the 

meeting. Furthermore the observer looked at movements of participants related to distance, for 

example putting themselves back or forward.  

Loudness 

Loudness was measured by the amplitude of the voice of a participant of the meeting (Hall et al., 

2005).  

Immediately after the meeting the notes were elaborated and put into an Excel document. 

One Excel sheet contained information about one type of meeting. A last thing where the observer 

focused on was the presence of any logistical conflicts. The researcher noted down what the conflict 

was, between who the conflict emerged, and how the conflict was handled or in what way the other 

participants responded to it. In the next section the observed meetings are described.   

3.5.1 Meetings observed 

The cooperation and coordination structure within Harries changed at the beginning of this 

year. The Plant manager, who started in December 2012, changed the meeting structure for different 

departments/people within Harries, but also Gerstdijk wide meetings, in order to coordinate the 

different activities in a more structured way and improve the company’s performance.  

The meeting structure within Harries is typified in Figure 3.5. In Table 3.1 these meetings are 

listed with the participants and frequency. The following meetings are held: Quality inspection, 

Processing/Efficiency meeting, Technical Services meeting, Quality meeting, TS-Production meeting, 

production meeting, continuous improvement meeting and OT meeting.  

Plant manager

Operations 
Manger

Quality
Manager

Technical Service

Head of processing Head of packagingHead of shipping

Sales office

OT meeting

Production meeting Quality inspection

Processing/Efficiency meeting

TS – production meeting

 

Figure 3.5: Meeting structure within Harries  
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Table 3.1: Meetings with their particpants and frequency 

Meetings Participants Occurrence 

Quality inspection Quality, Packaging, Processing, Operations Daily 

Processing/efficiency Processing, Operations Daily 

Technical Services meeting Technical Services (2), Plant manager Weekly 

Quality meeting Quality, Plant manager Weekly 

Production meeting Quality, Processing, Packaging, W/S, TS (1), Operations Bimonthly 

TS – production meeting Processing, Packaging, Technical Services (2) Bimonthly 

OT meeting Quality, Operations, TS (1), Sales office, Plant manager Monthly 

Continuous improvement Quality, Operations, TS (1), Processing, Plant manager Monthly 

   

Carrot meeting Processing, Quality, Planning, Cultivation Support Weekly 

 

The quality inspection and Processing/Efficiency meeting are held daily and take place in the 

morning. During the quality inspection the Quality manager, Operations manager, the head of 

Processing department and the head of the Packaging department determine the quality of the 

carrots at their due date. Furthermore, they discuss the current operations. The other daily meeting 

(Processing/Efficiency) is a consultation between the head of the Processing department and the 

Operations manager. They discuss the efficiency of the multiple lines (cutting, sorting and scraping) 

and check the current stock position and determine the capacity of that day. The quality inspection 

was observed almost every day during my stay at Harries. The Processing/Efficiency meeting was 

observed only a couple of times as it did not provide a lot of information. 

Two weekly meetings are the Technical Services and Quality meeting. Both meetings 

consisted of the department members itself and the Plant manager. In the Technical Services 

meeting the current businesses of the department were discussed. Repairs that were done or 

needed to be done were the main topic. Also technical related investments were discussed. The 

quality meeting is about the current practices of the Quality manager. These two type of meetings 

ensure that the Plant manager is up to date about the work of both the departments. The 

departments can also address their issues to the Plant manager. The Technical Services meeting was 

observed twice and the quality meeting once. These meetings contributed less to the research 

because only one department was involved and are also not depicted in Figure 3.5. 

One bimonthly meeting is the PO (production) meeting. The head of the Packaging 

department, head of Processing department,  head of Shipping department, one technical service 

mechanic and the Quality manager take part in this meeting, which is lead by the Operations 

manager. During this meeting all kind of production and quality related matters are discussed, such 

as the quality of the carrots over the past two weeks and issues that occurred at the Processing 

department. Another bimonthly meeting is the Technical Services-production (TS-production) 

meeting. In this meeting the heads of Processing, Packaging and the two Technical Services 

mechanics discuss the technical related issues and failures at both the Processing and Packaging 

department. They can address particular failures, or needed repairs. The Technical Services can on 

their hand, explain what they did or want to do. The PO meeting was observed five times and the TS-

production meeting was observed two times. 
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Two monthly meetings are the OT and continuous improvement meeting. In the OT meeting 

the Plant manager, Operations manager, Quality manager, Sales office representative and one 

Technical Services mechanic discuss all kind of Harries related matters. The subjects of this meeting 

are: general/MT, Sales, procurement, production, quality, occupational/environment, technical 

services, HRM, IT and administration. A result of the OT meetings are the continuous improvement 

meetings which are focused on the improvement of the different kind of processes at Harries. The 

continuous improvement meetings resulted in specific projects, such as the improvement of the 

scraping line at the Processing department. In the continuous improvement meetings usually 

consisted of the Plant manager, Operations manager, Quality manager, head of Processing 

department and the technical service mechanic. The OT meeting was observed twice, the continuous 

improvement once (since these meetings were not held more often during my stay). The continuous 

improvement meeting is not depicted in Figure 3.5 as it would decrease the readability of the figure.  

The meeting structure of the Gerstdijk-wide meeting is shown in Figure 3.6. The participants 

and frequency is also depicted in Table 3.1. A weekly meeting between the head of Processing, 

Quality manager, planner from Rijko and the crop advisor from de Schakel is the carrot meeting. This 

meeting was introduced to better coordinate the Gerstdijk wide activities. Topics that were discussed 

in the carrot meeting are the quality of the carrots of the past and current week, the need of carrots 

for that week and the expected need of all types of carrots for the upcoming week. Furthermore, 

they discussed possible improvements and issues related to the washing and delivering of the 

carrots. I observed the carrot meeting 12 times.  
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Figure 3.6: Participants of the carrot meeting 

3.6 Questionnaires 
The questionnaires were distributed to the head of Packaging, Shipping employees (2), 

Technical Services mechanics (2), the Quality manager and the Sales office representative. A total of 

7 persons gave a response rate of 100%. The head of Processing was not able to fill in a 

questionnaire. The average age of the respondents was 43,4 years, five respondents were male and 

two were female. The questionnaire was specified on departments the participant was in contact 

with, so for example the Packaging respondent was asked questions about the Processing, Technical 

Services, Shipping, Sales office and Quality department.  
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Each type of questionnaire started with a short introduction about the research and the goal 

of the research. Also it was explicitly mentioned that the statements were focused on the 

coordination and cooperation with the other departments. The participants should think about the 

department as a whole and not, for example, only the head of the department. In Appendix IV the 

questionnaire to be filled in by the Shipping department is given.  

Measurements 

Trust 

Trust was measured by the five item scale of Simons and Peterson (2000). This scale was adapted in 

such a way that it measured trust between departments and not team members. Trust was 

measured between each department separately and three items of the scale measured the trust 

between the department of the participant and the other specifically named department. The same 

items were used for measuring trust between the interviewee’s department and the other 

departments, so it was easy to compare the trust scores of the different departments. The items 

were:  ‘We are all certain that we can fully trust each other’, ‘We expect the complete truth of 

members of department x’ and ‘Every member of department x shows absolute integrity’. All items 

were answered on a five-point Likert scale with 1 = ‘I disagree’ and 5 = ‘I agree’.  

Respect 

Respect was measured by the six item scale of Tyler et al. (1996). The scale was also adapted to an 

interdepartmental view and respect was measured for each department separately. Three items 

were used to measure respect per department. The participants were asked whether they thought a 

particular department respected their own department. The items were: ‘The Packaging department 

respects the work my department does largely’, ‘The Packaging department thinks highly of the 

quality of your department’s work’ and ‘The Packaging department respects your work related 

ideas’. Answers were given on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = ‘I disagree’ to 5 = ‘I agree’.  

Power 

Power was based on by the eight item scale of Anderson et al. (2012). All items were transposed into 

interdepartmental measures and differences in power were measured by four items (of this scale) 

per department. The items of this scale were: In relation with the Packaging department: ‘my 

department can get the Packaging department to do what we want’, ‘my departments ideas and 

opinions are often ignored by the Packaging department’, ‘even when we try, my department is not 

able to get its way’ and ‘I think my department has a great deal of power over the Packaging 

department’. The participants answered on a five-point Likert scale, with 1 = ‘I disagree’ and 5 = ‘I 

agree’. The official scale by Anderson et al. (2012) used a seven-point Likert scale. However, for the 

consistency of the questionnaire a five-point Likert scale was used.  

Perceived departmental performance 

Perceived departmental performance was measured by the ‘Perceived Group Performance’ measure 

(Rispens et al., 2007). The measure consisted of three items which were adapted to departmental 

measures. The items of this scale were: ‘I believe my department performs well’, ‘My department is 

effective in getting things done in time’ and ‘I think in general my department is effective with 

respect to work’. One item was added which focused on the quality of work, namely ‘The quality of 

the work of my department is excellent’. The answers were given on a five-point Likert scale with 1 = 

‘I disagree’ and 5 = ‘I agree’.  
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Contact/open conflict norms  

To get a good impression of how much contact the different departments had with each other, the 

following question was asked at the beginning of the questionnaire: ‘Into what extent does your 

department have contact with the Packaging department’. Then three items measured the openness 

of communication. The openness of communication measures were adapted from a five item scale 

by Burchfield (1997). An example item was: ‘It is easy to talk openly to the members of the Packaging 

department’. The items were answered on a five-point Likert scale with 1 = ‘never’, 2 = ‘rarely’, 3 = 

‘sometimes’, 4 = ‘often’ and 5 = ‘always’. 

Interdepartmental logistical conflicts 

Interdepartmental logistical conflicts were measured by three adapted items from Behfar et al. 

(2011). These items were: ‘To what extent does your department disagree with the Packaging 

department about the tasks that need to be adapted between the departments’, ‘To what extent 

does your department disagree with the Packaging department about who should do what’ and ‘To 

what extent do your department and the Packaging department disagree about the strategy to 

pursue/the way to do things about the coordinated work?’. All these items are measured on a 5 

point Likert scale with 1 = ‘never’, 2 = ‘rarely’, 3 = ‘sometimes’, 4 = ‘often’ and 5 = ‘always’.  

3.7 Data analysis 

The interview, observational and questionnaire data were analyzed separately. The 

interviews were investigated using content analysis (Schneider, Wheeler & Cox, 1992), such that the 

topics discussed in the interviews were analyzed systematically. Because the interviews had a 

predetermined structure (related to the topics of this research), the set up of the coding taxonomy 

was easy. The themes of the taxonomy were: trust, respect, open conflict norms, power differences, 

performance, coordination and interdepartmental logistical conflicts. The data of each interview was 

divided into these themes and when I interviewed multiple persons of one department the data of 

the same topic was gathered for the same department. Per topic (excluding performance and 

coordination), I looked at what was stated about another department with which the participant was 

in contact. Then, I typified this relationship into a low or a high score. For example, when the 

Packaging department stated to trust the Shipping department, this relationship would be typified as 

high trust (stated by Packaging). Coordination and performance were analyzed differently. I used the 

data to show specific examples of influences in coordination and performance. The observational 

data were analyzed by adding up the number of speaking turns for every participant and the amount 

of powerful behavior (openness, interpersonal distance, interruptions and loudness) they showed. 

For every meeting a ranking was made of the most powerful to powerless department based on 

these two measures. The data of the questionnaire was measured on five-point Likert scales, so that 

for every variable (trust, respect etc.) a distinction was made into high (above 3) or low (equal or 

lower than 3). This distinction was made to easily compare the relationships between two 

departments and create groups of departments that for example did not trust each other (low score 

on trust) and high score of conflict. Furthermore, a table was made for each variable with the scores 

the participant gave on the relationships they had with other departments. So, I could easily see if 

one department was for example particularly trusted or distrusted by the participants of the 

questionnaires. Due to timing constraints, I was responsible for the coding of the data. However, this 

was done under supervision, so reliability was ensured.  
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For the answering of each research question the variables of interest were linked together 

per method type. So for the first research question logistical conflicts were linked to performance. 

And for example for the third research question, the link was made between the trust relationship of 

two departments and the number and weight of logistical conflicts they had. After linking variables of 

interest and contingencies per method type, the interview, observational and questionnaire data 

were put together to get a total overview on the investigated relationship. Therefore, triangulation 

took place.  
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4. Analysis 

4.1 The influence of interdepartmental logistical conflicts on performance 
The first and main research question is answered in this section, which is depicted in Figure 

4.1. I use multiple examples of logistical conflicts at Harries to aim toward more generalized findings 

on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflict and performance. According to the 

literature, conflicts are likely to occur in an interdepartmental setting, because departments differ in 

goals and orientations, and compete for available resources to achieve those goals (Fritz, 1996; 

Nauta & Sanders, 2001). Difficulties may arise about each department’s responsibilities and the 

amount of time and resources to spend on a cooperative task. Research on these process (and 

logistical) conflicts in a team setting shows that these conflicts are negatively related to performance 

(Behfar et al., 2011; De Wit et al., 2012). To associate logistical conflicts with performance I choose to 

discuss the changes in department performance related to the specific conflicts between the 

different departments of Harries. In the next pages, I describe the relationship between the four 

components of logistical conflicts and performance accompanied by multiple examples. The four 

components of logistical conflict are: conflicts about time (1), conflicts about resources (2), conflicts 

about task responsibilities (3) and conflicts about the task strategy (4). After that more generalized 

implications are given of the influence of interdepartmental logistical conflicts on performance. 

Interdepartmental 
logistical conflicts:

- time
- resources

- task responsibilities
- task strategy

Departmental/
Organizational
 Performance

 

Figure 4.1: Relationship of part 4.1  

4.1.1 Conflicts about time aspects 

The component of conflicts about time is separated into two subparts. First the relationship 

between the optimal time spend on meetings and performance is discussed, after that the 

relationship between the optimal time spend on cooperative tasks and performance is explained. 

Within Harries and between Harries, Rijko and de Schakel multiple meetings take place. In 

Box 1 the opinions of the participants of the different meetings are given that I obtained from the 

interviews. In some cases the participants agreed on the amount of time that should be spent on a 

particular meeting, in other cases they differed in opinion. The participants of the carrot meeting and 

PO meeting (see Box 1.1 and 1.2) agreed on the time they spend on the meeting. For the carrot 

meeting, planning argued that when they did not have that meeting, conflicts were likely to occur. At 

that time, the Harries’ employees were not up to date about the quality of the carrots entering 

Harries and the weekly demand of carrots was not communicated with Planning. Nowadays, 

Processing and Quality receive information on the activities of de Schakel and Rijko, which helps in 

aligning the activities between Harries, de Schakel and Rijko and can contribute to the performance 

of the four involved departments.  

The participants of TS-production, continuous improvement and OT meetings did not agree 

on how much time should be spend on the meeting (see Box 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5). For the TS-production 

meeting, both Processing and Packaging argued that the conflict certainly had an influence on their 
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work and performance. Processing and Packaging missed the overview of lately occurred failures and 

the action list of ‘need to be done’ repairs by the Technical Services (which was established during 

the meeting). In particular, Processing and Packaging could not use the minutes of the meetings for 

agreements on how to continue with specific tasks. Also fix ups were easily forgotten because they 

were not stated on paper. Therefore, a lot more uncertainty was created. According to past literature 

this uncertainty could lower performance (Jehn, 1997).  

For the continuous improvement and OT meetings, the participants differed in opinion on 

the optimal time to spend on a meeting as well (see Box 1.4 and 1.5). The participants stated that the 

meetings were too easily cancelled. Therefore, they also missed information about the current 

practices and felt less included. The topics discussed in the different meetings were of such an 

interest that they could help the participants with their own tasks. For example, the Sales office 

representative would be able to explain to customers why a particular order could not be ready at a 

certain time, because the head of Processing shared that they faced multiple breakdowns with the 

scraping line in the OT meeting. Furthermore, the information provided in both meetings could 

create more commitment of the participants to the alignment of different departmental activities. 

And the meeting could also create inclusion to the processes and projects going on at Harries. 

However, this was not the case in the current situation. Therefore, performance could be negatively 

affected since participants were likely to fulfill their tasks in a lesser extent as they missed 

information about other departmental activities and were less motivated due to a feeling non-

inclusiveness.  

 

 

  

Box 1 Opinions on the amount of time to spend on a particular meeting  

1.1 Carrot meeting (Processing, Quality, Planning & Cultivation Support) 

The participants of the carrot meeting, Processing, Quality, Planning and Cultivation Support, argued that no 

issues about the optimal time to spend on the carrot meeting occurred. In the harvesting period the 

departments are more in contact with each other. At this time carrots are washed directly from the field. 

Together, the four look at carrot samples from the fields once (or more times) a week. Cultivation Support 

stated that this is different in winter season, since everyone works with the same carrots constantly and quality 

could only get worse. 

1.2 Production meeting (Processing, Packaging, Shipping, one mechanic & Operations Manager) 

The heads of the Processing, Packaging and Shipping departments, one mechanic and the Quality manager 

form the PO (production) meeting, with the Operations manager as chair. The head of Packaging stated “it is a 

good meeting and I think a meeting once every two weeks is enough”. The Quality manager was moderately 

positive and stated it was wise to get together every once in a while. Others did not discuss this meeting. 

1.3 TS-Production meeting (Processing, Packaging & two mechanics) 

All participants of the TS-production meeting stated that it was always uncertain if the meeting would be held 

or not. No-one took the initiative to organize the meeting. The first observed meeting with the heads of 

Processing and Packaging and only one mechanic, was unstructured and unsatisfying according to the 

participants. Therefore, the Plant and Operations manager participated in the next meeting and made sure the 

meeting was more structured. But after that still difficulties were experienced and no meeting was held since. 
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Conflicts about how much time to spend on a cooperative task occurred as well. Two 

examples are given in Box 2. In Table 4.1 the questionnaire data on the amount of conflicts on 

cooperative tasks are shown. The first example (2.1) explains how conflicts on a cooperative task 

arose between the Technical Services, Processing and Packaging. Table 4.1 confirms this, because 

Technical Services was mostly in conflict with these two departments. The example shows that 

especially the performance of the Processing department could be influenced, as their failures were 

not repaired instantly. This influenced their productivity rate, and performance of the Processing 

department went down.   

Table 4.1: The level of conflict of cooperative tasks between the different departments given in the questionnaires (read 
from left to right) 

Conflicts about cooperative tasks             

  Processing Packaging Shipping TS Sales (O) Quality 

Packaging 2  2 1 1 1 

Shipping  1,5 2  1 3,5 1 

TS 3 2,5 1   2 

Sales (O) 4 5 1   1 

Quality 3 2 2 1 3  

Note: 1 = little/no conflict, 2 = a bit of conflict, 3 = moderate level of conflict, 4 = regular level of conflict, and 5 = a lot of 
conflict.  
Example: Packaging indicated, they faced conflicts about cooperative tasks to a lesser extent with Processing and 
Shipping and hardly faced any conflicts with Technical Services, Sales and Quality.  

More examples are given by Packaging (see 2.2) in relation with Sales. These examples show 

that Packaging’s performance could suffer because an order was not ready on time, too much or too 

little of an order was made, or extra changeover times were necessary to produce the order. 

Furthermore, Packaging’s performance was negatively influenced when they received print 

information (too) late, which could influence the start time of the production of the new product. For 

the last conflict example, Packaging argued that this hindered their work as well. Since more 

feedback and information from Sales would benefit the Packaging department performance, because 

they would be more up to date about ongoing businesses and feel more included. Then Packaging 

could be more responsive to new customers’ orders.  

1.4 Continuous improvement meeting 

The Quality and Operations manager stated that the continuous improvement meetings were not organized 

frequently enough. The meeting was led by the Plant manager and easily cancelled when a couple of 

participants were not able to attend. The meeting was usually cancelled and not postponed to another time 

and/or day. Therefore, when the participants talked about this meeting, they called it ‘occasional 

improvement’. At certain point in time a lot of projects were going on at Harries. The participants indicated they 

missed an overview of these projects (as no meeting was held in a long time). The participants therefore 

disagreed on the amount of time that should be put in discussing these ongoing projects.  

1.5 OT meeting 

The participants of the OT meeting, especially the Sales office representative, and the Quality and Operations 

managers argued that although it was a useful meeting, it was too easily cancelled as well.  
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Table 4.1 also shows that the Sales office representative was often in conflict with Processing 

and Packaging, which can be linked to example 2.3 of Box 2 as well. The questionnaire is snapshot, 

therefore it gives an indication of the current conflict affairs with Sales. The conflict example 

indicates that it takes longer for a task to be done and uncertainty is created, then literature suggests 

that performance could go down (Behfar et al., 2011; Jehn, 1997).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2 Conflicts about resources 

In the TS-production meeting I observed an example of disagreements about resources, 

which is given in Box 3. In the conflict situation the condition of the parts should be kept in mind, but 

also the budget constraints. Processing’s and Packaging’s performance could be influenced when 

machinery is not functioning optimally when parts (of lesser priority) are not ordered. On the other 

hand Technical Services had a budget to abide to. Imagine a machinery part of lesser priority was 

Box 2 Examples of conflicts about the optimal time on cooperative tasks  

2.1 Technical Services, Processing and Packaging 

The Technical Services stated they moderately disagreed with Processing and Packaging on the time 

distribution on cooperative tasks. The mechanics argued they faced difficulties with the distribution of their 

time on the repairs of both the Processing and Packaging department. The Processing department is the 

largest department of Harries and several large machines are situated at this department. Malfunctions are 

therefore likely to occur. The Packaging department, however, also suffers from breakdowns occasionally. 

Packaging works on customer order. A failure at one of the Packaging machines could have larger 

consequences for the supply of customers, than a failure at the Processing department. However, the 

Processing department also faced trouble in case of a malfunction. They got in conflict with both Packaging 

and Technical Services, when they had to wait for a malfunction to be fixed as the Technical Services was busy 

with a breakdown at the Packaging department.  

2.2 Packaging and Sales 

In the interview the head of Packaging stated that Sales did not always took enough time to communicate a 

changed or rush order. Usually Sales would communicate this via a phone call and e-mail, but sometimes only 

an e-mail was sent. In such a case the order could easily be missed because the employees at the Packaging 

department did not always have time to check its e-mail regularly. An order could thus already be produced 

before the change was noticed. 

Another issue between Packaging and Sales is their communication about new customers. Every bag of 

carrots is provided with a specific package print, according to the wishes of the customer. For a new customer 

Packaging is in charge of the design of the new print. However, difficulties arose because the details of the 

print were known only shortly before actual production took place. Designing a new print takes time. 

Therefore, Packaging experienced this situation as stressful and unpleasant to work with.  

Packaging also faced difficulties to get in contact with Sales, since the Sales manager stopped participating in 

the PO meeting. And conflict situations arose because Sales did not provide the amount of information (on 

current standings new and current customers) Packaging would like to receive. 

2.3 Sales, Processing and Packaging 

Sales stated that it was difficult to communicate with these departments about changes in orders or rush 

orders. The Processing and Packaging departments were committed to their own schedule. Therefore, they 

were not always willing to cooperate with Sales in case of a rush or changed order. It took time to produce the 

order, and/or changeover the machine.  
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ordered and another significant (expensive) part broke down a day later. Then, Harries would face a 

big investment. Company performance would be influenced as well since the high priority expensive 

part had to be ordered as well. The Technical Services would then be (partly) held responsible for this 

big investment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.3 Conflicts about task responsibilities 

The third component of logistical conflicts are issues about task responsibilities. Occasionally, 

disagreement occurred because different departments did not know who should do what. In Box 4 

multiple examples are shown that were provided in the interviews and which I observed in the 

meetings. 

Example 4.1 shows that confusion about who was responsible for an overarching activity, 

could lead to a clearer distinction in each department’s duties. The four department members of the 

carrot meeting decided who was going to deal with it and would take responsibility in performing the 

task. For the second issues of example 4.1 the link to performance could be easily made. Planning’s 

performance suffered when the quality check information was not quickly in his reach, because in 

case of bad quality carrots he could not handle quickly and ask for a refund from the company where 

the carrots were bought.  

Another task responsibility issue occurred between the Packaging and Shipping department, 

see example 4.2. The conflict influenced Packaging’s performance, as they needed to reproduce the 

bags that were not usable anymore. But the problem mainly influenced the departmental 

performance of Shipping because they had to transport more orders from the storage cell to their 

department again. They had to invest more time in this job, therefore other tasks could not be done 

as thoroughly and thus performance suffered. After 3 or 4 o’clock when Shipping was off, Packaging 

should transport any type of order otherwise company performance would suffer drastically.  

Another unclear issue was provided by the head of Packaging, see Box 4.3. The lack of clarity 

on both the Technical Services and Packaging operator’s role, could possibly improve performance. 

Cause this conflict could help them in creating better alignment between each other’s activities. The 

mechanic could let the operator be more involved, by explaining his actions. And the operators could 

put more effort in cooperating with the mechanics. Then performance of both departments could be 

improved as the operators would have more information on the repair of (simple) malfunctions and 

Technical Services would have to spend less time on these repairs.  

Box 3 Example of a conflict about resources 

3.1 Processing, Packaging and Technical Services 

The Processing and Packaging departments disagreed with the Technical Services department about on 

the condition of particular machinery part should have in order to replace it. The Technical Services are 

responsible for the ordering of new parts (expensive ones are ordered in agreement with the Plant 

manager). When all parties agreed on the replacement of a part, the mechanics would order it. However, 

sometimes Processing and/or Packaging wanted to replace a part while the mechanics did not saw the 

need for replacement of this part. For instance, the Packaging department wanted a new machine belt 

for line 3, because pieces were crumbling from the belt. The mechanics argued that the belt was still 

usable and should not be replaced yet. Packaging did not agree and a conflict occurred. Both the 

Processing and Packaging strive for the most optimal machinery while the Technical Services had to keep 

the budget to spend on machinery parts in mind.  
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  Box 4 Examples conflicts about task responsibilities 

4.1 Processing, Quality, Planning and Cultivation Support 

For the four different departments members that participated in the carrot meeting, the crop advisor 

stated that it was not always clear who was responsible for overarching activities related to their functions. 

The crop advisor explained: “At some point it was not clear if a particular type of washed carrots could be 

used as polished carrots.” After that the crop advisor contacted the Quality manager and they decided that 

the Quality manager would check this type of carrot a couple of times to see if this carrot was good enough 

to pack as polished carrots. 

Another issue about task responsibilities was provided by Planning and Cultivation Support. They faced 

difficulties with the quality check of incoming carrots that were bought from third parties.  These carrots 

are ordered from other companies by the planner and directly delivered at Harries.  The Quality and 

Processing department would have to make sure that the quality check on these carrots was performed by 

another Harries employee. Although the planner attended them on the importance of this task, the check 

was not done properly. Planning thought that Processing and Packaging did not put enough effort in 

attending the Harries employee to get the job done. And a conflict situation occurred. Only after several 

stimulations from the planner, the check was done. 

4.2 Packaging and Shipping 

Both Packaging and Shipping stated in the interviews that a conflict arose about who was responsible for 

the preparation of the customer orders. A storage cell is located between the Packaging and Shipping 

department. The storage cell contains Boxes of carrots that Packaging can use (put there by Processing 

employees) and customers orders already made at the Packaging department. Then,  Shipping employees 

can lift and put these orders at the Shipping department. However, Monday’s and Friday’s are busy days 

and Shipping experiences difficulties with the fulfillment of their tasks. Besides that Shipping employees 

work until 3 or 4 o’clock and Packaging employees until 5 o’clock. On Monday’s and Friday’s and in the 

afternoon the Shipping department members asked if Packaging would help in transporting the customers 

orders from the storage cell to the Shipping department. A conflict arose when a pallet was put down so 

hard at the Shipping department, which made the carrot bags fell out of the Boxes. Packaging and Shipping 

disagreed on who was responsible for this. From then on Packaging decided to only transport orders that 

were delivered in crates and not in cardboard Boxes. 

4.3 Packaging and Technical Services 

Packaging argued that it was not always clear what the role of a Packaging employee was in fixing a break 

down. When a breakdown occurred, the Technical Services was called by the head of the department. 

During the break down it was not clear what the Packaging employee should do, because the employee 

had some knowledge about the machine but could not fix it on his or her own. The head of Packaging 

argued that both the Technical Services and Packaging operators could adopt a more active attitude in the 

fixing of a break down. 

4.4 Technical Services and production floor departments 

In the interviews, the Technical Services stated that they had some difficulties with accepting the role 

others thought they had. For example, when an operator broke something on a forklift, the operator 

assumed the Technical Services would repair it and the breakage was not a big deal. However, the 

Technical Services argued that it is not their job to fix something every time someone is not paying 

attention or not taking care of something, such as this forklift. According to the mechanics, the production 

floor employees thought that Technical Services would fix the forklift without objection. But instead the 

Technical Services argues that the production floor department employees should be told that they have to 

be careful with materials (such as forklifts).  
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In Table 4.2 the questionnaire results are show for the amount of task responsibilities 

conflicts between Packaging, Shipping, Technical Services, Sales office and Quality.  

Table 4.2: The level of task responsibility conflict  between the different departments given in the questionnaires (read 
from left to right) 

Conflicts about task responsibilities         

  Processing Packaging Shipping TS Sales (O) Quality 

Packaging 1  2 1 1 1 

Shipping  1 1  1 2 1 

TS 2,5 2 1   2 

Sales (O) 3 2 2   1 

Quality 2 2 2 1 2  

Note: 1 = little/no conflict, 2 = a bit of conflict, 3 = moderate level of conflict, 4 = regular level of conflict, and 5 = a lot of 
conflict. 

Table 4.2 also shows that Technical Services were relatively most in conflict about task 

responsibilities with Processing and Packaging. In the interviews the mechanics of the Technical 

Services addressed this type of conflict too (see Box 4.4). The attitude of the production floor 

departments in material handling could influence the performance of the Technical Services, because 

they would have to spend more time on repairs stemming from carelessness than repairing actual 

malfunctions. Furthermore Table 4.2 shows that the Sales office representative faced disagreements 

about who should do what with Processing, and in a lesser extent with Packaging and Shipping. I 

think that these difficulties stem from the feeling the Sales office representative exposed in the 

interviews. He stated that other departments did not know what different kinds of tasks he fulfilled.    

Besides these relationships of Technical Services with Processing and Packaging, and Sales 

with Processing and Packaging, the questionnaire results of Table 4.2 do not show a high amount of 

conflict on task responsibilities. I think that this has to do with the sensitive issue of conflicts. Jehn 

(1995) argued that people are not always completely honest in answering questions in 

questionnaires. But the interview data provided me with multiple examples (see Box 4). So, I 

conclude that in case of logistical conflicts about task responsibilities department members do not 

know what exactly they should be doing and not know into what extent they should be doing 

something. Useful information can be missed and it takes longer to fulfill a couple of tasks. In which 

case Jehn (1997) stated that performance could decrease.   

4.1.4 Conflicts about task strategy 

The last component of logistical conflicts is about the disagreements that occurred between 

departments about what strategy they should follow in order to complete a cooperative task.  

Multiple examples were given in the interviews and were observed that dealt with issues about the 

strategy of the mutual task and are further explained in Box 5.  

Example 5.1 provides an issue between Quality, Planning and Cultivation Support. The 

performance of both departments (Quality and Planning) could be negatively affected as it took time 

to make the final decision. When the party was blocked Quality was satisfied, otherwise Planning 

would be pleased (when the carrots were processed). In the latter case the Processing department’s 

performance suffered because it took extra effort to handle the bad quality carrots. Furthermore, the 

Quality manager felt less useful as it is her job to check the Quality of the carrots. 
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The Technical Services also faced task strategy issues with Processing (see Box 5.2). The two 

conflict examples can be linked to performance. It can take longer for a machine to be fixed due to 

the activities that need to be done in order to get in contact with the Technical Services, so the 

productivity of the Processing department could go down. Both departments’ performances could 

also suffer when a planned fix up was not performed due to unclear communication. In Table 4.3 the 

amount of task strategy conflicts are given from the questionnaires. This table shows that Technical 

Services also had difficulties with Packaging. Interesting is that the Packaging department did not 

have many issues with the Technical Services. Packaging stated that they needed the help of the 

Technical Services and therefore needed to be on good terms with them.  

Table 4.3: The level of task strategy conflict between the different departments given in the questionnaires(read from 
left to right) 

Conflicts about task strategy           

  Processing Packaging Shipping TS Sales (O) Quality 

Packaging 1  2 1 1 1 

Shipping  1 2,5  1 3 1 

TS 3,5 2,5 1   2 

Sales (O) 3 3 2   1 

Quality 2 2 2 1 3  

Note: 1 = little/no conflict, 2 = a bit of conflict, 3 = moderate level of conflict, 4 = regular level of conflict, and 5 = a lot of 
conflict. 

Another issue that I observed in a PO meeting, was a strategy conflict between Shipping and 

Packaging. This is in congruence with the questionnaire results as both Shipping and Packaging faced 

a higher amount of conflict with each other, respectively 2 and 2,5 (see Table 4.3). The example of 

Box 5.3 shows that it was beneficial for the Packaging department to produce stock as changeover 

times were reduced. However, the overall outcome was negatively influenced as Harries deals with a 

fresh market product which should be packaged as late as possible. So, the productivity of the 

Packaging’s department went down because they saved less on changeover time and costs, but the 

overall outcome improved since the quality of the carrots was more honored. Furthermore Table 4.3 

shows that Shipping moderately disagreed. An example of strategy conflict is given in Box 5.4 

between these two departments. The conflict could cause uncertainty, in which case literature 

suggests that performance could be negatively influenced (Jehn, 1997). 

Another example of a strategy conflict was addressed by Sales about their communication 

strategy on complex matters (see Box 5.5). Both the Sales office representative and Sales manager 

indicated this in their interviews and the questionnaire results also show that Sales had strategy 

issues with Processing and Packaging, and Shipping in a lesser extent at that time (see Table 4.3). This 

communication pattern used between Sales and the production floor departments is typical for 

larger companies, while Harries is a rather small company. A benefit of a small company is that one 

can easily and quickly communicate with the right person, but the current communication pattern 

offsets this benefit. Due to this issue it takes longer to get a certain task done and more issues come 

into play as everyone wanted to get involved. According to recent literature, these issues could 

influence performance negatively (Behfar et al., 2011; Jehn, 1997).   
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Box 5 Examples of task strategy conflicts 

5.1 Quality, Planning and Cultivation Support 

The Quality manager provided a strategy issue with Planning and Cultivation Support. Although samples were 

taken from the fields and at the washing line, it still happened occasionally that the Quality Manager encountered 

a batch of bad quality carrots at Harries. The Quality Manager is able to block these carrots, which she then 

communicates with Planning and Cultivation Support. However every once in a while the planner and crop advisor 

did not agree with this decision and a conflict situation occurred. Planning, Cultivation Support and Quality have 

the same decision power so no-one could influence the decision. In this case the Sales or Plant manager had to 

decide what to do with these carrots. It took some time before such a decision was made, because the managers 

had to consult the involved departments and look at the particular batch of carrots themselves. Also the Quality 

manager argued that in this case (and similar ones), the problem remained in the process itself and next time it 

would be handled the same way all over again. This was “annoying from time to time” according to the Quality 

manager because she did not block a batch of carrots very often and Planning and Cultivation Support would 

regularly have opposing views in these situations. 

5.2 Technical Services and Processing  

Both Processing and Technical Services argued that the faced difficulties with the handling of a cooperative task. It 

was not always clear how a Processing operator should get in contact with the Technical Services in case of a 

malfunction. The official way to contact a mechanic in case of a needed repair, was for the operator to inform the 

head of Processing. Then the head would inform the Technical Services. However, the workplace of the Technical 

Services is closely located to the processing machines, which gives the operators the opportunity to ask the 

mechanics to fix it themselves. The Technical Services would be notified earlier and machines could be up fixed 

sooner as well. But the head of Processing would not be up to date about these failures. Therefore, conflict 

situations occurred. For both departments this was not easy to work with as the head could not keep track of all 

the repairs when he was not notified and the operator directly contacted the mechanics.  But otherwise it could 

take time (to inform the head) to get in touch with the mechanic.  

Another communication difficulty occurred because the Technical Services were not always updated on the time a 

particular machine was shut down in order to do a more thorough fix up or multiple replacements. This made the 

job of the mechanics more difficult as they did not know when they were able to repair something. 

5.3 Shipping and Packaging 

The disagreement was about the stock that was produced by the Packaging department. The Packaging 

department deals with the changeover times  of the packaging lines when another type of carrot, package material 

and/or different size of bag is necessary for a different order. Therefore, the Packaging department processed 

more of (nearly) the same orders one after the order and did not strictly work to the lead time of the orders. At a 

certain point orders that should be made for the next day were packaged earlier than an order that they needed to 

be ready that same day. Therefore, Shipping needed to wait on orders that they should transport to the Shipping 

department. The Shipping did not agree with this way of working and thus a conflict arose between Shipping and 

Packaging.  

5.4 Shipping and Sales 

Shipping stated that they occasionally disagreed with Sales about strategy issues. Shipping and Sales are frequently 

in contact about changed orders, extra orders, the time a customer is picking up the orders, the stock of empty 

crates and pallets etc. Therefore, both departments could miss important  information or interpret a particular 

message differently. This could both cause trouble for Shipping and Sales.  

5.5 Sales and production floor departments 

The communication strategy of Sales and the production floor departments was a step by step communication 

process. First, a certain matter would be handled at the one of the production floor departments itself, after that 

the head of the department would contact the Operations manager who would eventually notify Sales. Or 

oppositely, Sales had to notify the Operations manager, who would get in touch with the head of Processing or 

Packaging for example. However, Sales preferred to work more directly and communicate straight with the heads 

of Processing, Packaging or Shipping also on complex matters. Furthermore, Sales experienced that when 

communicating directly with a particular production floor department, the others were offended because they 

were not informed. The usage of this communication strategy led to several conflicts as messages were wrongly 

transcribed for example.  
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4.1.5 Generalized findings 

The examples in this section showed that all four components of logistical conflicts are 

present at Harries and are related to performance. Most of the conflicts are negatively related to 

performance and therefore in congruence with the previously investigated relationship of logistical 

and process conflict with team performance (Behfar et al., 2011; Behfar et al., 2008; Jehn, 1997; Jehn 

& Bendersky, 2003; Jehn & Mannix, 2001). In this part, I give implications for every component of 

logistical conflict. In Table 4.4 the questionnaire results are summarized. However, one should keep 

in mind that the interviews provided more examples and conflicts on task responsibilities occurred 

quite frequently as well.  

Table 4.4: Summarized results per conflict type 

  Conflicts on 
meeting 
duration 

Conflicts on 
cooperative 

tasks 

Conflicts on 
resources 

Conflicts on 
task 

responsibilities 

Conflicts on 
task 

strategy 

Average level of   2,02  1,59 1,85 

Percentage ≥ 3  26%  4% 22% 

Number of examples* 3 3 1 4 5 

Note: * related to the amount of conflicts shown in Boxes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

The optimal time to spend on meetings has shown to be influential several times. The 

departments that suffer the most are the ones arguing that meetings are not organized frequently 

enough. At Harries, the participants stated that they miss information that used to be discussed in 

the meeting. This information is desirable in performing their job cause when they do not have it 

they are likely to make wrong decisions. Performance might be negatively influenced since literature 

showed this is a likely effect of uncertainty and ineffective decision making between the different 

department members (Jehn, 1997; Passos & Caetano, 2005). The results also showed that when no 

logistical conflicts on the meeting duration occurred, participants stated that they have the necessary 

information to execute their tasks and are satisfied with the current way of working. Issues about the 

optimal time spend on cooperative tasks have shown that departments lack information to do their 

tasks. It takes longer for tasks to be done and less time is taken to do the task thoroughly. In this case 

literature shows that performance could be influenced negatively (Behfar et al., 2011; Jehn, 1997). 

Furthermore disagreements between departments can leave the ones who want to spend more time 

on the task with an excluded and less involved feeling.  

Disagreements about how to use resources were less present at Harries. In the example of 

this conflict, a department cannot have access to the most optimal resources on one hand (in this 

case machinery), which influences performance as the department cannot produce at its best. But on 

the other hand, the conflicting department deals with budget constraints. So, for the company a 

decision needs to be made taking both the budget and condition of machinery into account. A large 

investment can affect the company’s profit and thus the company’s performance.   

Issues about task responsibilities are regularly present between different departments at 

Harries. Partly these conflicts have shown to have a positive influence. After a conflict discussion  

between the involved departments, it can be clear who should do what and who is responsible for a 

particular task from then on. However, departmental performance could also be negatively 

influenced. Discussions about task responsibilities can also create uncertainty because it is not clear 

who should do what during the time departments are trying to solve the conflict. Tasks are not 
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performed or take longer to be executed. One therefore cannot rely on the other department to get 

information about when a particular task should be done and according to Jehn (1997) performance 

could diminish.  

Lastly, conflicts on strategic issues occurred the most at Harries in comparison to other 

components of logistical conflicts (according to the amount of examples given in each Box, see Table 

4.4). In case of strategic issues, it takes more time for a decision to be made. Passos and Caetano 

(2005) already showed in their study that process conflicts can negatively influence effective team 

decision-making. Departments face difficulties with decision-making and in the mean time one 

cannot make any progress. Disagreements about how to handle a particular cooperative task also 

create confusion, so a task that could be done immediately, is not handled at that moment. The 

performance of the involved departments can therefore decrease (Behfar et al., 2011; Jehn, 1997). 

However, occasionally a strategic disagreement can lead to a critical reevaluation of the current way 

of working (Jehn & Mannix, 2001). At Harries, a disagreement between two departments about the 

current way of working brought to light that this was not the best way of working and thus not 

beneficial for the company. Therefore adaptations could be made in order to improve the company’s 

performance.     

In some cases organizational performance was immediately affected, while in most cases the 

concerned department’s performance was affected. When a department of Harries is affected this 

can directly be related to the performance of Harries as a whole. Thus, when interdepartmental  

logistical conflicts influence the departmental performance, it is likely that organizational 

performance is affected too. In this case, if the performances of Planning (Rijko) or Cultivation 

Support (de Schakel) are affected, Rijko’s and de Schakel’s company’s performance could be 

influenced as well. Also Harries’ performance can be effected. When logistical conflicts occur 

uncertainty is created and tasks are not directly executed. Therefore, it takes longer for important 

information to reach Harries and the other departments’ performances can be effected. 

Furthermore, Planning is responsible for the supply of carrots to Harries, and if there are no carrots, 

Harries cannot produce the customer orders which is their most important function. 
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4.2 The role of coordination on the interdepartmental logistical conflicts 

and performance relationship  
In this section I answer the research question about the possible role of coordination in the 

relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance. In general, logistical 

conflicts are found to diminish group performance as a team’s capability to coordinate the 

interdependences between the team members is suppressed (Deutsch, 1973). In Figure 4.2 the 

relationship of this part is depicted. It should be noted that logistical conflicts and coordination are 

closely linked. This type of conflict measures logistical and timing coordination problems, where a 

lack of coordination may result in lower group performance (Behfar et al., 2011). The examples of 

logistical conflicts given in the previous section (given in Boxes 1 – 5) are therefore easily related to 

coordination between the involved departments. First specific examples of the four components of 

logistical conflicts are related to coordination, and performance, starting with the conflicts about 

time, followed by conflicts about resources, conflicts about task responsibilities and the last type, 

conflicts about the task strategy. This section ends with generalized findings about the role of 

coordination on the main relationship of this research, the influence of interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts on performance.  

Interdepartmental 
logistical conflicts

Departmental/
Organizational
 Performance

Coordination

 

Figure 4.2: Relationship of part 4.2 

4.2.1 Conflicts about time aspects 

The item related to time of logistical conflicts is divided in two subparts; first issues with the 

length of meetings are discussed, after that issues with the optimal time to spend on cooperative 

tasks are elaborated. 

Issues with meeting length occurred because the preferences of the involved departments 

differed. A meeting could, for example, strictly be used for coordination of activities, but also for 

discussion time (Behfar et al., 2011). It is therefore an important tool for coordination and 

integration of the different departmental activities. At Harries the different department members 

addressed issues with a couple of meetings (see Box 1 in section 4.1). For the TS-production meeting, 

the heads of the Processing and Packaging department argued that they used this meeting to 

coordinate their activities and the activities of the Technical Services. Box 7 shows how these 

coordination issues occurred. The heads of the Processing and Packaging departments stated they 

did not know when or what repairs were going to be conducted. On the other hand, the mechanics 

argued that they did not know when a particular repair could be done or what repair had the highest 

priority. Therefore, uncertainty arose and it took longer for tasks to be done. Past research suggests 

that in this case performance could be negatively influenced (Jehn, 1997).  
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Secondly, about the same is true for the continuous improvement and OT meetings. The 

Operations manager, Quality manager and Sales office representative (who only participates in the 

OT meeting) argued the continuous improvement and OT meetings were too easily cancelled (see 

Box 1.4 en 1.5). And for both meetings the participants missed information that was usually provided 

by the chair, the Plant manager, and the viewpoints other participants had. The coordination 

between the different departments in the meetings was thus negatively influenced. The participants 

missed information from the other departments and felt less included, which could both help them 

in doing their job. According to past research this uncertainty could be related to a lower 

(department) performance (Jehn, 1997).   

The participants of the carrot meeting (Processing, Quality, Planning and Cultivation Support) 

argued they did not face issues with the duration and occurrence of the meeting (see Box 1.1). They 

stated that the carrot meeting contributed to coordination between their departments. I observed 

that the head of Processing told the planner which day he specifically needed the different type of 

carrots. Then the planner adapted the harvesting and/or washing schedule so the Processing 

department had the carrots on time and the most optimal schedule fit was made. Thus, coordination 

took place between Planning and Processing in a sustainable way as the harvesting/washing schedule 

was optimized and less stock was created at Harries. This optimization and less stock were associated 

with lower costs for both Rijko (Planning) and Harries (Processing), which is likely to be positive for 

the performances of both companies.  

The second sub component of logistical conflicts on time, is about the amount of time the 

different departments are willing to spend on a cooperative task. An example is given by an issue 

between Technical Services and the two departments, Processing and Packaging (see Box 2.1). 

Technical Services faced difficulties with dividing their time between Processing and Packaging, 

because both are in need of repair activities and want them fast. Coordination between Technical 

Services and Processing and Technical Services and Packaging was affected, because it was more 

difficult to integrate the activities of Processing and Packaging with the Technical Services activities. 

The Processing department did not know when the Technical Services had time to do a repair (when 

the mechanics were working at the Packaging department), and it was therefore difficult to say when 

the particular malfunction at Processing department was fixed and the machine could function again 

properly.  

Another example of a logistical conflict was about the time Technical Services could spend on 

repairs (see Box 2.1). Coordination suffered because the mechanics had limited time to fix all 

malfunctions and the Processing and Packaging departments wanted the Technical Services to spend 

Box 7 Example of a coordination difficulty at the TS-production meeting 

In one meeting the participants discussed when it was possible to check the electronics of Packaging line 

3 by another company (arranged by the Technical Services). The head of the Packaging department 

indicated the possible dates for the repair, so the mechanics could arrange a date for it. This was noted 

down in the minutes of the meeting. Therefore, the participants had information on the agreements that 

were made on how to continue and they could take action if needed. Furthermore, the meeting always 

provided a specific list of the current ‘need to be done’ repairs, that helped with the coordination of 

repairs that needed to take place at the Processing or Packaging department. Then, the participants 

made a priority list of which repair should be done first. However, since the meeting did not take place 

regularly, coordination problems occurred. 
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more time on repairs. It was difficult to come to an agreement between Processing and Technical 

Services, and Packaging and Technical Services. For example, the Processing department would like 

the Technical Services to do a thorough fix up on the cutting line, while the Technical Services argued 

they also had to deal with repairs at the Packaging department. Therefore, the Processing and 

Technical Services could not agree on what all should be repaired and how much time should be put 

into fixing the repair. Previous literature states that when no agreement is made the performance 

could be lowered (Janicik & Bartel, 2003).  

Between the Packaging and Sales department issues about time occurred as well (see Box 

2.2). Packaging stated they were not always updated on time about changes in orders or rush orders. 

Therefore, it was difficult for the Packaging department to produce these orders on time. The 

alignment of these department activities was not satisfying for both Packaging and Sales, thus 

coordination suffered. Coordination between Packaging and Sales departments was also negatively 

influenced because the Packaging department argued there was too little contact with Sales on 

current standings with (new) customers. So, Packaging was not able to quickly respond to changes of 

customer preferences for example. Coordination difficulties were associated with missing 

information (for Packaging in particular) and a little amount of coordination contact moments, in 

which case literature states that performance could go down (Jehn, 1997).  

4.2.2 Conflicts about resources 

Issues about the optimal amount of resources spend on cooperative tasks, occurred 

occasionally. I observed one example in one of the TS-production meetings, between the Technical 

Services and both the Processing and Packaging department (see Box 3). Every once in a while, the 

Processing and Packaging departments did not agree with Technical Services on the condition a 

particularly machinery part should have in order to replace it. Therefore, the Processing and 

Packaging department faced coordination difficulties with the Technical Services. Processing and 

Packaging would like to optimize their machinery and Technical Services is restricted by yearly 

budget.  These coordination issues could be linked to lower company performance as profit would 

decrease when Harries was faced with these investments. But, when a part was ordered too late, 

department performance could decrease because productivity could go down with less optimal 

machinery.  

4.2.3 Conflicts about task responsibilities 

Issues about task responsibilities occurred more frequently. Coordination between the 

departments taking part in the carrot meeting (Processing, Quality, Planning and Cultivation Support) 

was affected by the difficulties with overarching activities (see Box 4.1). Another issue was 

mentioned by the planner about the quality check of incoming carrots (see Box 4.1). Coordination 

was affected because the planner did not know if this task was performed and when he would get 

the information. Therefore, he could not get back in touch with the third party in case of bad quality 

carrots. These coordination issues could influence the performance of Planning and Processing 

negatively, because Planning could not claim a refund for the bad carrots and Processing could have 

a lot of work on getting the bad carrots acceptable for retail customers and quality restrictions.   

Issues about task responsibilities were also present between the Shipping and Packaging 

department, and the Technical Services and Packaging department (see Box 4.2 and 4.3). 

Coordination issues occurred because the departments did not know who would transport a 
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customer order from the storage cell to the Shipping department. Furthermore, the Packaging 

department was not willing to transport the orders because it felt Shipping accused them of 

something they did not do (when bags were dropped from a pallet by putting it down too hard). The 

performance of mainly Shipping was affected because when an order was not placed at the Shipping 

department when the customer/transporter arrived, the Shipping department would be held 

responsible first.  

Between the Technical Services and Packaging department, task responsibilities issues 

occurred as well (see Box 4.4). Coordination between these two suffered because they did not know 

their role in solving a malfunction at one of the Packaging lines. For both the mechanic and Packaging 

operator it was not clear into what extent the operator should be involved in this task. This could 

influence the performance of both departments. Packaging would benefit because the operator 

obtained extra knowledge and the Technical Services could more easily repair the breakdown or not 

have to show up at all.  

4.2.4 Conflicts about task strategy 

Disagreements about what strategy to follow when executing a cooperative task occurred 

multiple times. For example, Quality and Planning argued exactly the opposite of each other (see Box 

5.1). Coordination problems occurred because they could not agree on a course of action. The 

Quality manager stated that the Plant or Sales manager had to be asked, therefore it took more time 

to come to an agreement. Past research suggests that this uncertainty and the longer duration time 

for a task is associated with lower performance (Jehn, 1997).  

Also the Processing department stated that they faced issues with the Technical Services 

about the approach to get in contact with them in case of a break down (see Box 5.2). Coordination 

problems occurred because the head of Processing would not be updated about the malfunction 

when the operators contacted the Technical Services (instead of the head of Processing). The head of 

the Processing argued that he could not take these malfunctions to consideration on later planned 

activities on a machine or relate other malfunctions to the previous one. Furthermore, confusion 

about this working method (contacting the Technical Services right away, or get in touch with the 

head of Processing first) was related to coordinating difficulties, because the head of Processing and 

the operators did not know what was best. Therefore, it was likely that it took longer for the 

breakdown to be solved.  

Furthermore, the Technical Services said it was not always clear when a particular machine 

would be available for maintenance at the Processing department (see Box 5.2). So it was difficult for 

the Technical Services to coordinate their activities with those of the Processing department and 

uncertainty arose between these two departments. In this case, literature proposes that with more 

uncertainty, a longer task duration and no agreements between two parties are related to lower 

performance (Janicik & Bartel, 2003; Jehn, 1997).  

Another strategy issue occurred between the Packaging and Shipping department about 

producing stock (see Box 5.3). This conflict brought to light that it was better to produce less stock in 

favor of the expiration date of the product. Coordination was affected positively, because Shipping 

and Packaging were able to better align their activities and Packaging adopted their manufacturing 

schedule in favor of the Shipping department. Performance could be improved because the quality 

standards of the carrots were taken into account more.  
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Furthermore, I noticed a few communication strategy issues between Sales and other 

departments. According to the Sales department, the communicating strategy on more complex 

matters between them and production floor was complicated (see Box 5.5). Coordination issues 

arose because the message was not always clearly transcribed and could easily be distorted. 

Coordination became more difficult because the Sales and Processing departments’ ideas differed 

about what task needed to be done. Therefore it took longer to fulfill a task and come to an 

agreement. Behfar et al. (2011) state that without this alignment, performance would decline. Sales 

is however also directly in contact with the production floor departments and, especially with 

Shipping (see Box 5.4), disagreements occurred from time to time. For example, information about 

customer orders was not understood or received. So, mistakes were easily made at both 

departments and the coordination of the activities of Sales and Shipping was negatively affected.  

4.2.5 Generalized findings 

Looking at the different components of interdepartmental logistical conflicts the data 

demonstrated that all four were present at Harries and were related to coordination. For each 

component the implications based on the previous given examples are stated below. 

Issues about the optimal time spent on meetings certainly showed that coordination difficulties can 

occur between the different department members of the meeting. The participants do not have 

discussion time and no time to align their activities (Behfar et al., 2011). They also lack useful 

information that would have been discussed otherwise. Because of this, I suspect that coordination 

suffers from conflicts about the optimal meeting time. Without agreements, the participants are less 

able to coordinate their activities and uncertainty arises. In this case, past literature proposes that 

performance could be negatively influenced (Deutsch, 1973; Jehn, 1997).   

For issues about how to spend time on cooperative tasks it is clear that participants also lack 

time to discuss and integrate their activities. It is, thus, difficult to arrange a task between different 

departments. The department members have difficulties with the allocation of roles, tasks and 

deadlines. Furthermore, their expectations and preferences are not a like. Therefore I think 

coordination is affected and according to past and recent research performance could be negatively 

influenced as well (Behfar et al., 2011; Janicik & Bartel, 2003; Jehn, 1997).  

The issue about how to spend resources showed that for this component of logistical conflict 

the preferences of the participants differ. The participants cannot agree on what to do with the 

resources and think exactly the opposite of each other. That is why I believe coordination problems 

occurred. The differences in preferences and the uncertainty, that can be related to coordination 

difficulties, have shown to be negatively related to performance (Janicik & Bartel, 2003; Jehn, 1997).  

Due to conflicts about task responsibilities the different department members do not know 

who is going to do what, into what extent and when. Steiner (1972) argued that this forms the basis 

of effective coordination, so I assume that coordination is very closely related to this aspect of 

logistical conflict and affected negatively. As a result, tasks are not (or partly) executed. Past 

literature suggests that performance could then be influenced negatively (Jehn, 1997).  

The issues about task strategy showed that when two or more department have opposing 

interests it is difficult to come to an agreement. Therefore, I suspect that creating alignment between 

the involved departments becomes more difficult and coordination decreases. Recent research 

shows that when this alignment is missing, performance is likely to be negatively influenced as it 
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takes longer for the cooperative tasks to be completed and agree on the strategy to pursue (Behfar 

et al., 2011; Jehn, 1997). One example also showed that this aspect of logistical conflict could be 

positively related to coordination. The issue ensured a critical evaluation of the current activities 

(Jehn & Bendersky, 2003). Therefore, I believe that this aspect of logistical conflict could also improve 

coordination and help the department members in doing their job, which can be beneficial for 

performance.  

All in all, interdepartmental logistical conflicts are closely related to departmental 

coordination. Almost all aspects of logistical conflicts show to be negatively associated with 

coordination. Logistical conflicts could be associated with coordination problems because the 

expectations and preferences of the different departments were not alike, which made it difficult to 

come to an agreement between different departments. Therefore, I suspect, taking recent and past 

literature in mind, that the lack of temporal and resources alignment can be related to lower 

department performance (Behfar et al., 2011; Deutsch, 1973; Janicik & Bartel, 2003; Steiner, 1972).  
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4.3 Influences of trust, respect and open conflict norms 

In this section I look at the roles of trust, respect and open conflict norms on the relationship 

of interdepartmental logistical conflicts, coordination and performance. In Figure 4.3 this relationship 

is drawn. I combine the scores of logistical conflicts and trust, respect and open conflict norms for 

both the quantitative and qualitative data. Each variable is coded into a low or high score, after that 

the trust score of two departments is coupled to the logistical conflict score of the relationship of 

these departments. These relationships were measured from both departments’ perspectives and 

when trust, respect and open conflict norms were related to logistical conflicts, they were divided 

into one of the four categories.  

 low trust/respect/ open norms and low interdepartmental logistical conflict 

 low trust/respect/open norms and high interdepartmental logistical conflict 

 high trust/respect/open norms and low interdepartmental logistical conflict 

 high trust/respect/open norms and high interdepartmental logistical conflict  

Interdepartmental 
logistical conflicts

Departmental/
Organizational
 Performance

Trust
Respect

Open Conflict Norms

Coordination

 

Figure 4.3: Relationship of part 4.3 

For the quantitative data, the scores on the contingencies (trust, respect and open conflict 

norms) were separately related to the conflict score. All variables were measured on a five point 

Likert scale, therefore the average of 3 was taken to divide the data into low and high scores. All 

values above 3 were counted as high and all levels lower or equal to 3 were low scores. For the 

qualitative data I made the distinction in low and high trust, respect, open conflict norms. Most of 

the time the participants stated directly whether they trusted or distrusted the other department, 

which was also the case for respect and open communication. Conflicts were measured by the 

amount of examples the participants gave regarding their and another department. When the 

participant did not state anything on the subjects and/or conflicts with the other department the 

relationship was not taken into account. For all three variables the number of relationships in the 

same category was added up and the results are shown in Table 4.4.  
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    Conflict  Expected 
relationships 

Chi-square test 

    low high  low high   

Trust low 5 4  7,45 1,55 p-value 0,018748 

high 43 6  40,55 8,45   

Respect low 1 5  4,93 1,07 p-value 9,35E-06 

high 45 5  41,07 8,93   

Open 
norms 

low  5 7  47,66 8,34 p-value 4,3E-10 

high 34 4  32,34 5,66   

 

Clearly, the largest past of the addressed contingencies and conflicts by the participants were 

typified by high trust, respect and open norms and a low level of interdepartmental logistical conflict. 

Also the Chi-squared tests (see Table 4.4) prove that the different groups are not a results of 

randomness and that a real pattern can be observed, since the p-value is smaller than 0.05 

(Montgomery & Runger, 2006). 

High trust, respect and open conflict norms in a low level of interdepartmental conflicts are 

addressed in the next paragraph, after which the relationship of low trust/respect/open conflict 

norms and logistical conflicts is described. Then, high levels of the situational factors and high 

conflicts are further explained. Lastly, generalized findings are given for the influence of trust, 

respect, and open conflict norms on the interdepartmental logistical conflict, coordination and 

performance relationship.  

4.3.1 High trust, respect and open conflict norms and little logistical conflict  

As shown in Table 4.4 most relationships were typified in the category with high trust, 

respect and open conflict norms and low interdepartmental logistical conflicts. I believe these results 

are in congruence with the theoretical expectations. In case of trust, past literature suggests that it is 

likely trust influences the effects of conflicts for the involved departments (Kramer, 1999; Simons & 

Peterson, 2000). Trust between departments can lower uncertainty because departments know what 

behavior to expect from the opposite party and are more willing to cooperate and coordinate their 

activities as they know their interests are taken care of by the other department (Jones & George; 

1988; Tidd et al., 2004). Therefore, it is less likely that logistical conflicts are experienced as harmful 

and unpleasant. When respect is high, interdepartmental logistical conflicts occur less often. 

According to the literature, a department establishes a feeling of inclusiveness when it feels 

respected by another department (De Cremer, 2002). In conflict situations a department can 

therefore feel the need to resolve the conflict in favor of the organizational goals and not interpret it 

as a logistical conflict. It is then less likely that interdepartmental logistical conflicts escalate or cause 

a lot of trouble. The same pattern is seen by open conflict norms. Research has shown that it is likely 

that with open conflict norms in place, departments are able to express their viewpoints and discuss 

these with each other (Brett, 1991). I argue that departments could therefore interpret conflicts as 

less detrimental and solve them more easily trough useful discussions and increased cooperation. 

Thus, when a high level of trust, respect or open conflict norms is present between two departments, 

the number logistical conflicts is likely to be low.  

Table 4.4: The number of interdepartmental relationships for each category per contingency 
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4.3.2 Low trust, respect and open conflict norms and low and high logistical conflict 

Several relationships were typified with low trust, respect, open conflict norms and a low 

number of logistical conflicts. I can be brief about these cases because in this case the situational 

factors did not have an influence on logistical conflicts and therefore these cases of low trust, respect 

and/or open norms were not harmful for the specific departments (at least not via logistical 

conflicts). 

Relationships typified in the opposite way, with low trust, respect or open conflict norms and 

a high number of logistical conflicts are in line with my expectations as well. In Table 4.4 it is shown 

that a few relationships were typified in this category. For a department that indicated to have a low 

level of trust with another department, it was more difficult to come to an agreement and it was 

likely that the different departments faced difficulties with sharing their viewpoints. This conflicting 

behavior could then be related to personal attacks, a lower quality of decision making and a 

decreased eagerness to cooperate and coordinate their work (Kramer, 1999; Peterson & Behfar, 

2003). Two low trust, high conflict relationships were given by Processing (with Technical Services) 

and by Technical Services (with Processing). Both departments did not trust each other and felt their 

interests were less looked after by the other department. Therefore, cooperation declined and 

logistical conflicts occurred, when for example the Technical Services did not know when a particular 

repair could be done and Processing did not know when Technical Services was able to assist them 

(as malfunctions at the Packaging department were dealt with first). As respect was low, the effects 

of interdepartmental logistical conflicts could increase, because the departments did not see the 

need to solve the conflict and were not motivated to work together with another department for the 

overall benefit of the organization. When open conflict norms were addressed as low, (at least) one 

department felt less able to discuss their opinions and ideas with another department. Then, 

literature suggest that the department may not find the best solution for the conflict since not all 

viewpoints are taken into account (Brett, 1991; Jehn et al., 2008).   

4.3.3 High trust, respect and open conflict norms and high logistical conflict 

The relationships that were typified with a high level of trust, respect or open conflict norms 

and a high amount of logistical conflicts are more of interest for this research because literature 

suggests that when these situational factors are high, conflicts are likely to be interpreted as less 

harmful. In the next section, each relation of trust, respect and open conflict norms with conflicts are 

explained separately.  

Trust 

In Table 4.4 it is shown that six relationships were typified in the category of high trust and 

high logistical conflict. It would be likely that the departments that stated they trusted the other 

department felt that their interests taken care of by that department. However, there were six cases 

where departments stated that they had difficulties with coordinating their work.  

In Box 8 the situation of Sales and the production floor departments is elaborated. In this 

situation, logistical conflicts were likely to occur. At the moment of the conflict itself all parties 

suffered and had difficulties, since it was uncertain who was going to do what and it took longer for a 

task to be done. However, the trust relationship between these departments could make sure that 

eventually the logistical conflict between Sales and Processing, Packaging or Shipping would be 

solved. An evaluation was made of what went wrong and agreements were made on what both 
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parties should do different next time. This is in congruence with what Jehn and Bendersky (2003) 

propose, namely that process conflicts help in the assessment of current processes and standards 

and make sure task and resource assignments are looked. The Sales department became more aware 

on the activities of the production floor departments, got a better understanding on the production 

processes and was therefore able to respond more quickly to a customer which had a production 

related question.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, trust could influence the department’s conflicting behavior. When two 

departments trust each other they would be less likely to misattribute the logistical conflict to a 

hidden agenda or personal attack (Simons & Peterson, 2000). So at first, logistical conflicts could 

cause trouble and affect the department performance negatively, but secondly trust between the 

departments made sure these same issues were less misattributed and dealt with in the future in a 

more comprehensive manner. And the possible negative effect of interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts on coordination and performance could be reduced.  

Respect 

For respect five relationships were typified with respect and a high number of logistical 

conflicts (see Table 4.4). These departments stated that they thought another department would 

respect their work which could give them a feeling of organizational inclusiveness. Three of the five 

relationships were addressed by Processing, Packaging and Shipping with Sales, see Box 9. In this 

situation logistical conflicts were likely to occur between the production floor departments and Sales. 

These conflicts caused trouble at first, because the production floor departments were uncertain 

about what the issue was, what should be done and who should do what. However, respect of the 

Sales department helped the production floor department understand why some of these logistical 

conflicts occurred. I observed multiple occasions in which the Sales office representative (or Sales 

manager) would get a late call about a rush order. Then, the Sales office representative would put 

the message trough. But the Packaging department could face difficulties with making the rush 

order, as they had to deal with other orders first. In this case, the Sales office representative was not 

the one to blame as he was just the messenger. In situations like these, literature suggest that the 

Processing, Packaging and Shipping departments could feel less angry when they are faced with such 

a difficulty as they understood why the conflict occurred (Tjosvold, 2006). At Harries, the production 

Box 8 Example of a conflict situation between Sales and the production floor departments with presence 

of trust 

Five of these six relationships were addressed by the Sales department, and mainly by the Sales office 

representative. This person stated there was a trust bond between his department and the main production 

floor departments (Processing, Packaging and Shipping). He expected these departments would tell Sales 

the truth and be honest. The Sales department argued they usually possess the information the production 

floor departments need. Therefore, these departments were dependent on the information Sales provided 

them with. The Sales department expected honest information from the production floor departments, so it 

could respond to a customer quickly when for example an order was not ready on time. Processing, 

Packaging, and Shipping had to make sure that the right order was made and arrived on time at the 

customer, this all was based on information that Sales provided. Thus, these departments were dependent 

on each other and had a shared goal. Because of this, the departments were often in contact. And because 

order changes were likely to happen too,  Sales had to notify the production floor departments multiple 

times daily. The departments also worked under a certain time pressure as the orders needed to be ready at 

a particular time. Therefore Sales’ message was not always understood or received well. 
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floor departments were getting used to these changes and accepted that Sales did not intend to 

cause trouble or frustrate them on purpose. Respect created thus a feeling of understanding. The 

production floor departments knew they could expect these issues and got better in responding to 

these difficulties. According to Tjosvold (2006), when the production floor departments decide to 

accept the conflict, the conflict becomes constructive. The departments faced difficulties, but the 

acceptance helped departments in solving their conflict and thus coordinate with each other. 

Therefore, it is likely that performance is harmed less.  

 

 

 

 

 

Open conflict norms 

Lastly, for open conflict norms four relationships were typified with a high level of open 

norms and high amount of logistical conflicts. This is remarkable as literature proposes that with 

open conflict norms in place, conflicts are less likely to be perceived as personal attacks. 

Coordination and performance improve because the viewpoints of different parties are taken into 

account (Jehn, 1995).  

One of the four relationships was addressed by the Technical Services, see Box 10. When 

looking more closely at this relationship the two departments did have open conflict norms when 

had discussions on a particular repair itself, but open conflict norms about logistical and timing issues 

were less present as the two departments did not share their viewpoints on these logistical issues. 

Thus, logistical conflicts were more likely to occur. 

 Another one of the four relationships was addressed by Shipping, who had open conflict 

norms with the Sales department, see Box 10. In this case, logistical conflicts could actually be 

positive. The Sales and Shipping departments discussed the problem with each other and these 

discussion could help them in solving problems and checking errors, for example the Shipping 

department also worked with the IT system Sales office used to upload the order in. So the Shipping 

department could get in touch with Sales when they noticed something special. I argue that these 

conflicts between Sales and Shipping could be typified as constructive conflicts (Tjosvold, 1996; 

Tjosvold, 2008; Tjosvold & Yu, 2007). The open conflict norms make sure both departments discuss 

different issues with each other. And although these discussions were intense from time to time, the 

two departments gave each other space to share their thought and ideas. This helped them to come 

to a better solution or prevent errors from happening. So, logistical conflicts could influence 

coordination and departments’ performance positively.  

 

 

 

Box 9 Example of conflict situation between Sales and production floor departments with presence of 

respect 

These production floor departments stated they all felt respected by the Sales department. Sales did not 

give them the impression that it did not respect their work and work-related ideas in general. However still 

Processing, Packaging and Shipping faced several conflicts with Sales about the throughput of information. 

They stated that they did not receive information on time, got a wrong message, or interpreted the message 

incorrect. 
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4.3.4 Generalized findings 

Looking at the data provided in Table 4.4, for most of the interdepartmental relationships, 

the number of logistical conflicts was low and trust, respect and/or open conflicts were present.  

These findings are in line with the expectations stated in Chapter 2. A few relationships had a 

several logistical conflicts and distrust, disrespect and/or no open conflict norms, these were also in 

line with my expectations stated in the literature review. For trust, it is likely that uncertainty is 

lowered and departments are more willing to work together and want to align their activities. 

Therefore, they earlier come to an agreement and logistical conflicts are less likely to escalate, which 

could be beneficial for performance (Jones & George, 1998; Peterson & Behfar, 2003). When 

departments feel respected, they can feel more included and are less likely to see a conflict as a 

personal attack. So, the negative effect of logistical conflicts could be reduced (De Cremer, 2002). 

With open conflict norms in place, the different department members are more able to express their 

viewpoints and discuss these with each other (Brett, 1991). Logistical conflicts can be solved more 

easily, and performance could be less negatively affected.   

Furthermore, a couple of relationships were typified in the categories of high levels of trust, 

respect and open conflict norms and a high number of logistical conflicts. The examples, mentioned 

earlier in part 4.3.3, show than in these circumstances, each variable had its own constructive effect 

on the relationship of logistical conflict, coordination and performance. The example for trust 

showed that at first logistical conflicts can cause trouble for the involved departments, but second 

trust ensured a revision of the current way of working and/or current routines. According to Jehn and 

Bendersky (2003) these effects can be beneficial for performance. A new and improved task and 

resource assignment could be adapted and the current processes could be revised, therefore it is 

likely that a similar conflict can be resolved faster. The negative effect of logistical conflicts on 

coordination and  performance, when trust is present, can thus be diminished.  

For respect, the conflict situation showed that a logistical conflict could be accepted and 

understood quicker. Literature suggests that when one party accepts the other department does not 

intend to cause trouble or frustrate them, conflict can become constructive (Tjosvold, 2006). A 

department could accept a particular conflict more easily, create less of a hassle and handle it more 

quickly. The negative effect of logistical conflicts on coordination and performance could therefore 

be lowered.  

Box 10 Two examples of conflict situations where open conflict norms were present   

Technical Services and Processing 

Technical Services stated to have open conflict norms with the Processing department, but also faced 

multiple logistical conflicts with them. In my opinion Technical Services mainly faced difficulties with the 

Processing department, because they did not know when they were able to do a particular repair and how 

be in contact with the Processing employees. The official policy stated that the head of the Processing 

department should contact the mechanics in case of a malfunction but operators would also come to the 

mechanics directly when they were dealing with a malfunction. 

Sales and Shipping 

The Shipping department was in conflict with Sales from time to time as information was not put trough 

accordingly or the information from Sales to Shipping was not understood correctly. It must be said that 

the Shipping and Sales department were in contact a lot, as Sales is the one who receives the order first 

and at the Shipping department the order should be all done and ready for the customer. Therefore it was 

important that communication took place and that they both had the same goal. 
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Lastly, open conflict norms ensure an open culture. In an open culture, departments are able 

to give their opinions and show their ideas (Brett, 1991). However, one example brought to light that 

open conflict norms can be present in different ways because being able to openly communicate 

about a malfunction itself does not mean open conflict norms norms are present for timing and 

resources scheduling too. It is thus important to find out what kind of open conflict norms are in 

place. Another example showed that high open discussion norms can also be beneficial in logistical 

conflict situations. These conflicts can by typified as constructive conflicts, then shared discussion 

helps solving the problem and can bring multiple ideas and thoughts to light. Moreover, open conflict 

norms can help check and prevent errors (Tjosvold & Yu, 2007). Therefore, in this situation, the 

presence of open conflict norms might lower the negative effects of logistical conflicts on 

coordination and performance.    
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4.4 The role of power 
In this section I take a look at the role of power differences on interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts, coordination and performance. As mentioned in Chapter 2, power differences between 

departments can occur when different resources need to be distributed among departments and 

when a department would like to set changes in the behavior of another department (Homburg et 

al., 1999; Salanick & Pfeffer, 1974). Recent literature states that power struggles influence the quality 

of conflict resolution and can limit cooperation, while power equality facilitates conflict resolution 

and can result in integrative and cooperative agreements (Greer & Van Kleef, 2010).  

Interdepartmental 
logistical conflicts

Departmental/
Organizational
 Performance

Power differences

Coordination

 

Figure 4.4: Research for part 4.4 

The power construct is measured in three different ways, via observations during meetings, 

interviews and questionnaires. This topic is handled a bit differently than trust, respect and open 

conflict norms in the previous section, because power could be divided into three categories: less 

power, equal power or more power. However, the interview and questionnaire data only provided 

very few examples of the last category. In answering this research question I especially relied on the 

observational data, and used observational data examples to illustrate the relationship between 

conflicts and performance. Therefore, I use a less structured approach as in paragraph 4.3. 

This section starts with examples of cases where little power differences were present and 

the second part tells more about unequal power distributions between departments in relation to 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts. Lastly, more general implications of the role of power 

differences on the logistical conflict, coordination and performance relationship are presented.   

4.4.1 Power equality  

By far, the most participants of this project stated in the interviews that they did not perceive 

a lot of power differences between departments. Table 4.5 shows the questionnaire data of the 

Shipping, Technical Services, Sales (Office) and Quality departments. The participants answered on a 

five point Likert scale (see Table 4.5). From Table 4.5 the same conclusions can be drawn, because 

the answers are around the level of 3. Thus, the most departments did not perceive a lot of power 

differences.  
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Table 4.5: The level of power differences perceived with other departments (read from left to right) 

 Processing Packaging Shipping TS Sales (O) Quality 

Shipping 3,7 2,7  3,2 1,3 3,3 

TS 1,8 1,5 2,5   2,0 

Sales (O) 1,0 2,3 2,3   3,3 

Quality 3,3 3,3 3,0 2,3 2,0  

Note: 1 = powerless, 3 = equal level of power and 5 = powerful in comparison with the other department 
            Processing and Packaging were not able to fill in the power measurement scale.  

An example of power equality and a low amount of conflicts, is addressed in the interviews 

and observed during the carrot meeting. The participants the head of the processing department, 

quality manager, planner and the crop advisor argued they did not perceive power differences 

between each other and that they equally decided on topics that were discussed. They argued that 

they could freely share their thoughts and ideas and that no-one was left out. Because of this, 

logistical conflicts were not seen as harmful and conflicts were easier to solve. Therefore, 

coordination benefited and performance as well, since the participants were able to equally share 

their ideas which resulted in more well considered conclusions.  

4.4.2 Power differences 

I also found relationships where two departments stated they did not perceive equal power. 

The questionnaire results of Table 4.5 show a few notice worthy results. It can be seen that the 

Shipping department felt less powerful than Sales, and Sales stated they saw Processing as more 

powerful.  

Furthermore, the Technical Services felt less powerful than all included departments and 

perceived the most power differences with Processing and Packaging. The Technical Services 

department consists of two mechanics and when several failures occur simultaneously, they have to 

choose which repairs is done first. This could bring them into trouble as for example the Packaging 

department would not be pleased if the mechanics repaired a malfunction at the Processing 

department, while they were faced with a breakdown as well. Besides that, they felt others 

controlled them by asking them to repair a failure immediately. Especially when things were busy, an 

operator could be fierce and stated: “I have a malfunction, fix it now!”, which was one of the main 

reasons for the subordinate feeling of the Technical Services. The departments where the Technical 

Services faced power differences with, were also the ones where they had the most disagreements 

with, namely the Processing and Packaging department.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 11 Example of expression of power in the PO meeting 

In one of the PO meetings, the head of Packaging declared that the rusty cabinet at her department needed 

some paint for the upcoming audit. This message was declared fiercely and the head of Packaging asked in 

a severe manner when the cabinet could get some paint. The mechanic reacted that paint would not solve 

the problem. The head of Packaging did not give in and at the end of the discussion she stated, that she 

would have a look at the cabinet with the mechanic later. So, the more powerful department, Packaging, 

got its way.  
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In Table 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, the observational data of multiple meetings are given. The 

number of speaking turns, amount of speaking time and the amount of powerful behavior are 

presented. When looking at the behavior of the mechanics, mainly mechanic 1 took a seat in the 

meetings and did not speak a lot in the OT en continuous improvement meetings (Table 4.6 and 4.7). 

However, in my opinion, this could also be related to the characteristics of the mechanic as he is a 

quiet person. I did observe that when things were discussed which were related to the Technical 

Services activities, mechanic 1 and mechanic 2 (to a lesser extent) as well, would gave their opinions 

(also see the observational data of the TS-production meeting in Table 4.8). In general, however 

power differences made it more difficult for the Technical Services to come to an agreement, 

coordinate the department’s activities and performance could be negatively influenced.  

Table 4.6: Observational data of the OT meeting 

OT meeting Meeting 1    Meeting 2    

 # of 
speaking 

turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order 

# of 
speaking 

turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order  

Participants 

Plant Manager 61 35% ++ 1 104 35% + 1 

Operations 
Manager 

60 30% + 2 105 32,5% + 2 

Sales Office 31 17,5% +/- 3 61 20% +/- 3 

Quality Manager 24 12,5% - 4 27 7,5% +/- 4 

Mechanic 1 12 5% - 5 22 5% - 5 

         

Total 188 100%   319 100%   

 
Table 4.7: Observational data of the Continuous improvement meeting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuous Improvement Meeting 1     

 # of 
speaking 

turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order  

Participants 

Plant Manager 82 45% + 1 

Operations Manager 85 42,5% + 2 

Quality Manager 17 7,5% +/- 3 

Mechanic 1 11 5% - 4 

     

Total 195 100%   
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Table 4.8: Observational of the TS-production meeting 

TS-production meeting Meeting 1    Meeting 2   

 # of 
speaking 

turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order 

# of 
speaking 

turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order  

Participants 

Head of Packaging 26 35% +/- 2 30 15% +/- 4 

Head of Processing 26 20% - 3 17 12,5% - 5 

Mechanic 1     32 17,5% + 3 

Mechanic 2 43 45% +/- 1 18 7,5% - 6 

Operations Manager     52 30% + 1 

Plant manager     37 20% + 2 

         

Total 95 100%   186 100%   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, Shipping and Processing perceived power differences with the Packaging 

department from time to time as well. The Packaging department had a great deal of influence on 

decisions that needed to be made in their interest. This influence could partly be explained by the 

fact that the Packaging department works on customer order and that they have a tight deadline in 

making the orders ready on time. Therefore, the Packaging employees could be easily stressed out as 

they might get in trouble when they could not stick to the predetermined manufacturing schedule. 

They could be in need of a specific size and type of carrot or needed to know the exact order amount 

at a certain time for example. Over the years, the Packaging department became an expert in  

influencing other departments as they could stress that they needed something right away. The 

Processing, Shipping (and Technical Services) were aware of their practices and understood that this 

was necessary every once in a while. Nevertheless the use of power was less appreciated by these 

departments. In some cases, the Packaging department could express too much power, which 

created a inferior feeling for the other production floor departments. Also Table 4.9, depicted on the 

next page, shows that the head of Packaging spoke up a lot and had an open attitude during the PO 

meeting. She actively took part in this meeting, nodded, showed open behaviors and sat close to the 

other participants, which are all related to the expression of power (Hall et al., 2005). The power 

differences the Shipping, Processing (and Technical Services) departments felt in relation to 

Packaging, may be related to logistical conflicts because the departments that perceived the most 

power differences with Packaging (Shipping and Technical Services) were also the ones that argued 

to have the most logistical conflicts with Packaging. During these conflicts the Packaging department 

tried to defend its own interests. Literature suggests that when a department is focused on keeping 

Note:  

In every Table the observational data of the different meeting types are presented. Per observed meeting the amount of 

speaking turns, percentage of speaking time is given, the amount of powerful attitude and raking order of the most 

powerful till the least powerful participant is given. Powerful attitude was based on the amount of powerful behavior the 

participant showed (interruptions, openness, interpersonal distance and loudness), in which: 

++  = very powerful attitude 

+    = powerful attitude 

+/- = a bit of a powerful attitude 

-     = powerless attitude 
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its dominance and defend its own interests, it is likely to not take the overall organizational 

outcomes in mind (Mannix & Neale, 1993). Thus, coordination and performance could decrease.  

Also the Processing, Packaging, Shipping, and Quality departments faced power differences 

with the Sales department. The Processing and Packaging departments, for example, stated that the 

Sales department could determine what they should make or accept an order without asking if it was 

possible to make. All four departments stated the Sales department provided them with a problem, 

which they then could solve at their own department. A specific example is given in Box 12 . In this 

example the Processing and Quality departments felt unfairly treated and, as literature suggests, 

they missed information to contribute to decisions which could be beneficial for the coordination 

between the two departments and the organization as a whole (Keltner et al., 1998; Van Kleef et al., 

2008). The data provided in Table 4.6 is not in congruence with these findings, because Sales reports 

that it feel less powerful than the other departments. I believe this is the result of the participant of 

the questionnaire. The Sales office representative filled out the questionnaire, who had less actual 

power than the Sales manager.  

 
Box 12 Example of power differences; the carrot fries project 

The Sales department sold carrot fries (not in the usual range of products) to a customer and together 

with the Plant Manager they installed a carrot fries machine at the Processing department. However, 

more than only the machine was necessary to fluently produce the carrot fries and Processing (and to a 

lesser extent the Technical Services department) felt left alone. Furthermore, the Quality Manager faced 

trouble with the project as the carrot fries were often declined by the customer in the beginning, and she 

missed communication with Sales and the Plant Manager about the specifications and actions that were 

taken in order to improve the quality of the carrot fries. 
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Table 4.9: Observational data of the PO (production( meeting 

PO meeting Meeting 1    Meeting 2    Meeting 3    

 # of 
speaking 

turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order 

# of 
speaking 

turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order 

# of speaking 
turns 

% of 
speaking 

time 

Powerful 
attitude 

Ranking 
order  

Participants 

Operations Manager 22 70% + 1 57 40% ++ 1 73 40% + 1 

Head of Packaging     35 22,5% + 2 43 25% ++ 2 

Head of Processing 14 15% + 2 27 15% +/- 3 36 20% +/- 3 

Quality Manager 11 7,5% +/- 3 21 10% - 4 22 10% +/- 4 

Mechanic 1 7 5% - 4 14 7,5% +/- 5 11 5% - 5 

Head of Shipping 3 2,5% - 5 16 5% - 6     

             

Total 57 100%   170 100%   185 100%   

             

 Meeting 4    Meeting 5        

             

Operations Manager 46 50% + 1 31 45% + 1     

Head of Packaging 30 27,5% ++ 2 10 15% + 3     

Head of Processing     6 6,25% +/- 4     

Quality Manager 15 15% +/- 3 19 27,5% + 2     

Mechanic 1 10 7,5% +/- 4 6 6,25% +/- 4     

Head of Shipping             

             
Total 101 100%   72 100%       
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Another remarkable result that I think should not be left unnoticed are the power differences 

perceived with the Operations and Plant manager. Both managers have more authority than the 

production floor and Quality departments. But in the Tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 it is shown that 

these two managers express the most powerful behavior of all participants. They have the highest 

number of speaking turns, highest amount of speaking time and most powerful behavior. Their 

behavior is aimed at the other participants of the meeting, since their interpersonal distance is low 

and behave openly. The high number of speaking turns could (partly) be linked to their roles in the 

meetings, because in a meeting the plant and operations manager would provide information from 

(top) management to the other participants. However, meetings are also used for discussion and the 

sharing of thoughts and ideas of the participants. When looking at the observational data of the OT 

and continuous improvement meetings (see Table 4.6 and 4.7), this was not likely to happen as the 

other participants had significantly fewer speaking turns. Also, during the PO meeting the Operations 

manager spoke about half of the time every meeting. Which is a lot for a meeting with five other 

participants. In my opinion, the powerful behavior of the Plant and Operations manager were not 

always beneficial for the participation of  the other members. For example, the Plant manager easily 

cancelled the OT and continuous improvement meetings. Because of this, the participants lost their 

connection with the meetings. The participants of the continuous improvement meeting already 

joked about the meeting and gave it a new name: ‘occasional improvement’. Therefore, powerful 

behavior and logistical conflicts may be linked in these situations too because in this example the 

participants faced difficulties with the amount of time to spend on the meetings.  

4.4.3 Generalized findings 

 The questionnaire, interview and observational data together give an impression of the 

power differences between the departments of Harries. Specific examples of departments that did 

not face power struggles with each other showed that it let them share their thoughts and ideas 

freely and logistical conflicts were not perceiveed as harmful and could easier be solved. These 

findings were thus in line with what Greer and Van Kleef (2010), Mannix (1993) and Mannix and 

Neale (1993) proposed, because they stated that the best integrative agreements are made when 

parties have equal power.  

 Furthermore, there were also departments that did face power differences with other 

departments. These examples showed that that a connection can be made between departments 

with power differences and conflict situations. Almost in all cases in which departments faced power 

differences with each other, interdepartmental logistical conflicts were present as well. Power 

differences hinder logistical issues discussions as the most powerful department is likely to defend its 

own interests. Then, viewpoints of others are less taken into account and coordination and overall 

performance may suffer.  

In the literature chapter the proposition was made that performance of the powerful 

department would be improved and performance of the powerless department would decrease. In 

the examples it is shown that performance of the powerless departments could be decreased. For 

example, the Technical Services department’s performance suffered because they were tracked into 

activities they would rather not do and therefore could have less time for tasks which had higher 

priority to them. Performance of a powerful department, such as Packaging, could increase because 

this department could get something done in their benefit. The Packaging department, for example, 

got repairs done quickly, so they could get back to work faster and performance increased. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1 General findings 
The purpose of this master thesis project was to get a better understanding of 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts and to find out whether and if so, how these conflicts are 

related to coordination and performance. In order to do so, a case study was done at Harries. 

Multiple methods were used to gather data about the presence of interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts and their possible consequences on coordination and performance. Four research questions 

were formulated in the introduction of this project. In this part, the first three research questions are 

answered.  

The first research question (related to proposition 1 of the second chapter) was originated to 

investigate the relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance. Most of 

the data indicated that there existed a negative relationship between interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts and performance. The findings appear to be in congruence with previous research on 

process and logistical conflict and performance in a team setting, that largely shows a negative 

relationship between these conflicts and performance (e.g. Behfar et al., 2008; Behfar et al., 2011; De 

Wit et al., 2012; Jehn, 1997; Jehn & Bendersky, 2003; Jehn & Mannix, 2001). Logistical conflicts can 

create uncertainty and confusion about when a task should be executed. Furthermore, a task can 

take longer to be fulfilled. Essential information might be missed which then can be related to 

ineffective decision making. According to Jehn (1997) and Behfar et al. (2011), these effects are likely 

to decrease performance. However, a couple of examples of conflict situations at Harries show that 

logistical conflicts (conflicts about task responsibilities and task strategy) can contribute to 

performance in a positive manner. In accordance with Jehn and Mannix (2001) and Jehn and 

Bendersky (2003), logistical conflicts can help with a critical reevaluation of the current way of 

working and lead to a clear distinction in the responsibilities and contributions of every department.  

The second research question (related to proposition 2) focused on the role of coordination 

on the relationship between interdepartmental logistical conflicts and performance. The data give 

reason to believe that logistical conflicts and coordination are largely related. This is in 

correspondence with my expectations as logistical conflicts deal with logistical and timing issues 

(Behfar et al., 2011) such that these conflicts make it harder to align different departments activities. 

Interdepartmental logistical conflicts are likely to create difficulties with the allocation of roles, tasks 

and deadlines. Furthermore, the preferences and expectations of the departments can differ. As a 

result, it can be difficult to come to an agreement (Janicik & Bartel, 2003) and coordination of the 

departments’ activities presumably decreases. Literature suggests that when coordination decreases, 

performance likely diminishes as well because of this shortage of temporal and resource alignment 

(Behfar et al., 2011; Deutsch, 1973).  

The third research question (which is related to propositions 3, 4, 5 and 6) addressed the 

roles of the contingencies (trust, respect, open conflict norms and power differences) on the 

relationship of interdepartmental logistical conflicts, coordination and performance. The data 

showed that situations in which the number of logistical conflicts was low and trust, respect or open 

conflict norms were present, were most common. So there are good reasons to believe that these 

situational factors can reduce the negative effects of interdepartmental logistical conflicts on 

coordination and performance. Trust can decrease uncertainty and make departments more willing 
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to work together (Tidd et al., 2004). Respect can give a feeling of inclusiveness, such that a conflict is 

less experienced as a personal attack (De Cremer, 2002). Open conflict norms allow the departments 

to express themselves which can help in solving problems (Brett, 1991). These situational factors are 

likely to influence logistical conflicts as they are seen as less harmful and can be solved more easily. 

The negative effect of logistical conflict on coordination and performance is, therefore, presumably 

reduced.  

Furthermore, the data also give examples of high amounts of logistical conflict between 

departments, accompanied by high levels of trust, respect or open conflict norms. In these situations, 

trust, respect and open conflict norms can take on another, more constructive role in the 

relationship between conflicts, coordination and performance. Each situational factor has its own 

specific impact, which was not expected at first hand. These impacts are more elaborated in the next 

section of the discussion, the theoretical implications.  

The last contingency taken into account, is power (differences) between departments. The 

data show that departments that face power differences are likely to have more logistical conflicts 

than departments that state they perceive an equal amount of power, which is in congruence with 

previous literature on conflicts and power (e.g. Greer & Van Kleef, 2010; Mannix, 1993). Powerful 

departments are likely to defend their own interests and not attend to viewpoints of less powerful 

departments (Mannix & Neale, 1993), therefore coordination may suffer. Furthermore, the powerful 

department’s performance might improve because this department can easily get something done in 

their favor by another department, while the powerless department’s performance might suffer 

since they are asked to work more in favor of the powerful departments (Sell et al., 2004). Therefore, 

power differences are likely to negatively influence the relationship between conflict, coordination 

and performance, whereas power equality is likely to influence this relationship in a positive manner. 

The data provides interesting results and the first three research questions have proven to be 

valuable as they were all largely in congruence with the literary based expectations. In Figure 5.1 all 

likely relationships are shown. In the next section, the more theoretical implications of these results 

are given. After that the limitations of this master thesis project are given. The fourth research 

question about how the effects found, can help the organization (Harries) in dealing with 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts is explained in more detail in section 5.4, managerial 

implications. 
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Figure 5.1: The likely relationships between of the components of interdepartmental logistical conflicts, coordination and 
performance and the impacts of the contingencies.  

5.2 Theoretical implications 
This master thesis project provides multiple theoretical implications. The main implication of 

this project is the new research area on interdepartmental logistical conflicts, which can be divided in 

into two directions. First, it contributes to the understanding of logistical conflicts by themselves. 

Secondly, the translation is made from a team to an interdepartmental setting, in which the influence 

of logistical conflicts on coordination and performance of departments was investigated.  

Since Jehn (1997), who was one of the first to address process conflicts in a team setting, 

multiple studies have been done that provide more insight in the effects of process conflicts on team 

outcomes (e.g. Jehn & Bendersky, 2003, Jehn & Mannix, 2001, Jehn et al., 2008). Recently, Behfar et 

al. (2011) solely focused on the meaning and consequences of process conflicts and made the 

distinction of process conflicts into logistical and contribution conflicts. This thesis provides more 

reasons to conclude that logistical conflict is a separate type of (process) conflict. The gathered data 

shows that logistical conflicts are common and appear during day to day activities, meetings and 

projects. It is likely that these logistical and timing issues have their own specific effects on 

performance in comparison with task, relationship and contribution conflicts. Also, the data shows 

that logistical conflicts are not only applicable in a team setting, but in an interdepartmental setting 

as well. A lot of research has been done on conflicts in teams, as teams are a tool to create a 
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competitive advantage (Tjosvold et al., 2004). However, most organizations hold on to their 

departmental structure and therefore cooperation and coordination between departments stays an 

essential topic, and interdepartmental logistical conflicts are of importance.  

More specifically, this project describes and gives examples of interdepartmental logistical 

conflicts on a detailed level. It shows, therefore, closely what kind of influence the conflicts have for 

the involved departments. In conflict situations that were time related, departments stated that they 

missed information when not enough time was spend on a particular task. This led to decisions being 

made, based on too little information and assumptions. Task responsibility issues on one hand gave 

the departments an opportunity to think over who should do what, but on the other hand these 

issues take time in which the involved departments could not rely on each other and tasks took 

longer to be fulfilled. Conflicts about task strategy create fuss and confusion but also give an image of 

the current way of working and what can be done to improve this way of working. This project 

therefore implies that logistical conflicts can also be beneficial. Jehn and Bendersky (2003) and Jehn 

and Mannix (2001) already addressed that process conflicts could be beneficial, because they help a 

team with the setting, understanding and accepting of work norms. Also roles can be divided and 

deadlines can be agreed upon. In an interdepartmental setting, logistical conflicts (mainly task 

responsibility and task strategy conflicts) can also be positive, presumably in intergroup setting as 

well. So, in a more settled and cooperative environment, in which departments/groups have known 

each other for some years and have been working together on a regular basis, logistical conflicts can 

help departments with the distribution of roles and tasks, and the alignment of processes to their 

environment.  

This thesis provides a further division of interdepartmental logistical conflicts, which has 

proven to be helpful in distinguishing and recognizing logistical conflicts and their relatedness to 

coordination and performance. The four aspects of interdepartmental logistical conflicts (conflicts 

about time, resources, task responsibilities and task strategy) can therefore be useful in the 

determination of a more improved measurement scale of the one from Behfar et al. (2011). 

Statements could be defined that take the four aspects of logistical conflicts into account.  

Moreover, the occurrence of the situational factors, trust, respect and open conflict norms 

show that they can reduce the negative relationships between interdepartmental logistical conflicts, 

coordination and performance. The situational factors affect the relationship in their own way and 

when present in conflict situations they can take on a constructive role. Trust can make sure 

departments look back at the problem and come to agreements on how to prevent such a problem 

in the future. Respect can help the departments understand the origin of the conflict and the role of 

the ‘opposing’ department in it. Then, a department can accept the conflict more easily and solve it 

more quickly as well. And with open conflict norms in place in conflict situations, open conflict norms 

can make sure that the conflict becomes a constructive conflict (Tjosvold, 2006). Shared discussions 

can take place which can help with checking and preventing errors. In addition to research of Rispens 

(2012), who shows that the importance of an conflict issue itself can buffer the effect of 

misinterpretation of different types of conflict, also the presence of situational factors can help. 

When trust, respect and open conflict norms are well organized and present between departments 

that are often in contact with each other, departments will less likely misattribute the conflict. A 

logistical conflict will therefore be interpreted as one and not escalate very quickly.  
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Finally, this project shows the role of power differences in conflict research. In almost all 

conflict situations power differences between the involved departments were experienced. Team 

conflict researchers, Greer, Mannix and Bendersky focus on power and conflict (e.g. Bendersky & 

Hayes, 2012; Greer et al., 2011; Greer & Bendersky, 2013; Mannix, 1993; Mannix & Neale, 1993). This 

project contributes to research that shows that power and process conflicts are related (Greer et al., 

2011), and logistical conflicts and power as well. Team power, which is the overall power of the team 

to modify the behavior of others, has shown to affect the team outcomes in conflict situations. In 

past research, the focus was on the influence of team collective power and individual power 

differences of the team on team outcomes. This project provided thus another role of power, namely 

how power differences between groups related to logistical conflict situations. Power differences 

between groups seem to be a more interesting topic as in all conflict situations one department felt 

the other was more powerful. Power differences are therefore likely to affect the perceptions of, for 

example, the powerless department. This department gets more hostile and undervalued feelings 

against the more powerful department which then can influence the way of coordination of each 

other’s activities. A next step would be to investigate the specific influence of power differences 

between departments, through which we should find whether power differences are an antecedent 

of interdepartmental logistical conflict or a possible moderator of the conflict-performance 

relationship.  

5.3 Limitations and future research 
This master thesis project gives interesting results on the presence of and relations of 

interdepartmental logistical conflicts with coordination and performance. The major strength of this 

project is the case study approach: an in-depth exploration was done on the subjects of these 

research. I used multiple methods (interviews, observations and questionnaires), which provided me 

with a lot and a wide variety of data. I obtained a large amount of qualitative data with information 

on the relationships between the departments on the different topics, and extra observational data 

on power differences between departments. Furthermore, I gained quantitative data on the topics of 

this research of the departmental relationships at Harries itself. Therefore, I was able to do a 

thorough analysis and find answers on the four research questions, which provide interesting 

opportunities for future research. However, as with any research, there are several limitations to this 

project.  

Although the interviews and observations provided me with specific information about 

logistical conflicts and their effect on performance, objective performance data were not available 

and could not be used in this research. I asked the participants how the logistical conflict would 

affect their work and therefore got examples of what was more difficult (or easier) to do because of 

the conflict. Also, a performance measure was included in the questionnaire. However, these 

measure types are likely to be positively biased. This could be the case for the participants at Harries 

because almost all of them filled in the highest score for each performance measure statement. And 

while Lau and Murnighan (2005) addressed that perceptional outcomes are important, more 

objective performance data, like supervisor ratings, a departmental and organizational performance 

measure would benefit this research. Future research should therefore include objective 

performance measures. For example, the amount of interdepartmental logistical conflicts a 

department has with all the other departments of a company, can be linked to the supervisor ratings 

and the department members’ ratings (gathered per department). Then it is possible  to compare 

both subjective and objective performance measures. Furthermore, an objective departmental 
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performance measure (such as the productivity of a manufacturing department) can be linked to the 

amount of interdepartmental logistical conflicts of that department for multiple periods of time, so 

possible differences in conflict and performance can be compared over time.   

In addition, this project solely focused on interdepartmental logistical conflicts. Therefore, a 

more solid and detailed understanding is obtained. However, conflict research has provided more 

types of conflict, such as task, relationship and contribution conflicts. It is likely that an adjusted form 

of these types are present between departments too. Research on conflict in teams also has shown 

that one type of conflict can spill over in another type of conflict, for example task and process 

conflict can spill over in relationship conflict (Jehn and Bendersky, 2003). Jehn and Bendersky (2003) 

argue that process conflicts can be related to relationships conflicts because deciding who does what 

entails an assessment of the knowledge, skills, and abilities of the member, and the delegation of 

tasks is therefore linked to interpersonal skills. I think it is likely though that especially contribution 

conflicts, that are more people-related process conflicts, spill over in relationship conflicts as these 

deal with the effort each department puts into a task or project. Future research should find out if 

this assumption is true. Furthermore, the presence of other type of conflicts in addition to logistical 

conflicts could for instance influence the negative (or positive) relations on coordination and 

performance. Jehn et al. (2008) show that the negative effects of process conflicts are strengthened 

when members also perceive task and especially relationship conflicts. Also Jehn and Chatman (2000) 

show that conflicts can have other effects when another type of conflict is present to a more or 

lesser extent as well. Therefore, it is interesting to take interdepartmental task, relationship and 

contribution conflicts into account in future research. Then different styles of conflict management 

may become important for the handling of these conflicts, when for example relationship conflicts 

offsets a possible positive relation on coordination and performance of a task responsibility or task 

strategy logistical conflict.   

In this project both qualitative and quantitative data were combined, in order to create a 

more complete view on what kind of logistical conflicts took place between departments and what 

kind of effects they had on departmental performance and the coordination of the involved 

departments’ activities. The questionnaires mainly showed what component of logistical conflict was 

present between which departments and the interviews and observations showed more specific 

examples of these conflicts and their consequences for the departments. Therefore, the three 

methods complemented each other and triangulation occurred (Easterby-Smith et al., 1991; Patton, 

2002). However, this also means that the generated data was very company specific and therefore 

not generalizable. In future research the current found relationships should be tested if they are 

plausible as well in other industries. Moreover, a study with a larger sample size and a possibility to 

obtain more quantitative data, can yield statistical and generalizable results. In this case, the possible 

moderating effects of trust, respect, open conflict norms and power differences can be investigated 

in a more deductive research design as well, as this study has shown they are likely to behave in such 

a way. The propositions that were presented in Chapter 2 can therefore be used in future hypothesis 

testing research.  
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5.4 Managerial implications 
In this part I answer the fourth and last research question: ‘How can the effects, found in this 

research, help an organization (Harries) in dealing with interdepartmental logistical conflicts?’. First, 

the main departments that face a moderate to high level of logistical conflict with each other are 

discussed, and the level of contingencies are highlighted for these relationships as well. After that I 

suggest how a manager can use the contingencies (trust, respect, open conflict norms and power 

differences) to influence the effects of interdepartmental logistical conflicts. Lastly, the final 

conclusion of this thesis is given.  

In the analysis part a couple of departments were addressed most frequently in relation to 

interdepartmental logistical conflict. These were the following departmental relationships:  

 Sales - production floor departments (Processing, Packaging and Shipping) 

 Technical Services - Processing and Packaging 

The Sales department and production floor departments faced multiple issues with each 

other. Most conflicts were related to time and task strategy, followed by task responsibility issues. 

The departments faced difficulties with each other about changed orders or rush orders. Especially 

the Processing and Packaging departments had their own schedule to follow, which made it difficult 

to switch it for changed orders. Furthermore, issues arose about the communication pattern with 

each other as the Operations Manager served as an intermediary between the Sales and production 

floor departments. Table 5.1 provides the data of the relationship between the Sales and production 

floor departments in greater detail.  

Table 5.1: Levels of conflict, trust, respect, open norms and power differences for every (high) conflict relationships 

  Level of conflict Trust Respect Open 
norms 

Power 
differences 

  QN QL QN QL QN QL QN QL QN QL 

Pro TS  +  -  +  -  - 

TS Pro - + - - + - + + - - 

            

Pack TS - - + + + + + +  +/- 

TS Pack - + + + + - + - - - 

            

Sales Pro + + + + + - + - - +/- 

Pro Sales  +  -  +  -  - 

            

Sales Pack + + + + + - + - +/- +/- 

Pack Sales - + - + + + - -  - 

            

Sales Ship - + + + + - + - +/- - 

Ship Sales - + - - - + - + - - 

Note: QN = quantitative date (questionnaires), QL = qualitative data (interviews and observations) 
           Pro = Processing, TS = Technical Services, Pack = Packaging departments 
           low level = - , high level = +, and in case of power differences: powerless = -, equal power = +/- , powerful = + 

As can be seen, both the quantitative and qualitative results are included for logistical 

conflicts, trust, respect, open conflict norms and power differences for every relationship. The 
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situational factors, trust, respect and open conflict norms are in more or lesser extent typified as low 

by the Sales and production floor departments and can therefore be related to the negative effects 

of logistical conflicts on coordination and performance. 

 Also, the Technical Services faced a number of issues with the Processing and Packaging 

department. In Chapter 4 multiple examples were given on all four the components of logistical 

conflicts. They had disagreements about subjects such as: the TS-production meeting, the timing of 

repairs, distribution of resources and the way to attend the Technical Services in case of a 

malfunction (especially for the Processing department). In Table 5.1 it is shown that trust is absent 

between Processing and Technical Services. Furthermore, the Technical Services state to have 

relatively low levels of respect and open conflict norms with Processing and Packaging. These low 

levels of situational factors can therefore influence the existing negative relationship of conflicts on 

performance. Power differences play an important role as well, since especially the Technical 

Services department expressed that they perceive the Processing and Packaging department as more 

powerful.   

For these conflicting relationships, I think it is important to know what a manager can do to 

influence the three situational factors as they have shown to reduce the negative relations of 

logistical conflicts on coordination and performance. To start with, I think that it is important that 

trust bonds are established between departments. Trust can create a secure feeling and in logistical 

conflicts situations department members will not experience these conflicts as personal threats 

(Simons & Peterson, 2000; Tidd et al., 2004). Furthermore, in high conflict situations trust can make 

sure that the departments look back at what happened and agree on how to prevent such a problem 

in the future. Managers thus need to pay attention to trust bonds between the different 

departments, especially the ones who are in contact a lot. Trust can be established in many ways, like 

for example: clear coordination protocols, team building exercises and awareness of the collective 

goal (Curseu & Schruijer, 2010). Trust is an important issue for the Processing and Technical Services 

department. Both departments argued trust is absent in their relationship (see Table 5.1). I believe 

clear coordination protocols can help, because the Processing department faced trouble with 

contacting the Technical Services department in case of a malfunction (see section 4.1.4). The head 

of the Processing department and the mechanics can sit together to discuss what currently goes 

wrong and address what works best for both of them. Together they can set up a protocol on which 

they both agree. After a particular time period they can evaluate if it is working or not and revise it in 

the latter case. Furthermore, the manager can create awareness of the collective goal that both 

Processing and Technical Services are part of. Both have a share in the creation of the organizational 

goals. However they should not feel superior over another because they both are equally important. 

This can also help them with the issues about the time spend on repairs (see section 4.1.1), and trust 

can make sure the Processing department will know that their interests (doing a particular repair) are 

looked after by the Technical Services.  

 Respect has shown to be of interest as well, as it helps departments with the acceptance of 

logistical conflicts and therefore can lead to less escalated conflicts. Therefore, it is important that 

the different department members respect each others’ work. In situations with a low level of 

respect between departments it can help to pay attention to perspective taking. Perspective taking is 

defined as the effort that is made in understanding and considering another department’s viewpoint 

(Parker, Atkins & Axtell, 2008; Sessa, 1996). It can benefit cooperative behavior (Parker & Axtell, 
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2001) and can also be related to less person-oriented conflict perceptions (Sessa, 1996). To enhance 

perspective taking the manager can consider multiple strategies. First, transformational leadership 

can help. When managers take time to consider and understand the different department members 

viewpoints, they function as role models (Shin & Zhou, 2007). This can also help in improving  

department members’ motivation to put effort into the understanding of other department’s 

perspectives.  

Parker and Axtell (2001) provide specific antecedents of perspective taking: production 

ownership, integrated understanding, interaction between the departments and job autonomy. 

Production ownership is about feeling responsible for more than only one’s own set of tasks. 

Someone can therefore feel part of not only his or hers own department activities, but also of others. 

Integrated understanding is related to feeling part of the total organization and not only one’s own 

department. Furthermore, perspective taking improves when departments are more in contact with 

each other, because the more they are involved, the more they are willing to develop a sense of 

ownership for tasks that are not related to their own department. Also, job autonomy can help, 

cause this can lead to a sense of ownership too and can encourage the development of new 

information (Parker & Axtell, 2001).  

In particular, the Sales department stated that a low level of respect was experienced in 

relationship with the Processing, Packaging and Shipping department. Sales addressed that others do 

not really know what their activities include. Therefore, Sales feels slightly less committed to the 

processes going on at the production floor and experiences a distance between the productions floor 

departments. Perspective taking can be of great value for these four departments: Sales, Processing, 

Packaging and Shipping, because it is important that they create a better understanding of each 

other’s tasks and activities. Increasing the amount of contact between the Sales and production floor 

departments is a fairly easy to establish as the Sales department’s members can visit the production 

at least once a week for example. Top management already suggested that changing the work 

location of the Sales office representative would be a good idea. The Sales office representative 

could better work at the shipping office (located at the production floor) instead of the first floor 

office, every morning. In my opinion, this is a good way to establish more contact moments between 

Sales and the production floor departments. The Sales office representative can then easily 

communicate changed or rush orders and explain it face to face (instead of using e-mail).  

Perspective taking can play a role as well in the Technical Services, Processing and Packaging 

relationship. I believe that it can help when Processing and Packaging put more attention to the 

perspectives of the Technical Services. Then they would be able to understand why a particular 

malfunction was not fixed right away or why a new machinery part was not ordered at that moment. 

Production ownership and an integrated understanding could therefore be helpful in this situation.  

The last type of situational factor, is open conflict norms. As mentioned before, stimulating 

open conflict norms can be helpful to reduce the negative relationship of conflicts and performance. 

Different viewpoints are taken into account which helps in finding a solution. In high conflict 

situations open norms can also improve coordination and performance by solving the problem 

sooner because the departments are allowed to check and prevent errors from happening. Table 5.1 

shows that the level of open conflict norms is often typified as low and is thus a point to look at for 

Harries. The manager should therefore promote positive norms and beliefs on logistical conflicts 
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(Jehn et al., 2008). Also the manager can help departments understand that conflict is not necessarily 

a bad thing, and that expressing one’s views can help coordination and performance. Besides that 

the department members themselves can encourage others to share their doubts and opinions, so 

open discussions can take place (Tjosvold, 1991). In the relationship of Sales with the production 

floor departments, Processing and Packaging should feel able to accept conflict and have the courage 

to express their views towards Sales. On the other hand, Sales should also be willing to openly 

discuss the conflict and let the other departments express their thoughts and ideas. In this situation, 

both the Plant and Sales manager play a role as the Plant manager supervises the production floor 

departments and the Sales manager the Sales department. I think it is important that these two 

managers agree on how to establish open conflict norms. Then they can be adapted in the same 

manner for all involved departments. In the relationship of Technical Services with Processing and 

Packaging, open conflict norms play a role as well. Since the Plant manager took over the duties of 

the Operations manager, he can establish the same open conflict norms for the production floor 

departments and create an open discussion atmosphere.  

Power differences are also taken into account, and it turns out that power equal departments 

perceive less conflict with each other, than departments that state to feel more powerful or 

powerless. Intraorganizational power distributions are therefore important to pay attention to. But 

they should also be handled with care as vertical and horizontal power differences are present next 

to each other. At Harries, especially the Technical Services feels subordinate to the Processing and 

Packaging departments. In their opinion, these departments ask a lot of them and that they are not 

always capable of handling everything or are there to fix every small issue. It is the Plant manager’s 

job to address this situation. Perspective taking and creating awareness for the common goal will 

help in creating a more power equal relationship. 

To conclude, this thesis provides interesting results, which I believe reflect to the importance 

of coordination and integration between departments. This is the first study that introduces logistical 

conflicts in an interdepartmental setting and shows that these conflicts in itself are mainly negatively 

related to coordination and departmental/organizational performance. However, trust, respect and 

open conflict norms are likely to reduce these negative effects or even turn them into positive ones. 

Therefore, I am convinced that this study provides a step in the right direction to promising future 

research on intra-organizational logistics. 
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Appendix I - Introductory meeting questions 
Department heads of processing and packaging departments and operations manager 

Algemeen 

Wat is uw functie en wat houdt deze functie in? 

Hoe lang heeft u deze functie al? 

Heeft u andere functies binnen de Van Rijsingen Groep gehad? Zo ja, wat voor functie dan? 

Afdeling 

Wat doet uw afdeling zoal? 

Wat voor operationele processen vinden plaats op uw afdeling? 

 

Medewerkerniveau  

Beschrijf een typische dag voor een werknemer op uw afdeling. 

Hebben alle werknemers dezelfde taken van uw afdeling? Zo niet, waarin verschillen hun taken? 

Hebben de werknemers contact met medewerkers van andere afdelingen? Zo ja, welke afdelingen en 

waarover hebben ze contact met elkaar? 

Afdelingsniveau 

Wat voor soort activiteiten moeten er gecommuniceerd/gecoördineerd worden met andere 

afdelingen?  

Met welke afdeling worden welke activiteiten besproken? 

Hoe zijn deze activiteiten gecoördineerd? 

Bestaan er specifieke coördinatiemechanismen?  

Sales manager, sales office, quality manager, technical services and shipping leader (function is large 

in congruence with the department activities) 

Algemeen 

Wat is uw functie en wat houdt deze functie in? 

Welke taken en verantwoordelijkheden brengt uw functie?  

Hoe lang heeft u deze functie al? 

Heeft u andere functies binnen de Van Rijsingen Groep gehad? Zo ja, wat voor functie dan? 

Afdelingsniveau 

Wat voor soort activiteiten moeten er gecommuniceerd/gecoördineerd worden met andere 

afdelingen?  

Met welke afdeling worden welke activiteiten besproken? 

Hoe zijn deze activiteiten gecoördineerd? 

Bestaan er specifieke coördinatiemechanismen?  

Plant manager 

Algemeen 

Wat is uw functie en wat houdt deze functie in? 

Welke taken en verantwoordelijkheden brengt uw functie?  

Hoe lang heeft u deze functie al? 

Heeft u andere functies binnen de Van Rijsingen Groep gehad? Zo ja, wat voor functie dan? 
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Harries 

Hoe ziet de structuur binnen Harries eruit?  

Hoeveel mensen werken er bij Harries en hoe zijn deze verdeeld over de verschillende afdelingen? 

Wat zijn de operationele processen bij Harries? 

Hoe sluiten deze processen op elkaar aan? 

Wat voor activiteiten moeten er gecoördineerd worden binnen Harries en binnen de Gerstdijk? 

Hoe zijn deze activiteiten gecoördineerd? Zijn er specifieke coördinatiemechanismen? 
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Appendix II – Interview protocol 
This interview protocol is the guide the semi-structured interviews which are held with the 

participants of the research. Depending on the amount of contact the interviewee has with other 

departments, multiple interviews are held as the maximum length of an interview is 45 till 60 

minutes. Each subject is handled for every department the interviewee is in contact with, where after 

a new subject is raised. The first interview starts with an introduction about the research and what 

the interviews are about. Hereafter the subjects are handled in the order they are noted down in this 

protocol. All interviews are held in Dutch, therefore all interview questions and introduction section 

are set up in Dutch too.  

Algemene gegevens 

Naam deelnemer: 

Afdeling: 

Functie: 

Introductie 

Als eerst zal ik even kort toelichten waarom we hier samen zitten en wat dit voor betrekking heeft op 

mijn onderzoek. Mijn onderzoek richt zich op samenwerking en coördinatie tussen afdelingen. De 

verschillende afdelingen hebben elkaar nodig om ervoor te zorgen dat de wortels uiteindelijk de 

klant bereiken. Voor dit onderzoek breng ik de verschillende samenwerkingsvormen tussen de 

afdelingen van Harries (en in relatie tussen de afdelingen van Harries en Gerstdijk breed) in kaart. 

Door middel van een aantal gesprekken, wil ik erachter komen hoe jouw afdelingscontacten zijn met 

de verschillende afdelingen waar je mee samenwerkt. Ik verdeel mijn vragen op in verschillende 

interviews, aangezien het anders een te lang interview kan worden. De antwoorden die jij in dit 

interview geeft zijn vertrouwelijk en worden ook niet ingezien door uw collega’s of leidinggevende.  

Heb je er bezwaar tegen dat ik de interviews opneem?  

Start vragen 

Ik zou graag, voor de inhoud vragen, de afdelingscontacten in kaart brengen.  

Met welke afdelingen heeft jouw afdeling zoal contact? 

Zou je de hoeveelheid contact aan kunnen geven met deze afdelingen? (meest – minst etc.) 

En met wie van die afdelingen heeft jouw afdeling zoal contact?  

Zou je voor elk contact aan kunnen geven: 

1. Typeer jij de relatie tussen jullie afdelingen meer al een zakelijke of meer persoonlijke 

relatie?  

2. Hoe vind jij de aandacht die aan jouw afdeling besteed wordt? Wordt deze vaak of juist 

weinig onderhouden?  

3. Typeer jij jullie relatie als een van wantrouwen, neutraal of vertrouwen? 

4. Zou je kunnen aangeven of de relatie tussen jullie van lage of hoge organisatie waarde is?  

5. Zijn er tussen jullie een paar belangrijke incidenten of een grote reeks van relatie incidenten 

geweest? 
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NB. Bij elk gemeten construct wordt de hoofdvraag genoemd, waaronder de doorvraagvragen zijn 

opgesomd (met uitzondering van prestatie). 

Vertrouwen 

Vertrouwen gaat over de bereidheid van een afdeling om zich kwetsbaar op te stellen ten opzichte 

van andere afdelingsactiviteiten, omdat je bepaalde verwachtingen hebt gecreëerd bij wat voor 

acties de andere afdeling zal ondernemen ongeacht jij daar controle over hebt. Zo krijg je dus een 

bepaald verwachtingspatroon wanneer je met elkaar samenwerkt. En wanneer het vertrouwen hoog 

is, ben je waarschijnlijk ook meer geneigd om samen te werken en elkaars activiteiten te 

coördineren.  

Hoe zou je de vertrouwensband tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x typeren? 

- Kun je erop vertrouwen dat deze afdeling, het werk op jouw afdeling niet lastiger maakt door 

nalatig werk?  

- Vind je dat, gezien de prestatie van deze afdeling, je niet hoeft te twijfelen aan de competentie en 

voorbereiding van het werk van deze afdeling?  

- Vertrouwen de mensen van jouw afdeling, de mensen van afdeling x (ook diegenen die geen goede 

vrienden zijn met medewerkers van afdeling x)? 

- In het contact met medewerkers van afdeling x kunnen jullie dan beide open jullie ideeën, 

gevoelens en verwachtingen delen? 

- Als medewerkers (en ikzelf) problemen delen met medewerkers van afdeling x, hoe reageert de 

andere afdeling dan? (constructief/begrip?) 

 

Respect 

Respect gaat hier over de eerlijke behandelingen tussen afdelingen. Wanneer je eerlijk behandeld 

wordt, krijg je een gevoel dat je erbij hoort en deel van de organisatie bent. Daardoor kun je een 

hogere motivatie te krijgen om in het voordeel van de organisatie te handelen en jezelf of als 

afdeling coöperatief op te stellen.  

In welke mate denk dat jij dat afdeling het werk van jouw afdeling respecteert? 

- En werk gerelateerde ideeën?  

- En worden unieke bijdragen op prijs gesteld?  

- Wordt het werk van jouw afdeling waardeert door deze afdeling, denk jij? 

- In welke mate denk jij dat afdeling x denkt dat jouw afdeling waardevolle inzichten heeft?  

 

Open (conflict) normen 

Open normen zijn de standaarden die het gedrag van de medewerkers reguleren. Deze normen 

geven mensen de kans om openlijk hun twijfels, meningen en gedachten te delen zonder dat ze daar 

meteen op worden aangevallen. Hierdoor kan iedereen zijn denkwijze laten horen, waardoor samen 

een oplossing kan worden bedacht voor een bepaald probleem. Coöperatief gedrag gaat dus hand in 

hand met open normen.  

In welke mate is de communicatie tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x open? 
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- Vind jij dat afdeling x jouw afdeling de kans geeft om jouw afdelingsgedachten en -meningen voor 

een bepaalde taak te laten horen?  

- In welke mate vind jij dat er open normen zijn in gesprekken tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x? 

(Zijn er bijvoorbeeld bepaalde regels waaraan wordt gehouden; wordt een discussie vaak afgekapt of 

juist niet). 

- Laten de normen toe dat je openlijk over coördinerende taken kunt spreken/discussiëren? 

(geef je elkaar de ruimte om uitleg te geven, wordt er veel kabaal gemaakt etc.) 

Waar wordt afkeurend over gedaan tijdens coördinerende activiteiten tussen jouw afdeling en 

afdeling x?  

Meningsverschillen over wie wat moet doen worden die aangemoedigd of juist afgeraden bij de 

uitvoering van coördinerende taken?  

Macht 

Macht gaat over wanneer iemand anderen beïnvloedt om er zo zelf voordeel van te hebben. Als 

afdeling kun je macht gebruiken om beslissingen over het verdelen van hulpmiddelen te 

beïnvloeden. Hoe belangrijker het middel of besluit voor de afdeling, hoe meer de afdeling dat dan 

ook naar hun hand wil zetten natuurlijk. Wanneer een afdeling duidelijk meer macht heeft, kan deze 

beslissingen controleren naar zijn wil en zich daardoor ook minder coöperatief opstellen, waardoor 

samenwerken lastiger wordt.  

Wie geeft vaak de aanleiding tot discussies of wie kaart een bepaalde zaak aan tussen jouw afdeling 

en afdeling x? Zie je dat jouw afdeling of afdeling x structureel meer aanzet tot discussies? Kun je 

voorbeelden geven waar deze discussies over gaan?  

Wie is er dan betrokken bij het verstrekken van informatie of diensten? 

- Heb je het idee dat de ideeën en meningen worden meegenomen door afdeling x?  

 

Bij de verschillende discussies wie bepaalt er dan wat er uiteindelijk gebeurd, is dat jouw afdeling of 

afdeling x? 

- Wie krijgt er normaal zijn zin jouw afdeling of afdeling x? Kan jij deze afdeling laten doen wat je wil? 

- Kun je voorbeelden geven van situaties waarbij jouw afdeling of afdeling x zijn zin kreeg? 

 

Wie implementeert dan de uiteindelijk bepaalde keuze, is dat vaak jouw afdeling of afdeling x? 

Prestatie 

Verder zou ik graag wat te weten komen over jouw mening van de prestatie van jouw afdeling.  

Gebaseerd op de technische aspecten van het werk: 

- Hoe vind je de kwaliteit van het werk van uw afdeling? (hoog – gemiddeld – laag) 

- Hoe tijd efficiënt is jouw afdeling?  

Gebaseerd op de financiële en commerciële aspecten van het werk: 

- Hoe vind je de kwaliteit van het werk van uw afdeling? 

- Hoe tijd efficiënt is jouw afdeling? 

Vind jij dat jouw afdeling superieur werk aflevert?  
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Vergeleken met andere afdelingen waar je bekend mee bent: 

- Hoe goed doet jouw afdeling het met het oog op effectiviteit van de handelingen op de afdeling? 

- Hoe vind jij de kwaliteit van het werk van uw afdeling? 

- Hoe goed is jouw afdeling in het behalen zijn doelen?  

 

Samenwerking en communicatie 

Er volgen nu een aantal specifieke vragen over de samenwerking en coördinerende taken van tussen 

de verschillende afdelingen. Ook een aantal vragen gaan over de communicatie, dus het contact via 

telefoon, e-mail of bijvoorbeeld face-to-face.   

Coördinatie 

Hoe zou je de samenwerking tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x typeren? 

In welke mate is er sprake van misverstanden tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x?  

- Moet jouw afdeling vaak terugkomen op zaken van afdeling x en taken opnieuw uitvoeren naar 

aanleiding van jullie samenwerking? 

- Kun je de relatie tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x typeren als vlot en efficiënt?  

- In welke mate is er verwarring over hoe de te coördinerende taak volbracht zal worden?  

 

Communicatie 

In welke mate wisselen jouw afdeling en afdeling x informatie uit? 

- Krijgt jouw afdeling genoeg feedback van afdeling x die nodig is om de taken uit te voeren?  

Wat vindt jouw afdeling van de communication skills van afdeling x? 

Wanneer er iets fout gaat tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x, wat doen jullie dan om dit de volgende 

keer niet meer te laten gebeuren?  

Conflicten 

De volgende vragen gaan over de hoeveelheid conflicten die er zijn tussen jouw afdeling en andere 

afdelingen. Het woord conflict kan nogal zwaar overkomen, maar dat kan variëren van een 

meningsverschil tot een ruzie. Conflict is dus eigenlijk een verzamelterm voor de tegenstelling van 

ideeën tussen de verschillende afdelingen. Ik ben vooral geïnteresseerd in de tegenstellingen die 

plaatsvinden tussen de afdelingen en dan vooral over de onenigheden die bestaan over hoe een 

bepaald proces gedaan moet worden waar beide afdeling invloed op hebben. Dus het gaat vooral om 

de manier waarop een taak moet uitgevoerd worden.  

Hoe vaak heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met afdeling x over de optimale tijd die gestoken kan 

worden in de te coördineren activiteiten?  

Hoe vaak heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met afdeling x over de optimale tijd die in overleggen 

gestoken wordt? Hoe vaak heeft jouw afdeling ruzie met afdeling x over wie wat moet doen? 

Hoeveel onenigheid is er over taakverantwoordelijkheden tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x over het 

te coördineren werk?In welke mate heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met afdeling x over de strategie 

die gevolgd wordt en hoe de dingen gedaan moeten worden over het te coördineren werk? 

Hoeveel onenigheid bestaat er tussen jouw afdeling en afdeling x over de hoeveelheid middelen 

(materialen, staf en services) die gebruikt worden voor het te coördineren werk?   
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Appendix III – Questions for the conversations with the Processing and 

Packaging employees 
(Processing department set up) 

Je hebt mij misschien al een aantal keer rond zien lopen en ik zal eens uitleggen wat ik hier precies 

doe. Voor mijn studie moet ik een afstudeerproject uitvoeren. Mijn project is gericht op de 

samenwerking tussen afdelingen. Ik ben bij Harries aan het kijken hoe deze samenwerking nu is en 

wil graag ook jouw mening eens horen. Ik houd nu verschillende gesprekjes over de samenwerking 

tussen de verschillende productieafdelingen; voorbewerking, inpak, TD, expeditie/ontvangst 

goederen. Een voorbeeld hiervan is natuurlijk dat de voorbewerking samen moet werken met de TD 

voor het zorgen voor goedlopende machines.  

Bij de vragen die ik ga stellen mag jij zeggen wat jij ervan vindt en met de antwoorden zullen ook 

anoniem behandeld worden. Dat betekent dat de antwoorden niet worden doorgegeven aan 

anderen. Wat verder nog belangrijk is dat je bij het beantwoorden van de vragen je vanuit moet gaan 

van de afdeling in zijn geheel en zijn dus niet gericht op personen.  

Communicatie  

De eerste vragen zijn gericht op de communicatie tussen jouw afdeling en de andere afdelingen. Per 

afdeling zullen we een aantal vragen doorlopen.  

TD  

Hoeveel ben jij in contact met de TD afdeling? (aantal keer per week/maand) 

Waar gaat dit contact over?  

Gaat de communicatie met de TD altijd makkelijk?  

Zijn ze bereid om je vragen/verzoeken te beantwoorden/voldoen?  

Zijn ze makkelijk bereikbaar voor advies?  

Inpak  

Hoeveel ben jij in contact met de inpak afdeling? 

Waar gaat dit contact over? 

Vind je dat de communicatie met de inpak altijd makkelijk gaat?  

Zijn ze bereid om naar jou te luisteren of staan ze klaar voor jouw vragen?  

Zijn ze makkelijk bereikbaar voor advies?  

Expeditie/ontvangst goederen 

Hoeveel ben jij in contact met de expeditie/ontvangst goederen?  

Waar gaat dit contact over?  

Vind jij dat de communicatie met de expeditie/ontvangst goederen makkelijk gaat? 

Zijn ze bereid bij de expeditie/ontvangst goederen om mijn vragen te beantwoorden?  

Ze zijn makkelijk bereikbaar voor advies? 

Betrokkenheid 

De volgende vragen gaan over hoe verbonden jij je voelt met je afdeling en Harries als bedrijf. 

De eerste twee vragen gaan over hoe verbonden je je voelt met jouw afdeling. 

Bij de volgende stelling: Ik voel me erg thuis op de afdeling. Ben je het daar dan mee eens of niet?  
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En als ik zeg: Ik kan mezelf goed vinden hoe de gang van zaken gaan op mijn afdeling. Ben je het daar 

mee eens of juist niet?  

De volgende twee stellingen gaan over hoe verbonden je je voelt met Harries. 

Ben je het eens met de stelling: ik voel me sterk verbonden met Harries.  

En wat vind je van deze stelling: Ik vind het erg belangrijk dat het goed gaat met Harries.  

Prestatie 

De volgende vragen gaan over de prestatie van jouw afdeling.  

Vind jij dat jouw afdeling goed presteert? 

Vind je dat jouw afdeling zijn werkzaamheden op tijd afkrijgt?  

Functioneert je afdeling over het algemeen goed? 

Vind jij dat jouw afdeling kwalitatief goed werk aflevert?  

Tevredenheid en motivatie 

Heb je plezier in je werk? Ben je enthousiast over je baan? 

Ben je vaak verveeld op het werk? Ben je ontevreden over je baan?  

Houd je je graag bezig met uitdagende taken? Houd je ervan om nieuwe dingen te doen in je werk?  

Wanneer dingen niet lukken of moeilijk lijken tijdens mijn werk, blijf je dan proberen om deze taken 

te volbrengen? Maak je druk over de zaken die zich afspelen tijdens je werk?  

Eigen afdeling 

Deze laatste inhoudelijke vragen gaan over de samenwerking op de eigen afdeling. 

Werk je nauw samen met je collega’s van de voorbewerking afdeling? 

Moet jij jouw werk afstemmen met dat van anderen op de voorbewerking afdeling? 

Kun je zonder veel informatie van je collega’s niet goed je werk doen? 

Heeft de manier waarop jij je werk doet, veel invloed op dat van je collega’s op de voorbewerking? 

Zorgt jouw werk ervoor dat je vaak met je voorbewerking collega’s moet overleggen? 

 

Houden jouw collega’s je op de hoogte van de gang van zaken op de afdeling, zodat je de informatie 

hebt die je nodig hebt om je werk goed te doen?  

Wissel jij en je collega’s van je afdeling regelmatig informatie uit? 

Wanneer er iets fout gaat op jouw afdeling, wordt dat dan besproken met je collega’s zodat dat in de 

toekomt verbeterd kan worden?  
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Appendix IV – Questionnaire example 
 

 

 

 

Onderzoek samenwerking en 

coördinatie bij Harries B.V. 

Expeditie/Ontvangst goederen 

 

 

 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 

Mirthe Craens 
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Beste deelnemer, 

Momenteel zit ik in de afstudeerfase van mijn opleiding Operations Management and Logistics aan 

de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven en doe ik onderzoek naar de samenwerking tussen afdelingen. 

Het doel van deze vragenlijst is om inzicht te krijgen in hoe de samenwerking plaatsvindt tussen de 

verschillende afdelingen van Harries om zo de kwaliteit van de samenwerking verder te verbeteren. 

Deze vragenlijst draagt bij aan dit onderzoek en graag vraag ik je deze in te vullen. 

Deze vragenlijst bestaat voor een groot deel uit meerkeuze vragen en het invullen van de vragenlijst 

zal ongeveer 10 à 15 minuten in beslag nemen. De meerkeuzevragen kunnen meestal beantwoord 

worden met de cijfers 1 tot en met 5, waarbij 1 = ‘mee oneens’ en 5 = ‘mee eens’. Bij de vragen 

wordt naar jouw mening gevraagd, dus er bestaan geen foutieve antwoorden. Denk daarom ook niet 

te lang na over welk vakje je aankruist. Je dient het vakje aan te kruisen wat het dichtste bij je 

mening in de buurt komt.  

De informatie verkregen uit deze vragenlijsten wordt alleen gebruikt voor het onderzoek en zijn 

anoniem. Je collega’s en leidinggevende zullen jouw antwoorden van de vragenlijst niet kunnen 

inzien.   

Op het einde van deze vragenlijst, kun je vragen of opmerkingen plaatsen. Ook kun je rechtstreeks 

vragen stellen aan mij. 

Tot slot wil ik je alvast van harte bedanken voor het invullen van deze vragenlijst!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let op! 

Deze vragenlijst is voor een groot deel gericht op de samenwerking tussen de verschillende 

afdelingen binnen Harries: productie, inpak, expeditie/ontvangst goederen, de technische dienst 

(TD), kwaliteit en verkoop. De vragen die in deze vragenlijst aanbod komen zijn gericht op het 

contact, de communicatie en samenwerking die plaatsvindt tussen deze afdelingen. De vragen zijn 

dus niet gericht op personen, maar gaan over de gehele afdeling die genoemd wordt.   
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1. Communicatie 

De volgende vragen hebben betrekking op de communicatie die plaatsvindt tussen jouw afdeling en 

respectievelijk de productie, inpak, TD, kwaliteit en de verkoop afdeling. Dit gaat over alle 

communicatie, het overbrengen of ontvangen van een boodschap, die bestaat tussen jouw afdeling 

en de desbetreffende afdeling. Je kunt antwoorden met een schaal van 1 tot 5, waarbij 1 = ‘(bijna) 

niet’, 2 = ‘in mindere mate’, 3 = ‘soms’, 4 = ‘in meerdere mate’ en 5 = ‘vaak’. Zet een kruisje bij jouw 

gekozen antwoord. 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

In relatie met de productie afdeling 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling in contact met de productie afdeling?      

Communicatie met de productie afdeling gebeurt altijd erg open      

De productie afdeling is bereid om dingen met mijn afdeling te 
bespreken  

     

Het is makkelijk om advies te vragen aan de productie afdeling      

In het contact met deze afdeling staat de productie afdeling voor ons 
klaar en willen zij mijn afdeling helpen  

     

 

In relatie met de inpak afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling in contact met de inpak afdeling?      

In het contact met deze afdeling staat de inpak afdeling voor ons 
klaar en willen zij mijn afdeling helpen 

     

De inpak afdeling is bereid om dingen met ons te bespreken      

Communicatie met de inpak afdeling gebeurt altijd erg open      

Het is makkelijk om advies te vragen aan de inpak afdeling      

 

In relatie tot de TD 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling in contact met de TD?      

De TD is bereid om dingen met mijn afdeling te bespreken      

In het contact met de TD staat deze afdeling voor ons klaar en willen 
zij mijn afdeling helpen 

     

Het is makkelijk om advies te vragen aan de TD      

Communicatie met de TD gebeurt altijd erg open      

 

In relatie tot de kwaliteitsafdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling in contact met kwaliteit?      

Het is makkelijk om advies te vragen aan kwaliteit      

Kwaliteit is bereid om dingen met mijn afdeling te bespreken      

In het contact met kwaliteit staat deze afdeling voor ons klaar en is 
bereid mijn afdeling te helpen 

     

Communicatie met kwaliteit gebeurt altijd erg open      

In relatie tot de verkoop afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling in contact met deze afdeling?      

Communicatie met de verkoop afdeling gebeurt altijd erg open      

Het is makkelijk om advies te vragen aan de verkoop afdeling      

De verkoop afdeling is bereid om dingen met mijn afdeling te 
bespreken 

     

In het contact met de verkoop afdeling staat deze afdeling voor ons 
klaar is bereid mijn afdeling te helpen  

     

(bijna) niet vaak 
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2. Samenwerking tussen de afdelingen 

Alle onderstaande stellingen gaan over de samenwerking tussen jouw afdeling en de andere 

afdelingen van Harries. Verschillende begrippen, zoals vertrouwen en respect tussen afdelingen 

spelen hierbij een rol. De onderstaande stellingen zijn te beantwoorden van 1 tot en met 5. Waarbij 1 

= ‘mee oneens’, 3 = ‘neutraal’ en 5 = ‘mee eens’. Wil je aangeven in hoeverre je het eens bent met de 

volgende stellingen? 

 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

In relatie tot de productie afdeling 

Mijn afdeling vertrouwt de productie afdeling volledig      

Mijn afdeling verwacht de complete waarheid van de productie 
afdeling 

     

Mijn afdeling vindt dat de productie werknemers eerlijk zijn naar 
hun expeditie/ontvangst goederen collega’s  

     

 

In relatie tot de inpak afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

Mijn afdeling vindt dat de werknemers van de inpak afdeling eerlijk 
zijn naar hun expeditie/ontvangst goederen collega’s 

     

Mijn afdeling verwacht de complete waarheid van de inpak 
afdeling 

     

Mijn afdeling vertrouwt de inpak afdeling volledig      

 

In relatie tot de TD 1 2 3 4 5 

Mijn afdeling vindt dat de werknemers van de TD eerlijk zijn naar 
hun expeditie/ontvangst goederen collega’s 

     

Mijn afdeling vertrouwt de TD volledig      

Mijn afdeling verwacht de complete waarheid van de TD      

 

In relatie tot de kwaliteitsafdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

Mijn afdeling verwacht de complete waarheid van kwaliteit       

Mijn afdeling vindt dat kwaliteit eerlijk is naar de 
expeditie/ontvangst goederen collega’s 

     

Mijn afdeling vertrouwt kwaliteit volledig      

 

In relatie tot de verkoop afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

Mijn afdeling vertrouwt de verkoop afdeling volledig      

Mijn afdeling verwacht de complete waarheid van de verkoop 
afdeling 

     

Mijn afdeling vindt dat de verkoop afdeling eerlijk is naar de 
expeditie/ontvangst goederen collega’s  

     

 

  

Mee oneens Mee eens 
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Geef bij de onderstaande stellingen aan in hoeverre jij vindt dat deze zo zijn, waarbij 1 = ‘mee 

oneens’ en 5 = ‘mee eens’.  

 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

Productie afdeling  

De productie afdeling behandelt mijn afdeling met respect       

De productie afdeling vindt de kwaliteit van het werk van mijn 
afdeling goed 

     

De productie afdeling respecteert de werk gerelateerde ideeën van 
mijn afdeling 

     

 

Inpak 1 2 3 4 5 

De inpak afdeling respecteert de werk gerelateerde ideeën van 
mijn afdeling 

     

De inpak afdeling vindt de kwaliteit van het werk van mijn afdeling 
goed 

     

De inpak afdeling behandelt mijn afdeling met respect      

 

TD 1 2 3 4 5 

De TD vindt de kwaliteit van het werk van mijn afdeling goed      

De TD behandelt mijn afdeling met respect      

De TD respecteert de werk gerelateerde ideeën van mijn afdeling      

 

Kwaliteitsafdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

Kwaliteit behandelt mijn afdeling met respect      

Kwaliteit vindt de kwaliteit van het werk van mijn afdeling goed      

Kwaliteit respecteert de werk gerelateerde ideeën van mijn 
afdeling 

     

 

Verkoop afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

De verkoop afdeling respecteert de werk gerelateerde ideeën van 
mijn afdeling 

     

De verkoopafdeling behandelt mijn afdeling met respect      

De verkoopafdeling vindt de kwaliteit van het werk van mijn 
afdeling goed 

     

 

 

 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

In relatie tot de productieafdeling  

Mijn afdeling kan de productie afdeling laten doen wat wij willen      

Mijn afdeling heeft veel macht ten opzichte van de productie 
afdeling 

     

Het is moeilijk onze zin te krijgen van iets wat we bij de productie 
afdeling aankaarten 

     

  

Mee oneens 

Mee oneens 

Mee eens 

Mee eens 
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In relatie tot de inpak afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

Mijn afdeling heeft veel macht ten opzichte van de inpak afdeling      

Mijn afdeling kan de inpak afdeling laten doen wat wij willen      

Het is moeilijk onze zin te krijgen van iets wat we bij de inpak 
afdeling aankaarten 

     

 

In relatie tot de TD 1 2 3 4 5 

Mijn afdeling heeft veel macht ten opzichte van de TD      

Mijn afdeling kan de TD laten doen wat wij willen      

Het is moeilijk onze zin te krijgen van iets wat we bij de TD 
aankaarten 

     

 

In relatie tot de kwaliteitsafdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

Mijn afdeling kan kwaliteit laten doen wat wij willen      

Het is moeilijk onze zin te krijgen van iets wat we bij kwaliteit 
aankaarten 

     

Mijn afdeling heeft veel macht ten opzichte van kwaliteit      

 

In relatie tot de verkoop afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

Het is moeilijk om onze zin te krijgen van iets wat we bij verkoop 
aankaarten 

     

Mijn afdeling heeft veel macht ten opzichte van verkoop      

Mijn afdeling kan de verkoop afdeling laten doen wat wij willen      

 

3. Betrokkenheid 

Een afdeling heeft eigen doelen wat ertoe kan leiden dat een afdeling zijn eigen identiteit kan 

ontwikkelen. De onderstaande stellingen gaan over hoe verbonden je jezelf voelt met jouw afdeling 

en Harries. Voor elke stelling kun je aangeven in hoeverre je het eens bent met die stelling. Twee 

stellingen gaan over je verbondenheid met jouw afdeling en twee stellingen gaan over hoe 

verbonden jij je voelt met Harries in het algemeen.  

 

In relatie tot jouw afdeling (expeditie/ontvangst goederen) 1 2 3 4 5 

Ik voel me erg thuis op deze afdeling      

Ik kan mezelf goed vinden in de gang van zaken van mijn afdeling      

 

In relatie tot Harries 1 2 3 4 5 

Ik voel me sterk verbonden met Harries      

Ik vind het erg belangrijk dat het goed gaat met Harries      

 

 

  

Mee oneens Mee eens 

Mee oneens Mee eens 
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4. Onenigheden 

De volgende vragen gaan over de mogelijke onenigheden die er zijn tussen jouw afdeling en andere 

afdelingen. Dergelijke onenigheden of conflicten kunnen variëren van een meningsverschil tot een 

knallende ruzie. Ik ben vooral geïnteresseerd in de tegenstellingen die plaatsvinden tussen de 

afdelingen en dan vooral over de onenigheden die bestaan over hoe een bepaald proces gedaan 

moet worden waar beide afdelingen invloed op hebben. Dus het gaat vooral om de manier waarop 

een taak moet uitgevoerd worden. Onderstaande stellingen kunnen beantwoord worden met een 

schaal van 1 tot en met 5, waarbij 1 = ‘(bijna) nooit, 2 = ‘in mindere mate’, 3 = ‘soms’, 4 = ‘in 

meerdere mate’ en 5 = ‘vaak’.  

 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

In relatie met de productie afdeling 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling het oneens met de productie afdeling 
over de taken die op elkaar afgestemd moeten worden van jullie 
beide afdelingen?  

     

Hoe vaak is jouw afdeling het oneens met de productie afdeling over 
wie wat moet doen? 

     

In welke mate heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met de productie 
afdeling over de strategie die gevolgd wordt bij het uitvoeren van 
gezamenlijke taken?  

     

 

In relatie met de inpak afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling het oneens met de inpak afdeling over 
de taken die op elkaar afgestemd moeten worden van jullie beide 
afdelingen? 

     

Hoe vaak is jouw afdeling het oneens met de inpak afdeling over wie 
wat moet doen? 

     

In welke mate heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met de inpak afdeling 
over de strategie die gevolgd wordt bij het uitvoeren van 
gezamenlijke taken?  

     

 

In relatie met de TD 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling het oneens met de TD over de taken 
van die afgestemd moeten worden op elkaar van jullie beide 
afdelingen? 

     

Hoe vaak is jouw afdeling het oneens met de TD over wie wat moet 
doen? 

     

In welke mate heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met de TD over de 
strategie de gevolgd wordt bij het uitvoeren van gezamenlijke taken? 

     

 

In relatie met de kwaliteitsafdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling het oneens met kwaliteit over de 
taken die afgestemd moeten worden op elkaar van jullie beide 
afdelingen? 

     

Hoe vaak is jouw afdeling het oneens met kwaliteit over wie wat 
moet doen? 

     

In welke mate heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met kwaliteit over de 
strategie die gevolgd wordt bij het uitvoeren van gezamenlijke 
taken? 

     

(bijna) nooit vaak 
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In relatie tot de verkoop afdeling 1 2 3 4 5 

In welke mate is jouw afdeling het oneens met verkoop over de 
taken die afgestemd moeten worden op elkaar van jullie beide 
afdelingen? 

     

Hoe vaak is jouw afdeling het oneens met verkoop over wie wat 
moet doen? 

     

In welke mate heeft jouw afdeling onenigheid met verkoop over de 
strategie die gevolgd moet worden bij het uitvoeren van 
gezamenlijke taken? 

     

 

5. Prestatie 

De komende drie stellingen gaan over de prestatie van jouw afdeling, waarbij 1 = ‘mee oneens’, 3 = 

‘neutraal’ en 5 = ‘mee eens’. 

 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

Ik vind dat mijn afdeling goed presteert      

Mijn afdeling is effectief in het op tijd afkrijgen van de 
werkzaamheden 

     

Ik denk dat mijn afdeling in het algemeen goed werkt      

Ik vind dat de kwaliteit van het werk dat mijn afdeling aflevert 
prima 

     

 

6. Tevredenheid en motivatie 

De onderstaande stellingen gaan over hoe tevreden en gelukkig je bent met jouw werk, daarna 

volgen er stellingen over hoe gemotiveerd je bent voor je werk, waarbij 1 = ‘mee oneens’, 3 = 

‘neutraal’ en 5 = ‘mee eens’. 

 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

Ik heb plezier in mijn werk      

Ik ben enthousiast over mijn baan      

Ik ben vaak verveeld op het werk      

Ik ben ontevreden met mijn baan      

 

Ik houd me graag bezig met uitdagende taken       

Ik houd ervan om nieuwe dingen te doen in mijn werk      

Wanneer dingen niet lukken of moeilijk lijken tijdens mijn werk, blijf 
ik proberen om deze taken te volbrengen 

     

Ik maak me niet druk over de zaken die zich afspelen op mijn werk       

 

  

vaak 

mee oneens mee eens 

mee oneens mee eens 

(bijna) nooit 
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7. Eigen afdeling 

De volgende stellingen gaan nog over de bezigheden op de eigen afdeling. Er wordt gevraagd naar de 

gang van zaken op jouw eigen afdeling zoals hoe afhankelijk je bent om je werk uit te voeren van de 

rest van de afdeling en hoe de communicatie op de afdeling zelf is. 1 = ‘mee oneens’, 3 = ‘neutraal’ 

en 5 = ‘mee eens’. 

 

Stelling 1 2 3 4 5 

Ik werk nauw samen met mijn collega van de expeditie/ontvangst 
goederen 

     

Mijn werk moet ik vaak afstemmen met mijn collega van de 
expeditie/ontvangst goederen 

     

Ik kan niet goed presteren zonder de informatie van mijn collega van 
de expeditie/ontvangst goederen 

     

De manier waarop ik mijn werk doe, heeft een grote invloed op het 
werk van mijn collega van de expeditie/ontvangst goederen 

     

Mijn werk zorgt ervoor dat ik vaak met mijn expeditie/ontvangst 
goederen collega moet overleggen 

     

Ik doe mijn werk zonder veel overleg met mijn collega       

Ik hoef maar weinig informatie te vragen bij mijn 
expeditie/ontvangst goederen collega om mijn werk goed te doen 

     

 

Mijn collega houdt mij op de hoogte van de gang van zaken op de 
afdeling die ik nodig heb om mijn werk goed te doen 

     

Mijn collega en ik wisselen regelmatig  informatie uit      

Wanneer er iets fout gaat op mijn afdeling, bespreken mijn collega 
en ik dat samen om dit in de toekomst te voorkomen 

     

 

  

mee oneens mee eens 
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Algemeen 

Tot slot zijn er nog enkele persoonlijke gegevens nodig voor het verwerken van alle informatie. Deze 

gegevens zijn nodig voor een goede statistische analyse van het onderzoek en worden niet openbaar 

gemaakt. 

Wat is je geslacht?  □ Man  □ Vrouw 

Wat is je leeftijd?  ___ jaar 

 

Hoogst genoten opleiding: 

□ Geen 

□ Lagere school/Basisschool 

□ LBO/MAVO/VMBO 

□ HAVO 

□ VWO 

□ MBO 

□ HBO 

□ WO 

□ Anders, namelijk _____________________________________________________________ 

Hoe lang ben je werkzaam bij Harries/Van Rijsingen Groep? 

 ______ jaar en/of _____ maanden 

Hoe lang ben je werkzaam op je huidige afdeling?  

 ______ jaar en/of _____ maanden  
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Indien je nog op- of aanmerkingen heeft over deze vragenlijst kun je deze hieronder vermelden. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bedankt voor je medewerking! 

Mirthe Craens  

m.craens@harries.nl 


